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Abstract

This thesis studies various aspects of the theory of programming languages with imperative
operations on a global store.

In Part I we present and study a number of problems that arise when reasoning about
imperative languages with pointers, with special emphasis on program logic in the style of
Hoare. Firstly, we identify the major sources of difficulty as aliasing and dangling pointers,
and examine the device of component substitution (dating back to Morris) to address
them; a novel use of component substitution allows us to devise axioms for operations
that allocate and dispose of memory. Secondly, we analyze the subtle interaction between
pointer logics and garbage collection, addressing an observation by Reynolds that most
existing logics for pointers are incompatible with the presence of a garbage collector. Our
main results include an analysis of propositions that are garbage insensitive, soundness of
Hoare logic rules for a garbage collecting semantics, and full abstraction results connecting
partial and total correctness to two natural notions of observational equivalence between
programs.

Part II is dedicated to the study of a particular formalism for automatic memory man-
agement: the region calculus of Tofte and Talpin. The calculus is intuitively simple, yet
deceptively subtle, and previous theoretical analyses have been frustratingly complex: no
analysis has revealed and explained in simple terms the connection between the subtleties
of the calculus and the imperative features it builds on. We propose two approaches, sim-
pler than previous ones, for proving type safety. The first approach is based on the idea
of stratified semantics: a high-level semantics dealing with the conceptual issues of the
calculus, and a low-level one to remain close to the actual implementation; high-level type
safety is easy, and an appropriate relation between the two semantics implies type safety of
the low-level one. The second approach is about proving type safety directly, avoiding the
burden of having two semantics at the expense of a bit of extra complexity. This second
approach appears to be very flexible, as demonstrated by the extension to a region calculus
with destructive operations on an explicit store.

Part III is a study of multi-staged programming – a paradigm providing support for build-
ing, combining and executing code at runtime – in the presence of ML-style references. In
previous work, a notion of closed-code constructor was introduced to ensure the absence of
free variables in the code being executed. Our main contribution here is the introduction
of the notion of closed type as a generalization of closed type-constructor. The main prop-
erty is that values of closed type are not necessarily closed, but their free variables must



be dead code. The main technical results are type safety, and conservative extension with
respect to a conventional language with only one stage.
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...dynamic storage allocation makes the problem of verifying compiled code
impossibly difficult... (SPARK 95 Reference Manual)
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0.1 Notation

We summarize the main notations used, indicating their first definition.

Notation Meaning First Defined In

== equality in expressions Sec. 1.2
κ⊕ V 7→ E component extension Sec. 1.2
−[−/−] substitution Def. 1.2.1
X → Y total function Def. 1.2.2

X ⇀fin Y finite partial function Def. 1.2.2
dom(f) domain of partial function Def. 1.2.2

(f | c 7→ d) function update Def. 1.2.2
(h | p.a 7→ v) function update Def. 1.2.2

def?(E) definedness predicate Def. 1.3.1
Ω canonical undefined expression Def. 1.3.2
; transition between configurations Sec. 1.4

{P} C {Q} triple for partial correctness Def. 1.4.2
wp(C, R) weakest precondition Def. 1.4.3

g v h heap inclusion Def. 2.2.1
=α equality modulo renaming of pointers Def. 2.2.1

FV (−) free variables Sec. 2.4
C ∼=pc C ′ contextual equivalence (partial) Def. 2.8.2
[P ] C [Q] triple for total correctness Def. 2.9.1
C ∼=tc C ′ contextual equivalence (total) Def. 2.9.2
s, h  P support Def. 2.10.1
P ∗Q spatial conjunction Def. 2.10.2

s, h i P intuitionistic interpretation Fig. 2.5
s1 ≤ s2 store inclusion Sec. 3.1.2
s⊕ a store extension Sec. 3.1.2
`tt typing judgment in TTRC Fig. 3.1
`b big-step eval judgment in TTRC Fig. 5.1
• dead region/bind-closure Sec. 5.4.1 / Def.8.0.5
→s one-step reduction in SRC Fig. 5.2
→i one-step reduction in IRC Fig. 5.4

f1, f2 union of partial functions Note 6.3.1
f, a : b extension of partial function Note 6.3.1

R∗ reflexive transitive closure Sec. 1.4
6R complement of relation Note 6.3.1
`n type-and-level judgment Fig. 8.1
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Part I

Logics for Imperative Languages
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This Part presents and studies a number of problems arising when reasoning about imper-
ative languages with pointers, using a program logic in the style of Hoare.

In Chapter 1 we analyze the problem of aliasing, following an approach to reasoning about
pointers recently described by Bornat, building on work of Morris. Our main contribution
is the formulation of a semantics that validates the approach, and its use to devise axioms
for operations that allocate and dispose of memory. The material presented in this chapter
is based on [CIO00].

In Chapter 2 we study the interaction of garbage collection and program logic. Garbage
collection relieves the programmer of the burden of managing dynamically allocated mem-
ory, by providing an automatic way to reclaim unneeded storage. It is generally thought
that reasoning about programs in memory safe, garbage collected languages is much easier
than in languages where the programmer has more explicit control over memory. Para-
doxically, existing program logics are based on a low level view of storage that is sensitive
to the presence or absence of unreachable cells, and Reynolds has pointed out that the
Hoare triples derivable in these logics are even incompatible with garbage collection. We
present a study of a small language whose operational semantics includes a rule for re-
claiming garbage. Our main results include an analysis of propositions that are garbage
insensitive, soundness of Hoare logic rules for the garbage collecting semantics, and full
abstraction results connecting partial and total correctness to two natural notions of ob-
servational equivalence between programs. The material presented in this chapter is based
on [CO01, COB01].

7



Chapter 1

Aliasing and Component
Substitution
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1.1 Introduction

It is widely acknowledged that pointers cause problems for program-proving formalisms
(e.g. [HW73, OC75, Lon95, Nel83, HMST95, Ad94, Mol97, HH99]), but there is less
agreement on precisely what the problems are. So, before describing our own work, we
first discuss where we believe the difficulties lie.

The first issue that must be faced is aliasing , where distinct expressions can denote the
same l-value. The problem here can be seen by reference to Hoare logic, where assignment
is treated using substitution on the object-language level:

{P [E/x]} x := E {P}.

For this treatment of assignment to be sound it is necessary that different identifiers are
not aliases. With pointers the problem is that aliasing is not an exceptional circumstance:
for example, it will often be the case that distinct dereferencing expressions, references x.a
and y.a to records in the heap, are aliases even if pointers x and y are not. As a result, an
assignment to x.a might alter the value of seemingly unrelated expressions.

There are a number of ways to deal with aliasing. One is by “dropping down a level,”
and including an explicit store parameter in assertions. Although this approach works
technically, it is essentially compiling to another language, and as a result comes with
a price: assertions become more complex, due to a proliferation of occurrences of store
parameters.

An interesting approach was taken by Morris in the early eighties [Mor82]: it extends the
notion of substitution to apply to object components as well as to simple variables. The
idea is that the store is organized as records, whose components contain data as well as
pointers to other records.

The intent is then that the substitution E[E ′/V.a] behaves as if the l-value corresponding
to a record component V.a is overwritten. The crucial case is when E is itself of the
form V ′.a, in which case the l-values of V.a and V ′.a might be aliases. This is dealt with,
informally, by defining substitution as follows:

x.a[17/y.a]
∆
= if x == y then 17 else x.a.

The idea here is that if x.a and y.a are aliases, then assigning 17 to y.a changes the value of
x.a to be 17. However, if they are not aliases, then the value of x.a will remain unchanged.

Uday Reddy has pointed out an equivalent way to present component substitution, which
dates at least as far back as some early work of Burstall [Bur72]. In this view, a component
name a is considered as a global array, and V.a as a[V ]; Morris’ treatment simply resolves
some of the if clauses in the treatment of arrays as early as possible. The above definition

9



is then written as
x.a[17/y.a]

∆
= x.(a⊕ y 7→ 17)

This is read as follows: the global array a is as it was except that the y component is
now assigned to 17. This component-as-array trick is theoretically simpler than Morris’
because it removes the need to define a new notion of substitution: it arises by composing
two known ideas, ordinary substitution and the Hoare logic treatment of arrays. The idea
to treat components as arrays, semantically, is commonplace; the point, however, is that
it fits particularly well with program logic, where it has a pleasant simplifying effect. The
main value of component substitution, be it in the Morris or components-as-arrays style,
is that it works on the same syntactic level as the programming language, thus obviating
the need to carry around a store parameter in assertions to resolve aliasing. It deserves to
be better known.

Comparing to a more recent work, this component-as-array view can also be thought of as a
specialization of work of Leino [Lei95], where a pointer type is viewed as a global array. The
specialization is also a simplification, made possible by a semantic choice, where records
are objects in the heap that can only be accessed by pointers.

Although component substitution handles pointer aliasing properly (under some program-
ming language restrictions, discussed in the conclusion), it does not, in and of itself, help
with a more significant problem: the local reasoning problem. In fact, it actually draws
attention to the problem. The mechanism works “globally”, where assignment to V.a in-
duces substitutions for all occurrences of a in an assertion. Conceptually, this is at odds
with computational intuition regarding pointer assignment: On a basic operational level,
an assignment to V.a changes only a single pointer, not a large array.

A similar criticism can be lodged of the standard Hoare logic treatment of arrays, but in
pointer programs the problem is more acute. It is common to work with a number of data
structures at one time in the heap, where the records used shared component names, but
where the data structures are distinct (or distinct in certain logical senses). For example,
linked structures might be used to keep track of the files in several directories, and adding
a new file to one does not require a global update of all the directories. The problem
is to transfer this programming intuition to program logic, by allowing reasoning about
programs that act on one area of storage, without having that reasoning affect assertions
that describe other areas of storage.

This local reasoning problem has not been solved as of yet, but there have recently been
two promising developments. One is in the work of Reynolds [Rey00], extending early work
of Burstall. The other is in the work of Bornat [Bor00]. Both approaches rely on what
Bornat calls “spatial separation.” In the Reynolds approach, this is accomplished using a
spatial form of conjunction, which splits the heap into components; in [IO01, ORY01] it
is shown how this enables certain frame axioms, which describe invariants of the heap, to
be inferred automatically. In the Bornat approach, which builds on work of Morris, the
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idea is to use a stylized form of inductive definition for predicates that talk about data
structures; the definitions are arranged so as to reveal the portion of storage relevant to
the data structure in question, which gives rise to what Bornat calls spatial separation
properties. This enables substitutions for components in formulas to be resolved early,
without descending into a definition, when that formula is describing a data structure that
is distinct from the one being updated.

With this as background, we now describe the contents of the present chapter, which studies
the semantics of the component-substitution approach. Our first purpose is modest: to
give a model that shows its soundness with respect to a standard operational semantics
that works with l-values. Though modest, a semantic analysis is called for, especially since
substitution has been a notoriously delicate area. Also, a semantics makes the assumptions
underlying the approach especially clear, and provides a basis for extension or modification
of it. So, our first task will be to formulate an appropriate Substitution Lemma, and use
it to validate an axiom for assignment statements. In doing this, we use a logic of partial
functions to account for expressions (such as x.a where x denotes nil) that cause run-time
errors. The semantics of Hoare triples we adopt is one that adheres to the slogan verified
programs don’t go wrong .

Neither Bornat nor Morris treats definedness in detail; in the case of assignment this is
perhaps reasonable, but we find that close attention to definedness (or run-time errors)
actually helps in the consideration of storage allocation. Our second purpose, then, is
to use the semantics to help devise axioms for operations new(x) and dispose(E), for
allocating and disposing of memory; these have been almost as problematic as assignment.
For new the difficulty is to find a way of talking about “unallocated pointers” which do not
have any contents in the precondition, but which will have contents in the postcondition.
For dispose the problem is dual: in the precondition a pointer will have contents, but we
must arrange that in the postcondition any attempt to dereference a disposed pointer is
“undefined.” For both we use component substitution in a crucial way, and in the case of
disposal there is a surprising interaction between undefinedness and substitution.

Our axioms for new and dispose are both simpler than, and theoretically superior to, most
versions that have appeared in the literature. Often, additional predicates are introduced
to keep track of which pointers have been allocated, but in our treatment these are not
necessary. The reason is that pointers already necessitate a consideration of a form of
partiality, or run-time error, in expressions, for example due to attempts to dereference nil.
We find that, for our operational semantics, the same assertional device used to characterize
definedness can also be used to account for allocation, thus reducing the number of logical
concepts involved. Justification for this view is given by results showing that the axioms
for new and dispose express weakest preconditions for our operational semantics, showing
a sense in which they are correct and complete.

In early work, Oppen and Cook [OC75] gave an axiom for new (they did not consider
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dispose), which they proved expressed the weakest precondition. The formulation here
is considerably simpler, owing mainly to our use of component substitution. When he
introduced component substitution Morris did not consider allocation or deallocation, and
neither does Bornat. Leino [Lei95] did consider both, in the context of his array-like
treatment of pointers, but he did not show that his axioms express weakest preconditions;
indeed, they appear to be incomplete as stated.

In a series of papers, de Boer has investigated an approach to new (but not dispose) which
works by defining a substitution form E[new/u] (see [dB99]). Intuitively, this behaves as if
each occurrence of u in E denotes the same new pointer. The definition is subtle, and the
relation to the work here is not clear. One crucial point of difference is that de Boer treats
quantifiers in a varying domain style (where we use a fixed domain of pointers); again this
is subtle, and it might be useful to study the approach for a pared-down language, stripped
of object-oriented features.

Our final purpose will be to validate Bornat’s stylized use of inductive definitions in one
specific case: linked lists. We state non-interference and substitution lemmas, which show
the soundness of the interaction between definitions and component substitution, and a
spatial separation property. The treatment of lists is typical, and can be generalized to
many other data structures; however, this work is somewhat preliminary. In particular, a
systematic theory explaining definitions that reveal storage remains to be worked out.

1.2 Expressions and Component Substitution

The language we consider distinguishes between the stack, which holds the values of local
variables, and the heap, which contains data created and destroyed dynamically. The stack
can be extended by declarations of local variables, and modified by assignments. We assume
that the heap can contain only one type of data structure: records. For simplicity, records
have a fixed number of components, indexed by a fixed finite set Tags = {a1, ..., an}. These
tags may include hd and tl for implementing lists, and generally will be indicated with the
letters a, b.
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The syntax of expressions is given by the following grammar:

E ::= x
| N
| BE
| if BE then E else E
| nil

| E.κ

N ::= 0 | 1 | 2 | · · ·

BE ::= true | false
| E == E
| · · ·

κ ::= a
| κ⊕ V 7→ E

An expression can be a variable, natural number, boolean expression, conditional, null
pointer, or access to a record component. A boolean expression can be a boolean constant
or a comparison of expressions. The syntax E.κ means “accessing the κ-component pointed
to by E”. A component expression κ can be an atomic tag, such as hd, in which case E.hd is
the expression obtained by dereferencing the pointer and accessing the record component.
In a C-style syntax this would be written (∗E).a. κ can also be a component extension of
the form κ⊕ V 7→ E. Under the component-as-array notation, this says that the specific
index V has been recently updated to E.

When dealing with pointers one has to face the problem of aliasing: two pointers may
point to the same element. The difficulty arises because modifying the element pointed to
by one will affect what the other points to. For example in our language if two variables x
and y point to the same record, then an assignment x.a := 7 will change also the value of
y.a. We say then that x.a and y.a have the same l-value: essentially they are components
of the same record in the heap. It is important to note that distinct variables x and y in
our language cannot be aliased, because their values depend only on the stack, and not on
the heap. In particular the l-values of x and y cannot be modified, because their l-values
are essentially “x” and “y”.

We identify a class of expressions that have l-values, and which appear on the left side of
an assignment; they are defined by the following grammar:

V ::= x
| V.a

The substitution E ′[E/V ] is defined for arbitrary l-value expressions V . If V is a variable
x, then there cannot be aliasing and we can proceed with the usual substitution. But if V
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is of the form V ′.a, it may be the case that V ′.a is an alias of a component of E ′, hence
this possibility must be considered. Substitution is defined by a simultaneous induction
on E ′ and V . Some of the inductive cases have subcases, indicated by side conditions; it
is easy to see that there is no overlap between cases.

Definition 1.2.1 (Component Substitution)

x[E/V ]
∆
= x (when x 6= V )

x[E/x]
∆
= E

k[E/V ]
∆
= k (k a constant)

(E1 == E2)[E/V ]
∆
= E1[E/V ] == E2[E/V ]

(if BE then E1 else E2)[E/V ]
∆
=

if BE[E/V ] then E1[E/V ] else E2[E/V ]

(E ′.κ)[E/V ]
∆
= (E ′[E/V ]).(κ[E/V ])

a[E/x]
∆
= a

a[E/V.b]
∆
= a (when a 6= b)

a[E/V.a]
∆
= a⊕ V 7→ E

(κ⊕ V ′ 7→ E ′)[E/V ]
∆
= κ[E/V ]⊕ V ′[E/V ] 7→ E ′[E/V ]

This is essentially Morris’s definition in component-as-array form. We now describe a
semantics that enables us to validate the definition.

Definition 1.2.2 (Notation) We use the notation X → Y to indicate the set of total
functions from X to Y , and X ⇀fin Y for the set of partial functions with finite domain.
The domain1 of a partial function f is written dom(f). We write (f | c 7→ d) to indicate the
function defined like f but mapping c to d. A stack s is a partial function from variables to
values, which can be numbers, booleans, pointers or nil. The domain of s simply represents
the set of variables in the scope, and can be extended only with the declaration of a new
variable. We assume that the variables in an expression E are always in the domain of
the stack. A heap is a partial function from pointers to records, and a record is a tuple
of values indexed by Tags. The domain of a heap h is the set of pointers that have been
allocated so far, and this set is finite. We will use the notation (h | p.a 7→ v) as a short
for (h | p 7→ (h(p) | a 7→ v)).

1Here “domain” indicates the domain of definition of a partial function, not a Scott domain.
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Tags
∆
= {hd, tl, a, b, ...}

Variables
∆
= {x, y, ...}

Pointers
∆
= {p, ...}

Values
∆
= Nat + Bool + Pointers + {nil}

Stacks
∆
= Variables ⇀fin Values

Heaps
∆
= Pointers ⇀fin (Tags→ Values)

States
∆
= Stacks× Heaps

Figure 1.1: Semantic Domains

Our semantics makes use of the sets defined in Figure 1.1. Values are natural numbers,
booleans, pointers, and the constant nil. The domain of a heap represents the set of
currently active pointers, which are mapped to records; records have values for all the
tags.

Example 1.2.3 Suppose that we have only two tags hd and tl, with dom(s) = {x}, and
dom(h) = {p1, p2, p3}, and s, h are as follows:

s(x) = p1

h(p1) = [hd : 4, tl : p2]
h(p2) = [hd : 7, tl : p3]
h(p3) = [hd : 5, tl : nil]

The variable x holds a pointer to a record, which we can think of as the first element of the
list [4, 7, 5] terminated by nil.

In general the evaluation of an expression will not produce a defined result. For exam-
ple, if x denotes nil then evaluation of x.a would cause a run-time error. We represent
these errors as wrong, where the semantics of expressions and component expressions are
functions of the following types:

[[E]] : States→ (Values + {wrong})
[[κ]] : States× Pointers→ (Values + {wrong})

The definitions are in Figure 1.2. Note that some definitions are given by order-dependent
cases: each new case is defined only when the side conditions of the preceding cases are
false.
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Expressions

[[x]]s, h
∆
= s(x)

[[n]]s, h
∆
= n n ∈ Nat ∪ Bool

[[E1 == E2]]s, h
∆
= wrong if [[E1]]s, h = wrong

wrong if [[E2]]s, h = wrong
true if [[E1]]s, h = [[E2]]s, h
false if [[E1]]s, h 6= [[E2]]s, h

[[if BE then E1 else E2]]s, h
∆
=

wrong if [[BE]]s, h /∈ Bool

[[E1]]s, h if [[BE]]s, h = true
[[E2]]s, h if [[BE]]s, h = false

[[nil]]s, h
∆
= nil

[[E.κ]]s, h
∆
= wrong if [[E]]s, h /∈ Pointers

[[κ]]s, h, p if [[E]]s, h = p ∈ Pointers

Component Expressions

[[κ]]s, h, p
∆
= wrong if [[E]]s, h /∈ dom(h)

h(p)(a) if [[E]]s, h = p ∈ dom(h)

[[κ⊕ V 7→ E]]s, h, p
∆
= undefined if [[V ]]s, h /∈ Pointers

[[E]]s, h if [[V ]]s, h = p
[[κ]]s, h, p if [[V ]]s, h 6= p

Figure 1.2: Semantics of Expressions
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The semantics of a variable x is always defined: we assume that the domain of s is fixed,
and the variables occurring in expressions range over that domain. There are three ways
in which [[E.a]]s, h can be undefined:

• [[E]]s, h is undefined;

• [[E]]s, h is defined but is not a pointer;

• [[E]]s, h is a pointer which is not in the domain of the heap.

The semantics of a component expression κ essentially specializes a heap to a particular
component. Note that component expressions can be used to extend the heap.

The substitution E ′[E/V ] produces an expression which, semantically, speaks only of r-
values. But, for this substitution to be operationally compatible with assignment, it is
important to relate it to operations on l-values in the semantics. This is the purpose of
the Substitution Lemma.

Lemma 1.2.4 (Substitution) The following hold.

1. If [[E]]s, h = v ∈ Values and s′ = (s | x 7→ v) then

• [[E ′[E/x]]]s, h = [[E ′]]s′, h

• [[κ[E/x]]]s, h, p = [[κ]]s′, h, p

2. If [[E]]s, h = v ∈ Values and [[V ]]s, h = p ∈ dom(h) and h′ = (h | p.a 7→ v) then

• [[E ′[E/V.a]]]s, h = [[E ′]]s, h′

• [[κ[E/V.a]]]s, h, p = [[κ]]s, h′, p

Proof: The proof is in both cases a simple induction on E ′ and κ. 2

The separation of the Substitution Lemma into two parts reflects the existence of two kinds
of substitution: substitution for a variable x does not involve aliasing and is equivalent to
modifying the stack, while substitution for a component V.a must deal with aliasing and
affects the heap.

1.3 Logic of Assertions

In this section we introduce a logic to reason about expressions of the language. The only
subtlety is the treatment of undefinedness: because the semantics of expressions is partial,
we need to use a logic of partial functions.
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There is something of a controversy over the proper way to treat undefined expressions
in program-proving formalisms [BCJ84, Ten87, Jon95]. The simple-minded approach is
to use the usual two-valued logic. In this approach, quantifiers range over only defined
values, and definedness assumptions are needed for substitution and quantifier laws. A
more sophisticated approach is to consider a logic in which assertions can themselves be
undefined. We choose the former here for theoretical simplicity; we want to study rules
for pointers with a minimum of distraction. This choice does not constitute an ideological
commitment, and we believe that the main points could be made in a many-valued logic
approach as well.

The logic is divided into two parts: atomic predicates, which express assertions about
expressions, and formulas of first order logic built on atomic predicates. The two basic
issues related to expressions are partiality and absence of types. This leads to a logic for
partial objects with predicates to test the type of objects. The syntax is given by the
following grammar:

A ::= E = E
| ptr?(E)
| num?(E)
| bool?(E)
| · · ·

P ::= true
| A
| P ∧ P
| ¬P
| ∀x. P

Formulas P are those of first-order logic, with atoms A ranging over equality (two expres-
sions are defined and equal), and predicates to test if an expression yields a pointer, a
number or a boolean.

We give an interpretation of formulas in the model.

s, h |= P

means that formula P holds of stack s and heap h. The undefinedness of expressions is
dealt with in the interpretation of atomic predicates A given in Figure 1.3. It is important
to notice that, although the semantics of expressions is partial, the interpretation of an
atomic predicate in a given stack and heap is either true or false. In particular E = E ′ is
true if both expressions are defined and yield the same values, false otherwise. We use the
symbols = and == to distinguish E = E ′, which is an atomic predicate, from E == E ′,
which is an expression, and as such can be undefined if either side is.

The interpretation of connectives and quantifiers, given in Figure 1.4, is classical. (We use
→ and ∨ for the induced implication and disjunction.)
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s, h |= E = E ′ ∆⇐⇒ [[E]]s, h = [[E ′]]s, h = v ∈ Values

s, h |= ptr?(E)
∆⇐⇒ [[E]]s, h ∈ Pointers

s, h |= num?(E)
∆⇐⇒ [[E]]s, h ∈ Nat

s, h |= bool?(E)
∆⇐⇒ [[E]]s, h ∈ Bool

Figure 1.3: Interpretation of Atomic Predicates

s, h |= true always

s, h |= P ∧Q
∆⇐⇒ s, h |= P and s, h |= Q

s, h |= ¬P
∆⇐⇒ s, h 6|= P

s, h |= ∀x. P
∆⇐⇒ ∀d ∈ Values. (s | x 7→ d), h |= P

Figure 1.4: Interpretation of Connectives and Quantifiers

The separation between atomic predicates and general formulas is important because it
allows us to deal with specific features of the language with the first, and reason in a
classical standard style with the second.

Definition 1.3.1 (Derived Notation) Definedness will play a central role, and we in-
troduce a derived predicate for it:

def?(E)
∆≡ E = E

Clearly s, h |= ¬ def?(E) if and only if [[E]]s, h = wrong. We also use the notation

E1 =e E2
∆≡ (E1 = E2) ∨ (¬ def?(E1) ∧ ¬ def?(E2))

In Figure 1.5 we consider some logical rules that will be useful in proving formulas involving
our predicates. The reading is that in any given state, if the premise is true then the
conclusion is true. These rules are not meant to be complete in any sense, but are given to
highlight what has to be added to the usual rules for first order logic. The first two rules
say that equality implies definedness, and that we can only dereference pointers. Note that
the reverse implication does not hold: it may be the case that E denotes a pointer but
E.a is undefined, when that pointer is undefined in the heap. The third rule says that
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E = E ′

def?(E) ∧ def?(E ′)
def?(E.a)
ptr?(E)

p(E)

def?(E) ∧ ¬ p′(E)
p, p′ ∈ {ptr?, num?, bool?}; p 6= p′

¬ p(nil)
p ∈ {ptr?, num?, bool?}

def?(x)

def?(k)
k a constant

∀x. P def?(E)
P [E/x]

¬ ptr?(E) ∨ ¬ ptr?(V )
¬ def?(E.(κ⊕ V 7→ E ′))

(E = V ) ∧ ptr?(E)
E.(κ⊕ V 7→ E ′) =e E ′

¬ (E = V ) ∧ ptr?(E) ∧ ptr?(V )
E.(κ⊕ V 7→ E ′) =e E.κ

Figure 1.5: Selected Logical Rules

pointers, numbers and booleans are defined, and are mutually exclusive. The next two
axioms say that nil is a special constant distinct from pointers, numbers and booleans,
and that variables are always defined (from the assumption that all the variables we use
belong to the domain of the stack). The next two rules are definedness of constants and
a special rule for ∀-elimination: this is standard for logics of partial objects. The last
three rules are about object-component extension: the first one says that an expression is
undefined if either the object or the l-value being extended is not a pointer; the second
and third define the behaviour of component updates.

Definition 1.3.2 Consider the abbreviation Ω
∆≡ nil.a. It is easy to derive ¬ def?(Ω)

since ¬ ptr?(nil) is an axiom and implies ¬ def?(nil.a) using the second rule. We will use
Ω as canonical undefined expression.

In order to understand the need for def?(E) in the ∀-elimination rule, consider the formula
∀x. def?(x). Clearly it holds in every state, but of course we cannot derive def?(Ω).
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1.4 Hoare Triples

In order to interpret Hoare triples we presume an operational semantics ; which specifies
a transition between configurations, where a configuration K is either a triple (C, s, h),
where C is a command, s a stack and h a heap; or a pair (s, h). We will refer to the latter
as a final configuration. We will write ;∗ for the reflexive and transitive closure of ;.

Definition 1.4.1 (Configurations) We make the following definitions.

• A configuration K is stuck when K is a triple and there is no K ′ such that K ; K ′.
In particular, a final configuration is never stuck.

• C, s, h goes wrong when there exists a configuration K such that C, s, h ;∗ K and
K is stuck; a configuration is safe if it does not go wrong.

Intuitively, a configuration C, s, h is stuck when C cannot proceed from state s, h, for
instance because it tries to dereference nil. In other words, getting stuck corresponds to
a runtime error. A safe configuration is one that will never get stuck. Notice that in
general a computation starting from a safe configuration does not necessarily terminate,
since it may be an infinite loop which never reaches a stuck configuration. This allows us
to distinguish non termination from the occurrence of run-time errors.

With these presumed we can now set out the semantics of triples.

Definition 1.4.2 We say that {P} C {Q} is true just when

If s, h |= P then C, s, h is safe, and if C, s, h ;∗ s′, h′ then s′, h′ |= Q.

Notice that this is a partial correctness interpretation; the total correctness variant is
evident. Notice also that the interpretation adheres to the slogan verified programs don’t
go wrong . For example, {x = nil}x.a := 17{true} is not a true triple.

In order to judge the completeness of axioms for the statements we use the notion of
weakest precondition.

Definition 1.4.3 (Weakest Precondition)

wp(C, R)
∆
= {(s, h) | C, s, h is safe, and

C, s, h ;∗ s′, h′ implies s′, h′ |= R}
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skip, s, h ; s, h

C1 ; C ′
1, s

′, h′

(C1; C2) ; (C ′
1; C2), s

′, h′
C1 ; s′, h′

(C1; C2) ; C2, s
′, h′

[[BE]]s, h = false
while BE do C od, s, h ; s, h

[[BE]]s, h = true (C; while BE do C od), s, h ; K
while BE do C od, s, h ; K

Figure 1.6: Semantics of Commands

[Strictly speaking, we should refer to this as the weakest liberal precondition, but for
our main results involving assignment, new and dispose the two notions wlp and wp are
equivalent.]

We recall briefly syntax, semantics and Hoare axioms for the basic constructs for com-
mands. Specific commands of our language will be treated in the following section. The
syntax is given by the following grammar:

C ::= skip

| C1 ; C2

| while BE do C od

| · · ·

As usual skip is the do-nothing command, C1 ; C2 is the command that executes first
C1 and then C2, and while is a loop executing repeatedly command C until condition E
becomes false. The semantics, given in Figure 1.6, is standard.

We conclude this section with a standard set of axioms for partial correctness, given in
Figure 1.7; we remark that formulas outside triples in the axioms are implicitly universally
quantified, i.e. they are required to be valid. The first three rules are those for the three
constructs for commands, and the fourth, the consequence rule, is needed to strengthen
the precondition or weaken the postcondition of the triple.

(To extend consideration of completeness to loops would require consideration of expres-
siveness [Coo78]; this, however, is outside the scope of our concerns here.)
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{P} skip {P}
{P} C1 {Q} {Q} C2 {R}

{P} C1; C2 {R}

P → def?(BE) {P ∧ (BE = true)} C {P}
{P} while BE do C od {P ∧ (BE = false)}

P → P ′ {P ′} C {Q′} Q′ → Q
{P} C {Q}

Figure 1.7: Axioms for Partial Correctness

1.5 Assignment

The first specific command we consider is assignment

V := E.

To define the relation ; we need to distinguish between variable assignment x := E and
component assignment V.a := E. In the first case we update the stack and in the second
the heap.

[[E]]s, h = v
x := E, s, h ; (s | x 7→ v), h

[[E]]s, h = v [[V ]]s, h = p ∈ dom(h)
V.a := E, s, h ; s, (h | p.a 7→ v)

The weakest precondition in both cases follows from this description:

(s, h) ∈ wp(x := E, R) iff
∃v. [[E]]s, h = v ∈ Values and (s | x 7→ v), h |= R

(s, h) ∈ wp(V.a := E, R) iff ∃v, p. [[E]]s, h = v ∈ Values and
[[V ]]s, h = p ∈ dom(h) and s, (h | p.a 7→ v) |= R

An assignment statement is “stuck” when the antecedent of the rule cannot be satisfied.
For example, x.a := 17 is stuck when the domain of h is empty.

In order to express the weakest precondition with a formula, we extend the definition of
substitution to formulas.
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Definition 1.5.1 (Substitution II)

true[E ′/V ]
∆
= true

(E1 = E2)[E
′/V ]

∆
= E1[E

′/V ] = E2[E
′/V ]

p(E)[E ′/V ]
∆
= p(E[E ′/V ])

where p ∈ {ptr?, num?, bool?}

(P ∧Q)[E/V ]
∆
= P [E/V ] ∧Q[E/V ]

(¬P )[E/V ]
∆
= ¬(P [E/V ])

(∀x. P )[E/V ]
∆
= ∀x. (P [E/V ]) x /∈ var(E, V )

In the ∀ case we are using a freshness assumption; we could alternatively use the standard
device of α-renaming.

Lemma 1.5.2 (Substitution II) The following hold.

1. s, h |= P [E/x] iff (s | x 7→ v), h |= P ; when [[E]]s, h = v ∈ Values.

2. s, h |= P [E/V.a] iff s, (h | p.a 7→ v) |= P ; when [[E]]s, h = v ∈ Values and [[V ]]s, h =
p ∈ dom(h).

Proof: Both cases are by induction on P . 2

We now have a natural way to give Hoare-style axioms.

Axioms for Assignment

{def?(E) ∧ R[E/x]}
x := E
{R}

{def?(V.a) ∧ def?(E) ∧ R[E/V.a]}
V.a := E
{R}

In the axiom for V.a := E the precondition asks that V.a be defined. Logically, this is a
statement about an r-value but, in our semantics, it implies that the corresponding l-value
exists.
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Proposition 1.5.3 The axioms for variable and component assignment express the weak-
est preconditions.

In the examples we will use the fact wp(C1; C2, R) = wp(C1, wp(C2, r)).

Example 1.5.4 Consider the program x := nil; x.a := 42. Intuitively in every state it
will try to dereference nil and will crash. We can ask on which states it will terminate,
i.e. what is the weakest precondition with respect to true:

wp(x := nil; x.a := 42, true) =
wp(x := nil, def?(x.a) ∧ def?(42) ∧ true[42/x.a]) =
wp(x := nil, def?(x.a)) =
def?(nil) ∧ def?(x.a)[nil/x] = def?(nil.a)

Note that we have freely eliminated def?(42) and def?(nil) since they are axioms. The
resulting formula def?(nil.a) is always false, and matches the intuition that there is no
state on which the program above can terminate.

1.6 New and Dispose

In this section we consider two commands for allocating and de-allocating memory. The
syntax is the following:

new(x) | dispose(E)

new(x) finds an unused pointer p of the heap and assigns a new record to it, filling the
components with any values. dispose(E) will, on the other hand, de-allocate the record
pointed to by E. The domain of the heap represents the pointers that are currently allo-
cated, and new will non-deterministically choose a pointer outside the domain of the heap
and will non-deterministically initialise the corresponding record. The effect of dispose
will be to simply remove the pointer from the domain of the heap.

Definition 1.6.1 (Notation) We recall the syntactic sugar used so far and extend it:

• def?(E) is short for E = E.

• Ω is short for nil.a.

• def?(E.∗) is short for def?(E.a1) ∧ · · · ∧ def?(E.an), with a1, ..., an a repetition-free
enumeration of Tags.

• ∀x∗ is short for ∀xa1 , ...,∀xan.
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• [E∗/x.∗] is short for [Ea1/x.a1, ..., Ean/x.an] (see definition 1.6.3)

• v∗ ∈ X is short for va1 ∈ X, . . . , van ∈ X.

• (h | l.∗ 7→ v∗) is short for (h | l 7→ [va1 , . . . , van ]).

• [[E∗]]s, h = v∗ is short for [[Ea1 ]]s, h = va1, . . . , [[Ean ]]s, h = van.

Here is the semantics of new .

p /∈ dom(h) p ∈ Pointers v∗ ∈ Values

new(x), s, h ; (s | x 7→ p), (h | p.∗ 7→ v∗)

(s, h) ∈ wp(new(x), R) iff
∀p ∈ Pointers− dom(h). ∀v∗ ∈ Values.

(s | x 7→ p), (h | p.∗ 7→ v∗) |= R

new(x) is never stuck.

To formulate an axiom for new, the first point to consider is that we want to say that the
pointer selected is not in the domain of the current heap. This can be mimicked in the
logic by asking that the r-value of an expression x.a be undefined.

But then we face a conundrum: if x.a is undefined how can we speak of the values it
might have in the postcondition? For example, in the postcondition we might want to say
def?(x.a), which would be used in the precondition in a subsequent assignment to x.a, but
it seems hard to talk about this if x.a is undefined. (Also, if we were to consider a version
of new which initialized the components or took an initialization as an argument, then we
would want to speak of specific values, as in x.a = y.)

The way to resolve this conundrum is to use component substitution: We use a substitution
R[x∗/v.∗] in the precondition, which implicitly makes a statement about the components
in the postcondition R: this neatly solves the problem of having x.a be undefined in the
precondition, while still being able to speak about values it takes in the postcondition.

Axiom for New

{∀x.∀x∗.¬ def?(x.a) ∧ ptr?(x) → R[x∗/x.∗]}
new(x)
{R}

Formally, the above is actually a family of axioms parametric in a. The choice of a partic-
ular component a does not change the truth of def?(x.a) since either all the components
are defined or none is. So, throughout this section a may be considered to be some fixed
component name (though it doesn’t matter which one).
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Remark 1.6.2 (Warning on Defined Notation) It is tempting to introduce a defini-

tion A(x)
∆
= def?(x.a), and to formulate the axiom using this defined notation instead of

def?(x.a). However, A(x) has different substitution behaviour than def?(x.a) because a is
not free in it: a component substitution for a has no effect on A(x). Because of this, the
reformulation of the new axiom using A(x) is unsound; the notation A(x) hides an access
to the a component, hence aliases to x would not be captured by component substitution.
For example, A(x)[3/x.a] = A(x), while def?(x.a)[3/x.a] = def?(x.(a⊕ x 7→ 3)) which is
true when x is a dangling pointer.

There are two points to be made here. First, the def?(x.a) notation is speaking directly
about an r-value: the contents of x.a. Of course, it implies that the pointer denoted by x
is in the domain of the current heap, but by phrasing this in terms of r-values and not l-
values we are able to stay in a substitution-friendly setup, which is crucial for Hoare logic.
Second, we stress that, when introducing definitions, one must be very careful to ensure
that they behave correctly with respect to substitution; and this goes for component as well
as ordinary substitution.

Notice that our use of the abbreviation Ω
∆≡ nil.a is justified, by the fact that any substitution

into nil.a results in an expression nil.κ, which must be undefined.

An initializing version of new can be axiomatized by substituting specific values, (say, 0)
for x.∗, instead of quantifying over all possible values.

The further subtlety in the axiom for new is that the substitution R[x∗/x.∗] is a simulta-
neous component substitution, which substitutes for all the components of records. The
definition is similar to that of normal substitution

Definition 1.6.3 (Simultaneous Component Substitution)

x[E∗/V.∗] ∆
= x

k[E∗/V.∗] ∆
= k (k a constant)

(E1 == E2)[E∗/V.∗] ∆
= E1[E∗/V.∗] == E2[E∗/V.∗]

(if BE then E1 else E2)[E∗/V.∗] ∆
=

if BE[E∗/V.∗] then E1[E∗/V.∗] else E2[E∗/V.∗]

E ′.a[E∗/V.∗] ∆
= E ′[E∗/V.∗].(a⊕ V 7→ Ea)

(E ′′.(κ′ ⊕ V ′ 7→ E ′))[E∗/V.∗] ∆
=

E ′′[E∗/V.∗].(κ′[E∗/V.∗]⊕ V ′[E∗/V.∗] 7→ E ′[E∗/V.∗])
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The extension to formulas is straightforward.

Lemma 1.6.4 (Simultaneous Component Substitution) The following hold.

1. [[E ′[E∗/V.∗]]]s, h = [[E ′]]s, (h | p.∗ 7→ v∗); if [[V ]]s, h = p ∈ Pointers and [[E∗]]s, h =
v∗ ∈ Values.

2. s, h |= P [E∗/V.∗] iff s, (h | p.∗ 7→ v∗) |= P ; when [[V ]]s, h = p ∈ Pointers and
[[E∗]]s, h = v∗ ∈ Values.

Proposition 1.6.5 The axiom for new expresses the weakest precondition.

Example 1.6.6 As a first example of the use of new, we want to show that genuinely new
pointers are generated. To express this, we may ask what are the conditions that guarantee
x 6= y after the command new(x). We can use the logic to derive the weakest precondition.

wp(new(x), x 6= y) =
∀x.∀x∗.¬ def?(x.a) ∧ ptr?(x) → (x 6= y)[x∗/x.∗] =
∀x.∀x∗.¬ def?(x.a) ∧ ptr?(x) → (x 6= y) =
∀x.¬ def?(x.a) ∧ ptr?(x) → (x 6= y) =
∀x. (x = y) → (def?(x.a) ∨ ¬ ptr?(x)) =
def?(y.a) ∨ ¬ ptr?(y)

The weakest precondition says that if y denotes a pointer p, we can be sure that new(x) will
generate a different pointer only if p is defined in the heap. This is because p may have
been disposed, and in that case we want to be able to reuse it.

We now do a similar analysis for dispose:

p ∈ dom(h) [[E]]s, h = p
dispose(E), s, h ; s, (h− p)

(s, h) ∈ wp(dispose(E), R) iff
∃p. [[E]]s, h = p ∈ dom(h) and s, h− p |= R

Here, h− p is the heap like h except that it is undefined on p. dispose(E) is stuck when
E is not a pointer, or when it is a pointer but is not in the domain of h.

To represent the weakest precondition we should now say that the pointer disposed is in
the domain of the current heap. This aspect is in a sense inverse to new, and we simply
have to require def?(E.a). A more subtle problem is that we want to guarantee that
subsequent attempts to dereference the disposed pointer will be undefined. This can be
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modelled as a component substitution once again, where we substitute “undefined” for
each of the components of the disposed record. Note that this does not replace the pointer
itself by undefined, but only the (r-values of the) components.

Axiom for Dispose
{def?(E.a) ∧R[Ω/E.∗]}
dispose(E)
{R}

This substitution of an undefined expression is, at first sight, worrying. For, in partial func-
tion logic rules for substitution usually require that the substituted expression is defined.
However, the definition of component substitution, as opposed to ordinary substitution, is
entirely happy with substituting undefined. This, for us, came as a surprise, and is what
allows the treatment of dispose to work.

As an example, consider substituting Ω for x.a in y.a:

y.a[Ω/x.a] = y[Ω/x.a].(a⊕ x 7→ Ω)
= y.(a⊕ x 7→ Ω)

This does not result in undefined if x and y are unequal. And further, the Ω is entirely
bypassed when substituting for different components:

x.b[Ω/x.a] = x.b.

These examples give the flavour of how component substitution interacts with undefined-
ness: the following lemma sums up the properties needed for analysis of the dispose

axiom.

Lemma 1.6.7 (Component Substitution and Undefinedness) The following hold.

1. [[E[Ω/V.∗]]]s, h = [[E]]s, (h− p); when [[V ]]s, h = p ∈ dom(h).

2. s, h |= P [Ω/V.∗] iff s, (h− p) |= P ; when [[V ]]s, h = p ∈ dom(h).

Proposition 1.6.8 The axiom for dispose expresses the weakest precondition.

Example 1.6.9 We have seen that dispose has the effect of making a pointer undefined
in the heap. But what happens if we try, by mistake, to dispose the same pointer twice?
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We can derive it!

wp(dispose(x); dispose(x), true) =
wp(dispose(x), def?(x.a) ∧ true[Ω/x.∗]) =
wp(dispose(x), def?(x.a)) =
def?(x.a) ∧ def?(x.a)[Ω/x.∗] =
def?(x.a) ∧ def?(x[Ω/x.∗].(a⊕ x 7→ Ω)) =
def?(x.a) ∧ def?(x.(a⊕ x 7→ Ω)) =
def?(x.a) ∧ def?(Ω)

Since ¬ def?(Ω) is true, the weakest precondition is false. This says that, whatever the
initial state, dereferencing a pointer twice is not safe.

1.7 Inductive Definitions that Reveal Storage

When reasoning about a data structure in memory, one usually wants to make high-level
statements and proofs using these definitions and some lemmas, without having to perform
a new inductive proof for every use of a data structure. In particular, inductive definitions
are useful for reasoning about lists, trees, and the like.

In the approach of Morris and Bornat there are a few surprises in the way that definitions
are treated, owing to their interaction with component substitution. We explain this by
going through a few putative definitions of properties involving lists, finally arriving at
an example of the stylized form of definition that Morris and Bornat rely on. We then
show two lemmas, a Substitution Lemma which verifies correctness, and a non-interference
lemma which, to some extent, enables the global nature of component substitution to be
controlled.

We confine our attention to a single kind of data structure here: linked lists. Much of the
material can apply to other data structures, but we do not yet have a general theory to
account for inductive data structures.

1.7.1 Definitions for Lists

We first define a predicate which says “E points to a non-circular linked list in storage,”
which means that we get to nil by following a finite number of tail links. We are not
concerned with the contents of other components just now, only that the list exists. (From
now on we will drop the qualification “non-circular.”)
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First attempt2

list(0, E)
∆
= E = nil

list(n + 1, E)
∆
= ptr?(E) ∧ list(n,E.tl)

We will not be completely formal about inductive definitions, but the intent should be
clear. (In particular, we regard E and n as schematic metavariables, which are substituted
for on the meta-level.)

Using this definition, we can say that E points to a list by quantifying over numbers:
∃n. list(n,E). This definition is fine semantically, as it says just what we want. But it is
incorrect for the program logic we have been using, for two reasons.

The first problem is that the definition interacts badly with component substitution. We
cannot substitute just into the parameters, since an unrolling of the list predicate may hide
aliases. Consider the following example.

list(1, x)[7/y.tl]

If we apply the component substitution now, we obtain list(1, x), but unrolling the defini-
tion first, we have

(ptr?(x) ∧ list?(0, x.tl))[7/y.tl]

which expands to
(ptr?(x) ∧ list?(0, (x.(tl ⊕ y 7→ 7))).

This second formula is equivalent to the first only if x 6= y. The reason for this unsoundness
is that the expansion of the list predicates reveals an access to the tl component. The
definition needs to allow this substitution to be captured.

There are a couple of ways around this. One is to introduce a notion of substitutions which
block on the predicate list(n,E) and then use induction to unroll the list predicate n times,
to prove properties about substitution. The semantics of the predicate in this case is given,
essentially, by an infinite unrolling of the definition. This can be made to work but, due
to the need to define new syntactic categories and substitution mechanisms, is perhaps
technically inelegant. Another solution, which we use here, is to make the component
name tl a parameter of the definition, and to substitute for that. The definition of the list
predicate is then both stack-variable and object-component closed.

Second attempt

list(0, E, κ)
∆
= E = nil

list(n + 1, E, κ)
∆
= ptr?(E) ∧ list(n, E.κ, κ)

2The presence of ptr?(E) in the definition of list(n + 1, E) is not strictly necessary, but makes the
definition more readable.
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We can instantiate κ with tl to obtain the desired predicate. Now a substitution

list(1, x, tl)[7/y.tl]

results in
list(1, x, (tl ⊕ y 7→ 7)).

We are now left with some work to resolve the updated component, but the problem with
substitution above has been successfully dealt with. (We will verify this claim below.)

Although making the component a parameter allows us to treat substitution properly,
there is a further problem: the definition hides all of the cells in the data structure (even
though it does not hide component names). To see what we mean, suppose that we are
specifying a program that disposes any node in a list pointed to by y that appears in a list
pointed to by x. For correctness of the evident algorithm, we might require that the lists
associated with x and y do not overlap in the store, as deleting from y’s list would alter x.
How, then, can we state the precondition?

∃n. list(n, x, tl) ∧ ∃m. list(m, y, tl) ∧ there is no overlap.

This idea of non-overlapping is typical. For example, if we were to specify a program that
disposes of all nodes in a list x whose head components are equal to those in a list y, then
we might want a similar non-overlapping precondition: otherwise the dispose of an element
in x might destroy the “listness” of y, and lead to a run-time error.

To describe the appropriate precondition we might try to introduce another inductively-
defined predicate, which says that two lists do not overlap. But if we were to adopt this
solution, then we would have to introduce similar predicates for every pair of data structure
definitions we were working with: for non-overlap between two trees, between a tree and a
list, and so on.

Morris and Bornat instead use inductive definitions that explicitly reveal the cells in a data
structure. To describe this for list, we use a metavariable ls to range over sequences of
pointers. We remark that ls ranges over sequences [p1, . . . , pn] where each pi is a location
constant; as a consequence sequences are not affected by substitution. The notation p : ls
indicates the sequence beginning with p and continuing with ls. In what follows, proofs
will actually be proof-schemas with occurrences of metavariables ls.

Third attempt

list([], E, κ)
∆
= E = nil

list(p : ls, E, κ)
∆
= E = p ∧ list(ls, E.κ, κ)
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Then, the desired precondition for the append program is

∃ls, ls′. list(ls, x, tl) ∧ list(ls′, y, tl) ∧ ls ∩ ls′ = ∅

where the predicate ls ∩ ls′ = ∅ states that sequences ls and ls′ do not have any elements
in common.

This third definition is not the first one that comes to mind, so it is worth pausing to
recount how we have arrived at it. The most immediate definition, which said “x points
to a list,” was logically correct, but interacted badly with component substitution. This
led us to add a component parameter. But then the second attempt did not allow us to
state, directly, when two lists overlap in the store, and we altered the definition to make
the cells encountered in the linked list a parameter of the defined predicate.

This is perhaps the most interesting feature of the Morris/Bornat approach: they use
inductive definitions that describe logical properties of a data structure, as one would
expect, but that also reveal the portion of storage relevant to the data structure. Note that
this is not the same as looking at all reachable elements, as there is pruning: only those
reachable cells relevant to the property of interest are revealed. Further, the case of lists is
not special here. Bornat proposes that for any sort of data structure – doubly-linked lists,
trees, etc. – there will be an associated formula that describes the cells involved in it, and
the suggestion is to arrange logical definitions to be used in proofs in a stylized manner,
that purposely reveals these cells.

There is one other important point about these stylized definitions: they allow the global
nature of component substitution to be short-circuited, in some instances. For example, if
we have a post-condition that says that two lists do not overlap, and we know that a cell
E is in the first list,

list(ls, x, tl) ∧ list(ls′, y, tl) ∧ ls ∩ ls′ = ∅ ∧ E ∈ ls

then when generating the substitution [E ′/E.tl] associated with an assignment E.tl := E ′

there is no need to substitute into the tl component of list(ls′, y, tl). Of course, we still must
do some work in x’s list to resolve the component substitution in list(ls, x, (tl⊕E 7→ E ′)),
but our work is effectively localized to the list pointed to by x.

1.7.2 Lemmas

Now we state two lemmas about the list predicate, to validate some of the previous dis-
cussion. Although the list predicate is only a metalevel definition, we show that it can be
treated like an ordinary predicate with respect to substitution.

The first lemma shows that substitution on a list predicate can be expressed as substitution
on its parameters.
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Lemma 1.7.1 Let V be an l-value expression and E ′ an expression. Then the following
are equivalent:

1. list(ls, E, κ)[E ′/V ]

2. list(ls, E[E ′/V ], κ[E ′/V ]).

Proof: By induction on the length of ls. 2

Since E will, in practice, be a variable, the real effect of substitution is on the component
parameter κ.

The usual induction principle for lists is encoded in the definition of the list predicate.
While this principle is useful for proving general properties about lists, in many typical
cases — for instance, in the example proofs that we will consider in the following section
— we can use spatial properties generated by the revealed cells to simplify the proofs.
The sense in which the revealed cells are correct is stated in the following non-interference
lemma.

Lemma 1.7.2 If (ptr?(V ) ∧ V /∈ ls) holds, V /∈ [p1, ..., pn] being short for
∧n

i=1 V 6= pi,
then the following are equivalent for any expressions E, E ′ and component expression κ:

1. list(ls, E, κ)

2. list(ls, E, κ⊕ V 7→ E ′)

Proof: By induction on the length of ls.

If ls is empty, then both 1 and 2 amount to E = nil.

If ls is of the form p : ls′, then we have

list(p : ls′, E, κ⊕ V 7→ E ′) ≡
by definition of list

E = p ∧ list(ls′, E.(κ⊕ V 7→ E ′), κ⊕ V 7→ E ′) ≡
by induction hypothesis, since V /∈ ls′

E = p ∧ list(ls′, E.(κ⊕ V 7→ E ′), κ) ≡
since V 6= E

E = p ∧ list(ls′, E.κ, κ) ≡
by definition of list

list(p : ls′, E, κ)

2
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A variant of this non-interference lemma would, it appears, have to be proven for each
inductive definition one uses, because it is easy to make a definition where the result is
false.

1.8 A Worked Example

In this section we consider a complete example: a program which disposes a list. A detailed
proof is given, using the material of the previous section. Other examples, involving the
use of new, can be developed in a similar way.

Definition 1.8.1 We introduce some new notation: E 6= E ′ is short for def?(E) ∧
def?(E ′) ∧ ¬(E = E ′); [p1, ..., pn] is the obvious syntactic sugar for a sequence of pointers
of length n, and E /∈ [p1, ..., pn] is short for

∧n
i=1 E 6= pi.

The following lemma shows that lists are repetition-free.

Lemma 1.8.2 If list([p1, ..., pn], E, κ) holds and i 6= j then pi 6= pj.

Proof: By induction on n. 2

Consider the following definition of the program, together with the specification in the
form of a Hoare triple:

{list([p1, . . . , pn], x, tl)}
while x 6= nil do

y := x;
x := x.tl;
dispose(y);

od

{
∧n

k=1 ¬ def?(pi.tl)}
The precondition says that at the beginning x points to a list, given by the sequence
[p1, . . . , pn]. The postcondition says that at the end all the pointers have been disposed.

The invariant INV of the loop is

∃i. (list([pi+1, . . . , pn], x, tl) ∧
i∧

k=1

¬ def?(pk.tl))
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where
∧

is just a defined operator for a sequence of conjunctions. We will do the proof
backwards: many of the intermediate steps are easy consequences of the definitions.

{ def?(x.tl)∧
∃j. list([pj+1, . . . , pn], x.tl, tl ⊕ x 7→ Ω)∧∧j

k=1 ¬ def?(pk.(tl ⊕ x 7→ Ω)) }

y := x;

{ def?(x.tl) ∧ def?(y.tl)∧
∃j. list([pj+1, . . . , pn], x.tl, tl ⊕ y 7→ Ω)∧∧j

k=1 ¬ def?(pk.(tl ⊕ y 7→ Ω)) }

x := x.tl;

{ def?(y.tl)∧
∃j. list([pj+1, . . . , pn], x, tl ⊕ y 7→ Ω)∧∧j

k=1 ¬ def?(pk.(tl ⊕ y 7→ Ω)) }

{ def?(y.tl)∧
(∃j. list([pj+1, . . . , pn], x, tl)∧∧j

k=1 ¬ def?(pk.tl))[Ω/y.tl] }

dispose(y);

{ ∃j. list([pj+1, . . . , pn], x, tl) ∧
∧j

k=1 ¬ def?(pk.tl) }

We have to prove that INV ∧ x 6= nil implies the calculated weakest precondition (the
top line in the above outline). We can use x 6= nil to unroll the list once, and derive the
following.

{ x 6= nil ∧
∃i. list([pi+1, . . . , pn], x, tl) ∧

∧i
k=1 ¬ def?(pk.tl) }

by Lemma 1.8.2

{ x 6= nil ∧ ∃i. x = pi+1 ∧ pi+1 /∈ [pi+2, . . . , pn]∧
list([pi+2, . . . , pn], x.tl, tl) ∧

∧i
k=1 ¬ def?(pk.tl) }

by Lemma 1.7.2

{ x 6= nil ∧ ∃i. x = pi+1 ∧ pi+1 /∈ [pi+2, . . . , pn]∧
list([pi+2, . . . , pn], x.tl, tl ⊕ x 7→ Ω)∧∧i

k=1 ¬ def?(pk.tl) }
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Here, by listing the assertions in sequence we are saying that the first implies the second,
and the second implies the third. Notice how we have used Lemma 1.8.2 in the first step,
when unrolling the list once, to derive the spatial separation pi+1 /∈ [pi+2, . . . , pn], and used
it for applying Lemma 1.7.2 in the second step to resolve the component substitution into
a list assertion, without having to unroll the definition further.

Now we need to show that the third formula implies the weakest precondition calculated
for the body. To do this we can take j = i + 1. Clearly def?(x.tl) holds since it appears
inside the list predicate. We are left with the proof of

∧i+1
k=1 ¬ def?(pk.(tl ⊕ x 7→ Ω)). When

k < i, pk.(tl ⊕ x 7→ Ω) reduces to pk.tl since x 6= pk, and we know ¬ def?(pk.tl). When
k = i + 1, we have to show ¬ def?(Ω) since x = pi+1, and it always holds since it is an
axiom. This completes the proof of preservation of the invariant.

To complete the proof of the program, we first note that the precondition implies INV : it
is enough to take i = 0. Secondly, INV ∧ x = nil implies i = n, hence the postcondition.

So far we have seen how to prove that correct programs meet the specification. The other
side of this coin is showing that incorrect programs do not meet the specification — and
highlighting where the error occurs. For instance, a typical error for the list disposal
program would be to dispose the current, rather than old, value of x.

while x 6= nil do

dispose(x);
x := x.tl;

od
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Backwards reasoning in this case will help in finding the mistake:

{ def?(x.tl) ∧ def?(Ω)∧
∃j. list([pj+1, . . . , pn], x.tl, tl ⊕ x 7→ Ω)∧∧j

k=1 ¬ def?(pk.(tl ⊕ x 7→ Ω)) }

{ def?(x.tl) ∧ def?(x.(tl ⊕ x 7→ Ω))∧
∃j. list([pj+1, . . . , pn], x.tl, tl ⊕ x 7→ Ω)∧∧j

k=1 ¬ def?(pk.(tl ⊕ x 7→ Ω)) }

{ def?(x.tl)∧
(def?(x.tl) ∧ ∃j. list([pj+1, . . . , pn], x.tl, tl)∧∧j

k=1 ¬ def?(pk.tl))[Ω/x.tl] }

dispose(x);

{ def?(x.tl)∧
∃j. list([pj+1, . . . , pn], x.tl, tl) ∧

∧j
k=1 ¬ def?(pk.tl) }

x := x.tl;

{ ∃j. list([pj+1, . . . , pn], x, tl) ∧
∧j

k=1 ¬ def?(pk.tl) }

The presence of def?(Ω) indicates that the weakest precondition is false, hence there is a
mistake in the program at this point.

1.9 Conclusion

There are two main limitations to the component substitution approach to reasoning about
pointers. The first concerns the assumptions required for the approach to work. At present
these include:

• distinct records in the heap must not overlap;

• the l-value of a component of a record cannot be extracted and manipulated as an
r-value; and

• there is no parameter aliasing, which is to say aliasing between stack variables, which
may hold pointers to records.
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The main question is whether, or the extent to which, these restrictions are necessary .

The second limitation concerns the global nature of the mechanism, where each component
is essentially treated as a large array. As discussed in Section 1.7, some progress has been
made on this issue. Reynolds has also made good progress [Rey00] (also, [IO01, ORY01]),
using a completely different approach: a spatial form of conjunction is used, instead of the
method of revealing storage in inductive definitions. Both cases are, however, first steps,
and it appears that there is much more to be learnt about local reasoning.
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Chapter 2

Program Logics and Garbage
Collection
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2.1 Introduction

Garbage collection is an essential method used to reclaim heap-allocated objects whose
lifetime cannot be easily predicted at compile time. It is most strongly associated with
high-level languages such as Lisp, ML and Java, where heap allocation is the norm. It can
also be used in a lower level language like C, coexisting with explicit deallocation primitives
[Jon97]. In any case, garbage collection relieves the programmer of the burden of explicitly
managing dynamically allocated memory. This generally leads to simpler programs, and
removes or lessens errors that result from incorrect attempts to access disposed memory,
errors that are often difficult to diagnose or even reproduce.

Given the intuitive rationale for garbage collection, one would expect that reasoning about
garbage collected languages (especially memory safe languages) would be much easier than
for lower level languages. Paradoxically, existing program logics take a view of storage that
is sensitive to the presence of unreachable cells, a view that is not invariant under garbage
collection.

2.1.1 A Logical Conundrum

The following problem was raised by Reynolds in [Rey00].

Consider a statement form x := cons(E, E ′) that allocates and initializes a new cons cell
and places a pointer to that cell in storage variable x. Then the following sequence of
instructions creates a new cell, and then makes it garbage by destroying the sole existing
pointer to the cell, thus making it unreachable.

x := cons(3, 4); x := z.

Now, ask the question: is there a pointer y to a cell in the heap that has 3 in its car and 4
in its cdr, after these statements have been executed? From the point of view of execution
the answer is that it depends, on whether a garbage collector has taken control or not.

The conundrum is that program logic seems to take a particular stance, one that is incom-
patible with garbage collection. That is, previous logics for pointer programs would allow
us to derive a Hoare triple

{true}x := cons(3, 4); x := z {∃y. y 7→ 3, 4}.

The problem is that on termination there might not actually be a cell whose car is 3 and
cdr is 4, if a garbage collector reclaims the detached cell. (Here, y 7→ 3, 4 is a predicate
that says that y points to a binary cons cell holding 3 and 4.)
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It is worth looking at this example in more detail. After the statement x := cons(3, 4) has
been executed, it has to be admitted that there is such a cell, because it cannot be garbage
collected. So we would expect to have a true Hoare triple {true}x := cons(3, 4) {∃y. y 7→
3, 4}. But then either Hoare’s or Floyd’s assignment axiom gives us {∃y. y 7→ 3, 4}x :=
z {∃y.y 7→ 3, 4} because x is free in neither the precondition nor the postcondition. And
now the die is cast: we obtain the triple above by sequencing.

The conundrum is related to the problem of full abstraction. That is, there are Hoare triple
contexts that can distinguish programs that are observationally equivalent, if we take a
standard notion of observation (such as termination). For example, one would expect
the program fragment given above to be observationally equivalent to x := z on its own,
but if the standard assignment axiom is to be believed then the weakest precondition of
∃y. y 7→ 3, 4 is just itself, so we only get {∃y. y 7→ 3, 4}x := z {∃y. y 7→ 3, 4}. Thus, if there
are states where this precondition is false, then the logical context {true} – {∃y. y 7→ 3, 4}
will distinguish two “equivalent” commands, since it will not be satisfied by x := z. (In this
discussion we have ignored the possibility of running out of memory. But a similar point
can be made if we bound the number of possible pointers by strengthening the precondition
to say that there is at least one cell available, and by using x := cons(7, 8); x := z in place
of the single statement x := z.)

The upshot is that previous program logics for pointer programs are unsound in the pres-
ence of garbage collection, including all of the pointer logic references in [Cou90, CIO00,
IO01] (with the exception of [HH99]; see below). We take a few representative examples.
In an early work Oppen and Cook described a complete proof system for deriving true
Hoare triples about pointer programs [OC75], but their interpretation of quantifiers is the
usual first-order interpretation; as a result their propositions are not garbage insensitive,
and the Hoare triple context {true} – {∃y. y 7→ 3, 4} behaves exactly as described above. In
a series of papers, the most recent of which is [dB99], de Boer has advocated an approach
where the quantifiers are restricted to range over currently active cells only. However,
the currently active cells can contain garbage, and because of this de Boer’s approach falls
foul of the conundrum, and fails to characterize observational equivalence, using essentially
the same examples we used in this section. Finally, Honsell, Smith, Mason and Talcott
[HMST95] have given a characterization of equivalence (the “ciu theorem”) in an expres-
sive language with higher-order store. However, after giving this characterization, a notion
of “contextual assertion” is introduced, and an example is given showing a logical context
that breaks observational equivalence. The sticking point in all of these approaches is
the interpretation of quantifiers. If one considers a quantifier free language then garbage
insensitivity is easy to achieve, at the cost of some expressivity. The decidable logic of
[BRS99] very nearly qualifies, except for the use of a garbage sensitive atomic predicate hs
for describing sharing constraints.
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2.1.2 Reactions

There are several ways to react to the conundrum. One is to lay the blame on the Floyd-
Hoare approach to assignment, and its emphasis on substitution. This reaction is difficult to
uphold. For, although the soundness of the assignment axiom requires certain assumptions
(such as no clashes between named variables), none of these are the essential problem here.

Another reaction is to regard the conundrum as inconsequential. For, the unsoundness
phenomenon mentioned above is not disastrous. The various logics are consistent, as they
are sound in non-garbage-collecting models, and the unsoundness only seems to show up
in “useless” formulae such as ∃y. y 7→ 3, 4. The logic will not lead us wrong on formulae
that depend only on reachable elements, such as x 7→ 3, 4.

This reaction has some merit, but is probably too glib. Some analysis should be provided
of the propositions which do not lead you wrong.

A third reaction is to maintain the Floyd-Hoare approach, but to enrich the syntax of pre
and postconditions with an extra parameter to keep track of the heap and its relation to
program variables. This is the approach taken by Hoare and Jifeng [HH99], where there is

an algebraic operation ŝtate that removes garbage from the state. Then, the assignment
x := z can be modelled with an axiom that keeps track of alterations to heap cells, resulting
from garbage collection, as well as stack variables.

{P [ŝtate′/state]}x := z {P} state′ = (state | x 7→ state(z))

By using (̂·), Hoare and Jifeng can keep the heap garbage collected at all times.

This third approach is certainly theoretically adequate. Its main limitation is the need to
carry around an explicit state parameter. However, starting from such an adequate position
one might attempt to find situations when one can soundly hide the state parameter, to
treat it implicitly in pre and postconditions as is usually done. We emphasize that this
step from explicit to implicit state is hazardous, a potential source of unsoundness (as the
conundrum shows). The problem is that in the process of hiding the state we might lose
substitution-relevant syntactic information, which plays a crucial role in program logic.
Indeed, the results of this chapter might be viewed as an analysis of situations where
implicit state is sound, a hidden-state cousin of the solution of Hoare and Jifeng.

2.1.3 Overview

The approach we take in this chapter concentrates the impact of garbage collection in one
place: the properties expressed by pre and postconditions. In the program logic, the impact
is limited to the interpretation of implications used to strengthen preconditions or weaken
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postconditions. The idea is that if formulae are restricted, or their semantics altered, to
ensure that propositions are insensitive to garbage, then there will be no need to doctor
the other rules, for the various statement forms, to take account of the possibility of the
collector taking control. Simplicity in the program logic can be obtained by limiting the
expressivity of the formulae used in pre and postconditions.

We consider two forms of semantics, one based on total states (which have no dangling
pointers) and the other based on partial states (which allow dangling). The partial se-
mantics is the more theoretically cohesive, but is perhaps less approachable initially. After
all, in a memory safe language like the one we will consider dangling pointers never arise
during program execution. So we begin with the total semantics.

We use a possible-world semantics, where the current heap (a finite collection of cons cells)
is the world. The most important case is the interpretation of ∃x. P . As usual, x here
ranges over values, including pointers and even pointers not in the current heap. If such
a new pointer is chosen, then the world is extended as well, to provide a binding for (at
least) the new pointer. In this way the total states model adopts a view of the state as
finite but arbitrarily extensible. The other connectives are interpreted pointwise, without
changing worlds.

This semantics provides the basis for a resolution of the conundrum, but at the price of an
unusual semantics of ∃. We also observe that the normal semantics of ∃ can be retained,
as long as we rule out problematic formulae like ∃y. y 7→ 3, 4. This is done using a form of
guarded quantifier, expressed via a syntactic restriction on propositions.

After presenting the model we prove three main results. The first is garbage insensitivity:
the semantics of assertions is invariant under the operations of removing or adding garbage
cells. The second and third are both full abstraction results, which establish that two
programs satisfy the same Hoare triples just when they are observationally equivalent. One
of these results connects total correctness specifications with an equivalence obtained from
observing termination, and the other connects partial correctness specifications with an
equivalence obtained from observing the presence of runtime errors (such as dereferencing
nil) as well as termination. The first equivalence, for total correctness, conflates divergence
and runtime error. Both equivalences equate the program fragments discussed in the
conundrum above.

After showing these results we move on to consider partial states. We establish a connection
between the total states model and a partial states model based on the celebrated “dense
topology” semantics of classical logic [Coh66, MM92].

We also consider the relation to an intuitionistic semantics in the style of Kripke [Kri65].
This is accompanied by a low-level interpretation of Hoare triples which is garbage insen-
sitive but not fully abstract. We argue that this lower-level view has some advantages
over the more abstract perspective of the total states model. In particular, it allows us to
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Pointers
∆
= {p, q, ...} Bool

∆
= {false, true}

Variables
∆
= {x, y, ...} Nat

∆
= {0, 1, ...}

Values
∆
= Nat + Bool + Pointers + {nil}

Stacks
∆
= Variables ⇀fin Values

Heaps
∆
= Pointers ⇀fin Values× Values

States
∆
= Stacks× Heaps

Figure 2.1: The Storage Model

employ the method of local reasoning described in [ORY01].

We work with a pared down storage model and programming language for this study, where
the heap consists of a collection of binary cons cells, and where there are data pointers
but no code pointers or closures. Garbage insensitivity appears to extend to storable
procedures, but the extension of full abstraction is not obvious.

There is a surprising amount of mathematical structure that follows from this simplistic
model, but for the reader mainly interested in the implications for program proving much
of the theoretical material we develop can be skipped. Such a reader might concentrate on:
(i) the Guarding Lemma in Section 2.4, which identifies a class of propositions that excludes
the problematic example above; (ii) the Garbage Insensitivity Theorem in Section 2.5; (iii)
the spatial conjunction and program logic in Sections 2.10 and 2.11; (iv) the lower level
semantics and associated logic in Sections 2.13 and 2.14.

2.2 The Storage Model

The storage model we use supports pointer allocation, dereferencing and assignment, and
divides the state into stack and heap components. The stack consists of associations of
values to variables, and is altered by the standard assignment statement x := E. As is
common in Hoare logic, we do not distinguish between a variable name and the l-value it
denotes; this is justified because we are not considering aliasing between stack variables.
The heap consists of a collection of binary cons cells, which can only be accessed via
pointers; the extension to records of other sizes is straightforward.

The basic domains of the model are defined in Figure 2.1. Although there is no ordering on
variables, in the programming language to be presented later allocation and deallocation
of variables will obey a stack discipline. Stacks and heaps are represented by finite partial
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functions: we write dom(s) or dom(h) for the domain of definition of a stack or heap.

The collection of Pointers can be taken either to be an infinite set, or a finite set if we
are concerned with bounded memory. None of the results in this chapter depend on the
size of Pointers.

Notice that a state s, h ∈ Stacks× Heaps might have dangling pointers, pointers that are
reachable but not defined in h. Since we will consider a programming language without
memory disposal, total states play a central role.

Definition 2.2.1 We use the following definitions.

• Pointer q is reachable from p in h if q = p or h(p) = 〈v1, v2〉 and q is reachable
from v1 or v2 in h;

• p is reachable in s, h if there is x ∈ dom(s) such that p is reachable from s(x) in h;

• (s, h) is total if every reachable pointer is in the domain of h.

We will also be concerned with the presence or absence of garbage.

• (s, h) is garbage free if every p ∈ dom(h) is reachable in s, h.

Garbage collection is intimately connected to the relation of heap extension, which gives us
a partial order on Heaps.

• g v h indicates that the graph of heap g is a subset of the graph of heap h.

Note that if h v h′ then (s, h) total implies (s, h′) total, and (s, h) garbage free implies
(s, h′) garbage free.

From the point of view of this model, given a state s, h the effect of a garbage collector is
to shrink h by selecting g v h in a way that doesn’t produce any (new) dangling pointers.
In the best case, the collector will remove all garbage.

• prune(s, h) = (s, g), where g v h is the subheap of h restricted to those pointers
reachable in s, h.

Actually, a relocating collector can move heap cells around. For this the notion of isomor-
phism is important.
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• =α is equality of states modulo renaming of pointers.

(To be explicit, if f : Pointers → Pointers is a permutation, let f ∗ be the induced
function from values to values which is the identity on non-pointer values. Then
s, h =α s′, h′, where s′ = s; f ∗ and h′ = f−1; h; (f ∗ × f ∗).)

Lemma 2.2.2 The following hold:

• prune(s, h) is garbage free.

• If (s, h) is total then so is prune(s, h).

• The relation =α preserves totality and garbage freedom: If (s, h) =α (s′, h′) and s, h
is total (garbage free) then (s′, h′) is total (garbage free).

2.3 Expressions

We restrict our attention to expressions that are free from side effects. A programming
language for transforming states will be given later in Section 2.7, after we have presented
the assertion language.

We include standard operations of arithmetic, along with generic equality testing and
pointer dereference. The syntax of expressions is given by the following grammar:

E ::= x
| 0 | 1 | E + E | E × E | E − E
| true | notE | E andE | E == E
| nil

We have not included expressions E.1 or E.2 for dereferencing a pointer. It is theoretically
simpler to exclude such operations from expressions, and instead have dereferencing as
part of the command forms. In the assertion language dereferencing will be accomplished
using an atomic predicate, the points-to relation.

We have avoided all issues of typing. A type system could eliminate type errors in many
cases but not, without great complication, for pointer dereferencing, where nil or some
other value is typically used as a special “pointer” that should not be dereferenced.

So, the semantics of an expression E will determine an element

[[E]]s ∈ Values + {wrong}
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[[x]]s
∆
= s(x)

[[E1 + E2]]s
∆
= [[E1]]s + [[E2]]s if [[E1]]s ∈ Nat and [[E2]]s ∈ Nat

wrong otherwise

[[E1 == E2]]s
∆
= wrong if [[E1]]s = wrong or [[E2]]s = wrong

true if wrong 6= [[E1]]s = [[E2]]s
false if wrong 6= [[E1]]s 6= [[E2]]s 6= wrong

[[notE]]s
∆
= false if [[E]]s = true

true if [[E]]s = false
wrong otherwise

Figure 2.2: Selected Semantic Definitions

where s, h is a total state and the domain of s includes the free variables of E. A wrong
result indicates a type error; this is treated essentially as in a partial function semantics,
where wrong stands for undefined.

Selected semantics definitions are given in Figure 2.2.

2.4 Propositions

The grammar for propositions P is as follows.

P ::= E = E | E 7→ E, E | P → P | false | ∃x. P

We can define various other connectives as usual: ¬P
∆
= P → false; true

∆
= ¬(false);

P ∨Q
∆
= (¬P ) → Q; P ∧Q

∆
= ¬(¬P ∨ ¬Q); ∀x. P

∆
= ¬∃x.¬P .

The assertion language looks rather sparse, but using the expressions a number of properties
can be defined. For example, E = E + 0 says that E is a number, and ∃yz.x 7→ y, z says
that x is a pointer. In practice, one would also want atomic predicates for describing
reachability properties (e.g. [BRS99]), or a definitional mechanism for defining them. Any
such predicates could be included, as long as they satisfy the properties Growth, Shrinkage
and Renaming described in the next section.

The semantics is described in terms of a judgment of the form

s, h |= P

which asserts that P holds of total state s, h. We require FV (P ) ⊆ dom(s), where FV (P )
indicates the set of variables occurring free in P .
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s, h |= E = E ′ ∆⇐⇒ [[E]]s = [[E ′]]s = v ∈ Values

s, h |= E 7→ E1, E2
∆⇐⇒ h([[E]]s) = 〈[[E1]]s, [[E2]]s〉

s, h |= false never

s, h |= P → Q
∆⇐⇒ if s, h |= P then s, h |= Q

Figure 2.3: Interpretation of the Quantifier-Free Fragment

The quantifier-free fragment, in Figure 2.3, is straightforward. The only point to note is
the interpretation of equality, which requires that neither side is wrong.

Normally, one would expect the following interpretation of ∃.

Existential: First Try

s, h |= ∃x.P
∆⇐⇒ ∃v ∈ Values.(s | x 7→ v), h |= P

((s | x 7→ v) is the stack like s except that x maps to v.) The immediate problem is
that this is not even well defined: there is no guarantee that (s | x 7→ v), h be a total
state, so the right-hand side is not well formed. We might attempt to allow partial states
and maintain this interpretation, but then we run into the conundrum mentioned in the
Introduction.

Another approach that is often suggested is to restrict quantifiers so that they range over
reachable elements only.

Existential: Second Try

s, h |= ∃x.P
∆⇐⇒ ∃v ∈ Values.(s | x 7→ v), h |= P and

v ∈ Pointers implies v is reachable in s, h

The right-hand side is now well-defined, as the reachability requirement ensures that (s |
x 7→ v) is total. Although tantalizing, this notion has several obstacles to overcome. It
invalidates Hoare’s assignment axiom, since {∃y. y 7→ 3, 4}x := z {∃y. y 7→ 3, 4} fails for
it. This happens when x := z detaches a cell with car 3 and cdr 4. Just as significantly,
it invalidates the rule of Weakening of contexts in first-order logic. This rule says that if
P holds in a context with a collection X of variables, then we know that P holds for all
bigger collections. These points do not erect a comprehensive roadblock to the “reachable
elements” approach, but they do indicate that such a suggestion requires careful analysis
and development.

The solution we adopt here is to accompany the selection of a value with a change of world.
That is, if v is a pointer whose value is not determined in the current heap, then we look
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for a bigger heap where the value is determined. And in doing so, we must also ensure
that no dangling pointers are introduced by following v further into the heap. Thus, we
look for an extended heap, which maintains total state status.

Existential: Official Version

s, h |= ∃x.P
∆⇐⇒ ∃v ∈ Values.∃g w h.

(s | x 7→ v), g is total and (s | x 7→ v), g |= P

It is worth spelling out the induced semantics of ∀, that obtains from the ¬∃¬ encoding:

s, h |= ∀x.P
∆⇐⇒ ∀v ∈ Values.∀g w h. if (s | x 7→ v), g is total

then (s | x 7→ v), g |= P

The semantics handles the example from Section 2.1.1 as follows. Given any heap, the
semantics of ∃ allows a new pointer to be selected, along with a heap extension (change
of possible world) mapping the pointer into 3, 4; in particular ∃y. y 7→ 3, 4 is always true.
So, both of the Hoare triple contexts in Section 2.1.1 boil down to {true}–{true}. And,
because of the soundness results in Sections 2.8 and 2.9, we know that the semantics is not
too abstract: it makes enough distinctions to distinguish genuinely inequivalent commands.

One property of the model is worth noting, the truth of

∀xy.∃z. z 7→ x, y

This says that for any pair of values we consider, there is some cell we can find which has
the pair as its contents. This illustrates the extensible heap view taken by the semantics,
where there is an inexhaustible stock of pointers, or locations, with arbitrary possible
contents, to choose from. (This formula is true in all states only if Pointers is infinite.
With a finite collection of pointers, ∀xy could saturate the set of available pointers leaving
none for ∃z. z 7→ x, y.)

Many specifications one uses when reasoning about pointer programs are garbage insensi-
tive. For example: x points to a linked list; or x points to a linked list representing the
sequence L. With the aid of recursive definitions, these properties can be expressed in our
language. For example,

list(x) ⇔ x = nil ∨ (∃z. x 7→ –, z ∧ list(z))

can be regarded as a definition of “x points to a linked list”.

Examples of properties that are not garbage insensitive include some that are invariant
under pointer renaming (relocation) and some that are not. An example of the former is
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“the heap has exactly n cells”, while an example of the latter is “if we add 2 to pointer p,
we get pointer q”.

The semantics of ∃ might seem forbidding. When working with a memory safe language,
and a total states model, it is hard to imagine an intuitive reason to quantify over non-
reachable elements in program specifications that typically arise. Furthermore, the “prob-
lem” with the first and second attempts at a semantic definition arise from a seemingly
silly example: why would one ever want to write an assertion of the form ∃y. y 7→ 3, 4?

We can partially relieve this bother by observing that, in a variety of naturally occurring
cases, the official definition dovetails with either of the first or the second. Put briefly, if we
consider a guarded form of quantifier, where we know not just that the quantified variable
is reachable but also how to reach it, then there is no need to select a larger heap.

We formulate a notion of guarding which involves looking only one-deep into the heap;
deeper looking could also be considered.

Lemma 2.4.1 (Guarding Lemma) Suppose y is a variable different from x and G is of
the form y 7→ x, E or y 7→ E, x. Then

s, h |= ∃x.G ∧ P ⇐⇒ ∃v ∈ Values.(s | x 7→ v), h |= G ∧ P

This lemma can be used to justify a simple semantics in many examples. But we will work
with the more general semantics, the “official version”, when proving theoretical properties.
Also, the official semantics will prove useful later when we show a link to a semantics based
on partial states, where quantifying over unreachable locations is more natural.

2.5 Garbage Insensitivity

Definition 2.5.1 There are two aspects to garbage insensitivity, which we label growth and
shrinkage.

Growth. If s, g |= P , g v h, and s, h is total then s, h |= P .

Shrinkage. If s, h |= P , g v h, and s, g is total then s, g |= P .

Growth says just that if a proposition is true then it remains true if we add extra cells to
the heap. Shrinkage says the opposite: truth is preserved by removing cells from the heap.
In both cases there is the proviso that the cells added or removed do not result in dangling
pointers, as our semantics is defined only for total states.
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Growth is essentially Kripke’s monotonicity property for intuitionistic logic, but for one
difference: the side condition on totality is a property that refers to both the stack and heap
components. Conventional Kripke monotonicity would consider all larger heaps (possible
worlds), without any side conditions that refer to stacks/environments.

Shrinkage looks like a backwards form of Kripke monotonicity, but is not. Because of the
restriction to total states, we will only be able to go back as far as the heap obtained by
pruning, which is dependent on s. (In the dense semantics presented later, which allows
partial states, forwards Kripke monotonicity does hold, while backwards does not.)

Theorem 2.5.2 (Garbage Insensitivity) All propositions satisfy Growth and Shrink-
age. As a consequence, each proposition is completely determined by its meaning at garbage-
free states:

s, h |= P iff prune(s, h) |= P .

The proof of the theorem relies on the Renaming Lemma below. The need arises when
proving the Growth case of existentials, because the heap extension in the definition of
Growth can overlap with the heap extension in the semantics of existentials, and a renaming
is needed to shift one of the heap extension so that they do not overlap. As a consequence,
monotone renamings would be sufficient for the proof.

Lemma 2.5.3 (Renaming) All propositions are invariant under pointer renaming. If
s, h |= P and s, h =α s′, h′ then s′, h′ |= P .

Proof: By induction on the structure of P . 2

If we combine this with Garbage Insensitivity then we obtain a high level correspondent
to the idea that propositions are invariant under the operation of a relocating garbage
collector. The Renaming Lemma is true because we have provided no facilities for pointer
arithmetic among the expressions we consider. This fact is not represented explicitly
in the semantic domains (it could be by incorporating naturality conditions), but holds
for all definable propositions. If we were to allow unrestricted pointer arithmetic, then
propositions (or programs) would be sensitive to the effects of a garbage collector; renaming
is thus a property that is closely linked (though not in a logically necessary way) with
memory safety.

The theorem holds for any collection of atomic predicates that are closed under Growth,
Shrinkage and Renaming.
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Proof: [of Garbage Insensitivity] By structural induction on P .

The case of false is trivial. For P → Q we consider Shrinkage. Suppose s, h |= P → Q
and consider g v h where s, g is total. Either s, h 6|= P or s, h |= Q must hold. If the
former, we use the Growth part of the induction hypothesis for P to conclude s, g 6|= P , and
thus s, g |= P → Q. If the latter we use the Shrinkage induction hypothesis to conclude
s, g |= Q, and thus s, g |= P → Q. The proof of Growth for P → Q is symmetric.

For the Growth case of ∃x. P , if s, g |= ∃x. P then there is v and k w g with (s | x 7→ v), k |=
P . Consider a permutation that renames the pointers in the domain of k but not g to be
different from all pointers in h, leaving pointers in g fixed. Let k′ be the heap obtained
from k via this permutation. Then (s | x 7→ v′), k′ |= P by the Renaming Lemma, where v
has been perhaps renamed to v′ (if v is in the domain of k but not g). Let j denote the lub
of h and k′. j exists: it is just the union of h and k′, which have g in common but which
are otherwise defined on distinct pointers. It is not difficult to see that (s | x 7→ v′), k′ is
total. (Since the permutation fixes g, no renaming is required in s.) Since j w k′, we can
apply the Growth induction hypothesis, to obtain (s | x 7→ v′), j |= P . Since j w h we
satisfied the right-hand-side of the definition of s, h |= ∃x. P .

The Shrinkage case of ∃x. P follows immediately from the clause for ∃ and the transitivity
of v.

The cases of the equality predicates and points-to relation are immediate from the defini-
tion. 2

An amusing point is that the proof of Shrinkage, the most unusual property of the seman-
tics, is straightforward; the real work was in the Growth case of ∃. However, if we were
to take ∀ rather than ∃ as primitive, then Growth would have been trivial, and the work
would have had to be put in for Shrinkage.

2.6 Quantifier Laws

The semantics of Section 2.4 clearly satisfies all of the laws of classical propositional logic.
Close consideration of quantifier laws is essential, however, to justify the semantic clause
for ∃.

We did not consider the quantifier laws before now because the validity of one of them,
the elimination rule, is by no means immediate: it depends on Garbage Insensitivity. (To
be precise, the proof of the elimination rule will refer only to Growth, but Growth itself
depends on Shrinkage in the case of →.)

To state the quantifier laws we set up a notion P |= Q of logical consequence, where P
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and Q are propositions.

Definition 2.6.1 (Semantic Consequence)

P |= Q
∆⇐⇒ for all total s, h if s, h |= P then s, h |= Q.

(If we were being pedantic, we would parameterize the judgment form with a context X
of variables containing those free in P and Q, and require that all stacks in the definition
have domain X. To avoid notational clutter, we simply say that all semantic judgments
are assumed to be well formed in our definitions; moreover the premises and conclusions
of inference rules are implicitly quantified over their free variables. Similar remarks apply
to the definitions of Hoare triples and observational equivalence given later.)

Theorem 2.6.2 (Quantifier Laws Theorem) The semantics validates the usual rule of
∃ elimination

Q ∧ P |= R Q |= ∃x.P

Q |= R
(x not free in Q or R)

and the following version of ∃ introduction:

Q |= P [E/x] Q |= E = E
Q |= ∃x. P

Recall that our interpretation of equality is like in a partial function logic, where E = F
can hold only when neither side is wrong. Thus, the premise E = E is not trivially true;
it ensures that E denotes a genuine value.

In the standard semantics of classical logic, the validity of ∃ elimination rests on a weak-
ening lemma:

If s |= P then (s | x 7→ v) |= P

where v is a value and x is not free in P . Our semantics has a world component as well,
so we might attempt:

If s, h |= P then (s | x 7→ v), h |= P .

But now we run into the problem of total states again, since if v is not defined in h, then
(s | x 7→ v), h will not be total. The correct property is as follows.

Lemma 2.6.3 (Variable Weakening Lemma) If s, h |= P , g w h, x is not free in P ,
and (s | x 7→ v), g is total, then (s | x 7→ v), g |= P .
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Proof: First, we we consider the following

Claim. If x is not free in P , then

s, h |= P ⇐⇒ ∀v ∈ Values. if v ∈ dom(h) or v 6∈ Pointers

then (s | x 7→ v), h |= P

The proof of the claim is by induction on P . The cases of equality and false are straight-
forward, and the two subcases of → each exercise both directions of the ⇐⇒. The case 7→
is immediate.

We consider ∃ in detail, where we α-rename the bound variable to ∃y.P , where y is different
from x. For the ⇒ direction, if s, h |= ∃y.P then (s | y 7→ vy), g |= P for some vy and
g w h. Now if v ∈ dom(h) or v 6∈ Pointers then ((s | y 7→ vy) | x 7→ v), g is total. Also,
((s | y 7→ vy) | x 7→ v) = ((s | x 7→ v) | y 7→ vy). So, by the induction hypothesis, we get
((s | x 7→ v) | y 7→ vy), g |= P , and by the definition of ∃ this means (s | x 7→ v), h |= ∃y.P

For the ⇐ direction, we obtain (s | x 7→ nil), h |= ∃y.P by choosing v = nil. Then
((s | x 7→ nil) | y 7→ vy), g |= P for some vy and g w h. By induction we obtain
(s | y 7→ vy), g |= P and by the definition of ∃ this implies s, h |= ∃y.P . This completes
the proof of the Claim.

To prove the lemma, suppose s, h |= P , g w h and (s | x 7→ v), g is total. Then s, g is also
a total state, and by the Growth part of Garbage Insensitivity we obtain s, g |= P . Since
(s | x 7→ v), g is total, we have that either v ∈ dom(g) or v 6∈ Pointers. By the Claim for
s, g we obtain (s | x 7→ v), g |= P . 2

We can now prove the validity of ∃ elimination as follows. If s, h |= Q then (s | x 7→ v), g |=
P for some g w h by the top right premise and the definition of ∃. By the Weakening
Lemma, (s | x 7→ v), g |= Q. By the top left premise, (s | x 7→ v), g |= R, and by Weakening
and Garbage Insensitivity s, h |= R.

The validity of the ∃ introduction rule is comparatively straightforward. If s, h |= Q then
[[E]]s = v ∈ Values is not wrong, by the assumption E = E, and s, h |= P [E/x] by the
top left premise, and (s | x 7→ v), h |= P by the Substitution Lemma to follow. (Note that
no change of world is needed here.)

Lemma 2.6.4 (Substitution Lemma) If [[E]]s = v ∈ Values then the following hold

1. [[E ′[E/x]]]s = [[E ′]](s | x 7→ v)

2. s, h |= P [E/x] iff (s | x 7→ v), h |= P .
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The proof of the Substitution Lemma is not difficult, and does not much exercise the change
of world used to interpret ∃ because the value v is reachable in s, h (since it is defined by
a term, E).

2.7 A Programming Language and Garbage Collect-

ing Semantics

We define a small programming language for altering stacks and heaps.

C ::= x := E | x.i := E | x := E.i | x := cons(E1, E2)
| C; C | while E do C od | newvar x. C end

The binding form newvar x. C end declares a new stack variable, which is de-allocated on
block exit. This is why we refer to the s component of the semantics as the stack.

The commands are interpreted using a relation ; on configurations. Configurations include
terminal configurations s, h as well as triples C, s, h. Also, in order to treat newvar we
introduce a new command dealloc(x); this command form is used only in the operational
semantics, and is not part of the language. In other sections metavariable C will refer
exclusively to the unextended language, while here it includes dealloc.

The ; relation is defined in Figure 2.4. The last two rules are for garbage collection and
relocation. In the third-last rule s− x is the stack like s but undefined on x. (h | p.i 7→ v)
is the heap like h except that the i’th component of the h(p) cell is v.

Definition 2.7.1 We say that

• “C, s, h is stuck” in case there is no configuration K such that C, s, h ; K;

• “C, s, h goes wrong” when there exists a configuration K such that C, s, h ;∗ K and
K is stuck;

• “C, s, h terminates normally” just if there is s, h such that C, s, h ;∗ s′, h′.

It is possible to prove a number of properties about this operational semantics, such as
that normal termination, going wrong and divergence are mutually exclusive, invariance
under pointer renaming, and a kind of determinacy, where the prunes of any two output
states gotten from the same initial state must be isomorphic.

Although we will not attempt a precise formulation, it should be clear that the language
is memory safe: no execution sequence ever goes wrong from an attempt to dereference a
pointer not in the domain of the current heap.
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[[E]]s = v ∈ Values

x := E, s, h ; (s | x 7→ v), h
[[E]]s = v ∈ Values s(x) = p ∈ dom(h)

x.i := E, s, h ; s, (h | p.i 7→ v)
[[E]]s = p ∈ dom(h) h(p) = 〈v1, v2〉

x := E.i, s, h ; (s | x 7→ vi), h
p /∈ dom(h) p ∈ Pointers [[E1]]s = v1 ∈ Values [[E2]]s = v2 ∈ Values

x := cons(E1, E2), s, h ; (s | x 7→ p), (h | p 7→ 〈v1, v2〉)
C1, s, h ; C ′

1, s
′, h′

(C1; C2), s, h ; (C ′
1; C2), s

′, h′
C1, s, h ; s′, h′

(C1; C2), s, h ; C2, s
′, h′

[[E]]s = false
while E do C od, s, h ; s, h

[[E]]s = true (C; while E do C od), s, h ; K
while E do C od, s, h ; K

newvar x. C end, s, h ; C; dealloc(x), (s | x 7→ nil), h

dealloc(x), s, h ; s− x, h
g v h, s, g total

s, h ; s, g
s, h =α s, g
s, h ; s, g

Figure 2.4: Semantics of Commands

2.8 Partial Correctness

If P and Q are propositions and C is a command then we have the specification form
{P}C {Q}.

Definition 2.8.1 (Partial Correctness) {P}C {Q} is true just if for all total states
s, h with dom(s) ⊇ FV (P, C, Q), if s, h |= P then

• C, s, h doesn’t go wrong, and

• if C, s, h ;∗ s′, h′ then s′, h′ |= Q.

We have arranged the definition of partial correctness so that well specified programs don’t
go wrong. That is, if {P}C{Q} holds then executing C in a state satisfying P never leads
to a runtime error.

Using partial correctness assertions it is possible to distinguish between programs that
differ in when they go wrong, but that agree on all outputs states when they are reached.
As an extreme example, consider a command diverge that always diverges without getting
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stuck (e.g. while true dox := x od) and another command x := nil; x.1 := 17 that
always gets stuck. The former satisfies the triple {true} – {true} while the latter does
not. This indicates that the notion of observational equivalence appropriate to partial
correctness must distinguish divergence and stuckness.

These considerations lead to a notion ∼=pc of observational equivalence based on observing
both normal termination and stuckness. In formulating observational equivalence, we will
only consider the execution of closed commands, ones where all variables have been bound
by newvar.

Definition 2.8.2 We define C ∼=pc C ′ to hold just if

for all closing contexts G[·],

• G[C], (), () goes wrong just if G[C ′], (), () does, and

• G[C], (), () terminates normally just if G[C ′], (), () does.

Theorem 2.8.3 (Full Abstraction Theorem, Partial Correctness) C ∼=pc C ′ iff C
and C ′ satisfy the same partial correctness assertions.

The proof of the theorem occupies the remainder of this section. It goes by first relating
∼=pc to a semantics of commands which ignores garbage and renaming of locations, and
then relating this semantics to partial correctness.

Consider a semantics [[−]]pc of commands

[[C]]pc ⊆ TStates× TStates∗

where TStates is the set of total states, and TStates∗
∆
= TStates∪{wrong}. The definition

of [[C]]pc is as follows

((s, h), (s′, h′)) ∈ [[C]]pc
∆⇐⇒ C, s, h ;∗ s′, h′

((s, h), wrong) ∈ [[C]]pc
∆⇐⇒ C, s, h goes wrong

The equivalence relation ∼ ⊆ TStates× TStates is defined as

(s, h) ∼ (s′, h′)
∆⇐⇒ prune(s, h) =α prune(s′, h′)

where =α is equality modulo renaming of locations.
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Lemma 2.8.4 [[C]]pc induces a partial function between quotients

[[C]]∼pc : (TStates/∼) ⇀ (TStates∗/∼∗)

where −/− is the quotient operation and ∼∗ extends ∼ with (wrong, wrong). Moreover,
[[C]]∼pc respects the structure of C.

Lemma 2.8.5 C ∼=pc C ′ ⇔ [[C]]∼pc = [[C ′]]∼pc.

Proof: In the ⇐ direction, assume [[C]]∼pc = [[C ′]]∼pc. Then (Lemma 2.8.4) [[G[C]]]∼pc =
[[G[C ′]]]∼pc for all closing contexts G[−]. The conclusion C ∼=pc C ′ follows by observing
that the properties “goes wrong” and “terminates normally” in the definition of ∼=pc are
preserved by [[−]]∼pc.

For the ⇒ direction, assume [[C]]∼pc 6= [[C ′]]∼pc. Then there exist c ∈ TStates/ ∼ and
d ∈ TStates∗/∼∗ such that

[[C]]∼pc(c) = d [[C ′]]∼pc(c) 6= d

In general there exists a command Create(c) that creates a store in class c from the empty
store. There are two cases:

1. Case d = wrong. Consider the following context

G[−]
∆
= Create(c);−

Then G[C] “goes wrong” and G[C ′] does not, thus C 6∼=pc C ′.

2. Case d 6= wrong. In general there exists a command ending in a boolean expression
Check(d) that evaluates to true if the current state is in class d, and to wrong
otherwise (to define an analogous returning false instead of wrong one would need
language constructs to test if x.i is defined before de-referencing).

To define Check(d), consider a garbage-free store (s, h) in class d. For each p ∈
dom(h), there exists a path in the heap reaching p from a stack variable x, let this
path be represented by the sequence i1 ·. . .·in where each ij represents the component
followed at step j. Define the command

Cp
∆
= xp := x; xp := xp.i1; . . . ; xp := xp.in; x1

p := xp.1; x2
p := xp.2

which introduces new free variables xp, x
1
p, x

2
p.
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Define the expression Ep
∆
= xp, extended to values with Ev

∆
= v if v is a number, or

a boolean, or nil. We can now define Check(d), for some (s, h) in class d:

CH1
∆
=

∧
p6=q∈dom(h)

Ep 6= Eq

CH2
∆
=

∧
(x,v)∈s

x == Ev

CH3
∆
=

∧
(p,〈v1,v2〉)∈h

(x1
p == Ev1) ∧ (x2

p == Ev2)

Check(d)
∆
= newvar ~xp, ~x1

p,
~x2
p.

(
Seqp∈dom(h)Cp

)
;

if not(CH1 ∧ CH2 ∧ CH3) then (nil.1 == nil.1) else true

where ~xp, ~x1
p,

~x2
p are sequences of variables for p ∈ dom(h) and Seq is sequencing of

commands.

Finally, consider the context

G[−]
∆
= Create(c);−; if Check(d) then skip

Then G[C] terminates normally, and G[C ′] does not, thus C 6∼=pc C ′.

2

Lemma 2.8.6 [[C]]∼pc = [[C ′]]∼pc ⇔ C and C ′ satisfy the same partial correctness assertions.

Proof: In the ⇒ direction, assume [[C]]∼pc = [[C ′]]∼pc. Since the semantics of propositions
respects ∼ (immediate consequence of garbage insensitivity and invariance under renam-
ing), and since the definition of partial correctness involves the properties “terminates
normally” and “goes wrong”, we can conclude that C and C ′ satisfy the same partial
correctness assertions.

For the ⇐ direction, suppose that [[C]]∼pc 6= [[C ′]]∼pc. For each c ∈ (TStates/∼) there exists
a proposition Pc such that Pc is true if and only if the current state is in class c.

Pc
∆
= ∃ ~xp. CH ′

1 ∧ CH ′
2 ∧ CH ′

3

where the propositions CH ′
i are analogous to the expressions CHi in the definition of
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Check(c) in the proof of Lemma 2.8.5:

CH ′
1

∆
=

∧
p6=q∈dom(h)

Ep 6= Eq

CH ′
2

∆
=

∧
(x,v)∈s

x = Ev

CH ′
3

∆
=

∧
(p,〈v1,v2〉)∈h

Ep 7→ Ev1 , Ev2

Note that the existential does not exercise the change of world since the value of all the
quantified variables is determined by assertions − 7→ −,−. There are three cases:

1. Case [[C]]∼pc(c) = wrong and [[C ′]]∼pc(c) 6= wrong. Then {Pc}C {true} is false and
{Pc}C ′ {true} is true.

2. Case [[C]]∼pc(c) = d 6= wrong and [[C ′]]∼pc(c) is undefined. Then {Pc}C {false} is false
and {Pc}C ′ {false} is true.

3. Case [[C]]∼pc(c) = d and [[C ′]]∼pc(c) = d′ with d, d′ 6= wrong and d 6= d′. Then
{Pc}C {Pd} is true and {Pc}C ′ {Pd} is false.

In all the cases C and C ′ do not satisfy the same partial correctness assertions. 2

So far we have considered a notion of observational equivalence, but a natural question
is if the results can be generalized to a notion of observational preorder. For the logical
view, a natural generalization is asking whether one command satisfies at least the partial
correctness assertions that the other does. As for equivalence, we proceed through the
semantics [[−]]pc, so we define a preorder on the set of partial functions (TStates/∼) ⇀
(TStates∗/∼∗):

f ≤p f ′
∆⇐⇒ for each c ∈ dom(f), c ∈ dom(f ′) and f(c) ≤ f ′(c)

where d ≤ d′
∆⇐⇒ d = d′ ∈ (TStates/∼) or d′ = wrong.

Definition 2.8.7 We define C vpc C ′ to hold just if

for all closing contexts G[·],

• if G[C], (), () goes wrong then G[C ′], (), () does

• if G[C], (), () terminates normally then G[C ′], (), () terminates normally
or goes wrong.
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Intuitively, the order is as follows:

diverge < terminate normally < wrong

The following theorem justifies the above orders.

Theorem 2.8.8 (Ordered Full Abstraction Theorem, Partial Correctness)
The following are equivalent:

1. For each P, Q, if {P}C {Q} is true then {P}C ′ {Q} is true.

2. [[C ′]]pc ≤p [[C]]pc.

3. C ′ vpc C.

2.9 Total Correctness

If P and Q are assertions and C is a command then we have the specification form [P ] C [Q].

Definition 2.9.1 (Total Correctness) We say that [P ] C [Q] is true just if

• {P}C {Q} is true, and

• for all s, h, if s, h |= P then C, s, h terminates normally.

Using total correctness assertions we can no longer distinguish between divergence and
going wrong in the way that we did with partial correctness. That is, neither divergence nor
an always sticking command satisfies [true] – [true], because neither terminates normally.
This suggests to define a notion of observational equivalence that conflates divergence and
going wrong. Since, in our language, there is no way to recover from, or handle, a runtime
error, we can do this by observing termination only (ignoring wrongness).

Definition 2.9.2 We define C ∼=tc C ′ to hold just if

for all closing contexts G[·],

• G[C]()() terminates normally just if G[C ′]()() does.

Theorem 2.9.3 (Full Abstraction Theorem, Total Correctness)
C ∼=tc C ′ iff C and C ′ satisfy the same total correctness assertions.
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Similarly to what we did with partial correctness, we define a total semantics on quotients

[[C]]∼tc : (TStates/∼) → (TStates⊥/∼⊥)

where TStates⊥
∆
= TStates ∪ {⊥}, ∼⊥ extends ∼ with (⊥,⊥), and ⊥ conflates non-

termination and getting stuck. The formal definition of [[C]]tc is as follows

[[C]]∼tc(c) = d
∆⇐⇒ [[C]]∼pc(c) = d when d ∈ TStates/∼

[[C]]∼tc(c) =⊥ ∆⇐⇒ [[C]]∼pc(c) = {wrong} or [[C]]∼pc(c) undefined

To justify the definition of [[C]]∼tc we observe that the identification of non-termination
and stuckness is compatible with the (operational) semantics of commands, hence it is
compositional.

Lemma 2.9.4 C ∼=tc C ′ ⇔ [[C]]∼tc = [[C ′]]∼tc.

Proof: In the ⇐ direction, assume [[C]]∼tc = [[C ′]]∼tc. Then [[G[C]]]∼tc = [[G[C ′]]]∼tc for all
closing contexts G[−]. The conclusion C ∼=tc C ′ follows by observing that the property
“terminates normally” in the definition of ∼=tc is preserved by [[−]]∼tc (the same would not
hold of property “goes wrong”).

For the ⇒ direction, assume [[C]]∼tc 6= [[C ′]]∼tc. Then there exist c, d, d′ such that [[C]]∼tc(c) = d
and [[C ′]]∼tc(c) = d′ and d 6= d′, hence one of d, d′ must be different from ⊥, say d. Consider
the context

G[−]
∆
= Make(c);−;Check(d)

Then G[C] terminates normally while G[C ′] does not, hence C 6∼=tc C ′. 2

Lemma 2.9.5 [[C]]∼tc = [[C ′]]∼tc ⇔ C and C ′ satisfy the same total correctness assertions.

Proof: In the ⇒ direction, assume [[C]]∼tc = [[C ′]]∼tc. Since the semantics of propositions
respects ∼, and since the definition of total correctness involves the property “terminates
normally” (and not “goes wrong”), we can conclude that C and C ′ satisfy the same total
correctness assertions.

For the ⇐ direction, assume [[C]]∼tc 6= [[C ′]]∼tc. Then there exist c, d, d′ such that [[C]]∼tc(c) = d
and [[C ′]]∼tc(c) = d′ and d 6= d′, hence one of d, d′ must be different from ⊥, say d. Now,
[Pc] C [Pd] is true and [Pc] C

′ [Pd] is false. This concludes the proof that C and C ′ do not
satisfy the same total correctness assertions. 2
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As for partial correctness, the above results generalize to preorders. The partial order on
functions (TStates/∼) → (TStates⊥/∼⊥) is defined as

f ≤t f ′
∆⇐⇒ f(c) ≤ f ′(c) for each c ∈ (TStates/∼)

where d ≤ d′
∆⇐⇒ d = d′ ∈ (TStates/∼) or d =⊥.

Definition 2.9.6 We define C vtc C ′ to hold just if

for all closing contexts G[·],

• if G[C], (), () terminates normally then G[C ′], (), () does.

The following theorem relates the above orders.

Theorem 2.9.7 (Ordered Full Abstraction Theorem, Total Correctness)
The following are equivalent:

1. For each P, Q, if [P ] C [Q] is true then [P ] C ′ [Q] is true.

2. [[C]]tc ≤t [[C ′]]tc.

3. C vtc C ′.

A difference emerges with respect to partial correctness: while more divergent commands
prove more partial correctness assertions, they prove fewer total correctness assertions.

2.10 Partial States and the Spatial Conjunction

Thus far we have we focussed on total states. Our purpose in this and subsequent sections
is to argue that partial states, which allow dangling pointers, are conceptually and techni-
cally useful, even in a memory safe language where dangling pointers do not arise during
execution. The conceptual point is that, often, a program uses only portion of a state,
a portion that does not include all pointers reachable from a given point; a partial state
provides a convenient description of the information that is needed. The most important
tool for realizing this intuition, the spatial conjunction P1 ∗ P2 [Rey00], is described in
this section. The technical point, pursued in later sections, is that partial states make the
connection to other forms of interpretation clear; this in turn clears the way for certain
improvements.

We begin by defining a notion of support, which works for partial states. The idea is that
a state s, h supports P if it contains enough information to conclude P . Technically, this
means that, for any total state we wish to extend the partial state to, P will hold.
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Definition 2.10.1 Suppose s, h is a state, perhaps partial. Then

s, h  P
∆⇐⇒ ∀g w h. if s, g is total then s, g |= P

We use support to define the spatial conjunction. Intuitively, P ∗Q is true when the current
heap can be split into parts, one of which gives enough information to conclude P and the
other of which supports Q. This heap splitting generally results in partial subheaps.

Definition 2.10.2 (Spatial Conjunction) Given heaps h and g, write h#g meaning
that h and g have disjoint domains, and in that case h ∗ g is defined by (h ∗ g)(p) = v iff
h(p) = v or g(p) = v.

s, h |= P ∗Q
∆⇐⇒ ∃h1, h2. h1#h2, h1 ∗ h2 = h, s, h1  P and s, h2  Q.

Notice that partial states play a subsidiary role in the definition of |=, which is defined for
total states only. That is, the total states judgment s, h |= P ∗Q is defined by reference to
the partial states judgment form .

The heap splitting in the definition ensures that x and y must be distinct cells in a formula
of the form x 7→ a, b ∗ y 7→ c, d. However, the area of heap used to satisfy x 7→ a, b
when such a splitting is chosen does not have to include a and b: the disjointness in heap
splitting is only with respect to the domain, not the range, of the heap. As a result, there
can be overlap between pointers to the left of 7→ in one conjunct and to the right of 7→ in
another. This difference in the treatment of the domain and range is the essential device
that allows linking to go together with disjointness. For example, x 7→ 3, y ∗ y 7→ 4, x
describes a two-element, circular linked list.

The locality provided by the spatial conjunction comes out most immediately in proposi-
tions of the form x 7→ a, b ∗ Q. When such a proposition holds, we know that Q must be
supported by a partial heap that does not include pointer x in its domain. As a result, if
we update x’s car or cdr then Q will still be supported. This is the basis for a program
logic devised by Reynolds in [Rey00] and further developed in [IO01, ORY01]. We give a
garbage insensitive variant of it in the next section.

Finally, a useful fact is that the spatial conjunction can be used in place of ∧ when guarding
∃.

Lemma 2.10.3 (Guarding Lemma, II) Suppose y is a variable different from x and G
is of the form y 7→ x, E or y 7→ E, x. Then

s, h |= ∃x.G ∗ P ⇐⇒ ∃v ∈ Values.(s | x 7→ v), h |= G ∗ P
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2.11 Program Logic, I

Here are the Hoare Logic axioms for the four basic statements.

Heap update:

{Q ∗ x 7→ a, b}x.1 := c {Q ∗ x 7→ c, b}

{Q ∗ x 7→ a, b}x.2 := c {Q ∗ x 7→ a, c}

Allocate:

{P}x := cons(y, z) {P ∗ x 7→ y, z}
where x /∈ FV (P ).

Heap lookup:

{z 7→ a, b ∧Q[a/x]}x := z.1 {z 7→ a, b ∧Q}

{z 7→ a, b ∧Q[b/x]}x := z.2 {z 7→ a, b ∧Q}

Hoare Assignment:

{P [E/x] ∧ E = E}x := E {P}

It is assumed here that the variables a, b, c, x, y and z are distinct. We have given restricted
versions of the allocation and lookup axioms. When x is free in P in the former, or x and
z are the same variable in the latter, then existential quantification in the postcondition
can be used to talk about the previous value of x [Rey00].

The final axiom has E = E in the precondition to ensure that E does not produce a wrong
answer. In many cases this can be avoided. For example, if E is a variable we know that
it won’t go wrong, so that E = E will automatically hold. We need similar definedness
checks in the rules for while and if.

{P}C {Q}
{P} newvarx. C {Q}

x 6∈ FV (P, Q)
{P}C1 {Q} {Q}C2 {R}

{P}C1; C2 {R}

{P ∧ (E = true)}C {Q} {P ∧ E = false}C ′ {Q}
{P} ifE thenC elseC ′{Q}
{P ∧ E = true}C {P}

{P} whileE doC {P ∧B = false}

In addition, there are three rules for manipulating triples.
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Auxiliary Variable Elimination

{P}C {Q}
x 6∈ FV (C)

{∃x.P}C {∃x.Q}

Variable Substitution

{P}C {Q} {x1, ..., xk} ⊇ FV (P, C, Q), and
xi ∈ Modifies(C) implies
Ei is a variable not free in any other Ej

({P}C {Q})[E1/x1, ..., Ek/xk]

Rule of Consequence

P ′ |= P {P}C {Q} Q |= Q′

{P ′}C {Q′}

Modifies(C) is the set of variables occurring alone on the left-hand side in statements x := –
in C. (We stress that Modifies(x.i := E) is empty.)

Theorem 2.11.1 (Soundness) The rules and axioms of this section are sound according
to the partial correctness interpretation of triples.

Proof: The first main difficulty lies in the axioms for assignment statements. For x := E,
if s, h |= P [E/x] ∧ E = E then the E = E part implies that that x := E, s, h does not
go wrong. If x := E, s, h ;∗ s′, h′ then the derivation must consist of an application
of the operational rule for x := E followed by several applications of the relocation and
collection rules. The Substitution Lemma ensures that P satisfies the state (s | x 7→
[[E]]s), h resulting from the x := E rule. Any applications of the relocation rule preserve
P by the Renaming Lemma, and any applications of collection preserve P by the Garbage
Insensitivity Theorem. This shows the soundness of the axiom for x := E.

In a similar way, the soundness of the other axioms follows, first, from an argument about
the operational rule for a given assignment statement, followed by preservation of truth by
relocation and collection.

The other nontrivial case is the rule for Auxiliary Variable Elimination. Suppose that
s, h |= ∃x.P . Then there is some g w h and v such that (s | x 7→ v), g |= P . We can
factor g as h ∗ h′ for the restriction h′ of g to those pointers in the domain of g but not h.
Suppose C, s, h ;∗ s′′, h′′, then by renaming (Lemma 2.5.3) we can assume h′#h′′. Since
x /∈ FV (C), C, (s | x 7→ v), h ∗ h′ ;∗ (s′′ | x 7→ v), h′′ ∗ h′. Now, the premise {P}C {Q}
implies (s′′ | x 7→ v), h′′ ∗ h′ |= Q, hence s′′, h′′ |= ∃x.Q.

The soundness of all of the other rules is straightforward. 2
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We illustrate the use of the rules by presenting a proof outline, where intermediate asser-
tions are used to show how to construct a proof. We will not explicitly consider definedness
issues in the application of the rules for while or Hoare assignment.

We consider the program for reversing a linked list by reversing its links. For simplicity we
will not prove the complete correctness of the program: we will just show that if you start
with a list you end with a list. (This implies that the program does not go wrong, by the
interpretation of triples, and is the kind of data-independent property one might consider
in automatic program proving.) For this example we will assume a predicate satisfying

list(x) ⇔ x = nil ∨ (∃z. x 7→ –, z ∗ list(z))

where x 7→ –, z means that x points to a cell where the second component contains z, but
the first component could contain anything. Notice how the use of ∃ here is in line with
the second Guarding Lemma.

Here is the outline.

{list c}
{list c ∗ list nil}
p := nil

{list c ∗ list p}
while c 6= nil do

{(list c ∗ list p) ∧ c 6= nil}
{∃t′. c 7→ –, t′ ∗ list t′ ∗ list p}
t := c.2
{c 7→ –, t ∗ list t ∗ list p}
c.2 := p
{c 7→ –, p ∗ list t ∗ list p}
{list t ∗ list c}
p := c
{list t ∗ list p}
c := t
{list c ∗ list p}

{(list c ∗ list p) ∧ c = nil}
{list p}

In this proof outline two propositions that appear in succession indicate an application of
the Rule of Consequence. The triple for t := c.2 requires several steps, involving Conse-
quence and Auxiliary Variable Elimination. The loop invariant is list c ∗ list p: we show
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that it is preserved in the loop, and thus get to conclude the invariant with ¬(c 6= nil)
on completion of the loop, using the usual while rule for partial correctness given in
Section 2.11.

In Section 2.14 we discuss some limitations of the axiom system.

2.12 Partial States and Density

Focussing on partial states opens up possibilities for connecting the semantics to other,
more general, forms of interpretation. In this section we establish a connection to the dense
semantics of classical logic [Coh66, MM92]. This connection provides welcome theoretical
support for the clauses in the total states model, since utmost care is needed whenever the
semantics of quantifiers is altered.

Although  was defined in terms of |=, it can be regarded as a semantics in its own right,
in that it can be defined by using semantic clauses, without reference to |=. However, a
pointwise characterization of the connectives does not work. To see why, consider that
s, []  (x 7→ 3, 4) → false does not hold, while the property “s, []  x 7→ 3, 4 implies
s, []  false” does. Thus, for the partial state semantics we need to consider changes of
world to interpret implication.

A first point to note is that all assertions satisfy the monotonicity condition from Kripke’s
interpretation of intuitionistic logic.

Definition 2.12.1 (Monotonicity Condition)

s, h  P =⇒ ∀g w h. s, g  P

This follows from the definition of  in terms of |=.

The Monotonicity Condition is not the whole story, in that it does not account for excluded
middle, garbage, or the central role of total states. These are summed up in further
properties satisfied by .

Definition 2.12.2 (Totality Condition)

s, h  P ⇐⇒ ∀g w h. if s, g is total then s, g  P

Definition 2.12.3 (Partial Shrinkage Condition) If s, h  P , g v h, and the domain
of g contains all those pointers reachable in s, h, then s, g  P.
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Definition 2.12.4 (Density Condition)

s, h  P ⇐⇒ ∀h′ w h.∃h′′ w h′. s, h′′  P

These conditions are not independent. In particular, Density follows from Monotonicity
and Partial Shrinkage. Totality and Shrinkage are of interest from the perspective of
pointers, while Density is more of a logical property.

Lemma 2.12.5 Suppose g v h, and the domain of g contains all those pointers reachable
in s, h. Then for all g′ w g such that s, g′ is total there exists h′ w h such that s, h′ is total
and prune(s, g′) =α prune(s, h′).

Theorem 2.12.6 (Dense Semantics Theorem) All propositions satisfy Totality, Par-
tial Shrinkage and Density. Furthermore, the standard clauses of dense semantics all hold.

s, h  false never

s, h  P → Q ⇐⇒ ∀h′ w h . if s, h′  P then s, h′  Q

s, h  ∃x.P ⇐⇒ ∀h′ w h, ∃h′′ w h′.∃v ∈ Values. (s | x 7→ v), h′′  P

As a result, the forcing relation  satisfies all the laws of classical logic 1 (with the appro-
priate side-condition on ∃-intro to account for definedness).

Proof: The ⇒ direction of Density follows at once from the Monotonicity Condition.
For the ⇐ direction, suppose that the right-hand side holds but s, h 6 P . This means
that there is a total state s, g extending s, h where s, g 6|= P . By the Shrinkage part of
the Garbage Insensitivity Theorem, it follows that s, g′ 6|= P for all g′ w g where s, g′

is total. This contradicts the assumed right-hand side of Density: g is a heap that has
no superheap supporting P . This shows Density. Totality is straightforward, and Partial
Shrinkage follows immediately from Lemma 2.12.5, Garbage Insensitivity and the definition
of .

To check the semantic clauses we consider implication only. The ⇒ direction is immediate.
For ⇐, suppose the right-hand side holds and s, h 6 P → Q. Then there is a larger total
state s, g where s, g |= P and s, g 6|= Q. But this contradicts the rhs, because is we pick
g w h then we must have that s, g  P implies s, g  Q (note that  and |= agree on total
states). This shows →. 2

1The reader may wonder whether such an unusual semantics of→ provides a good basis for programmers
to specify programs. This worry is a good one, and we would say that the dense semantics is mostly of
theoretical interest, as an analysis of the fine structure of the total states semantics. But, we also emphasize
that the “unusual” semantics of → corresponds the the typical, pointwise, semantics when evaluated at
total states.
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s, h i false never

s, h i P → Q
∆⇐⇒ ∀h′ w h . if s, h′ i P then s, h′ i Q

s, h i P ∨Q
∆⇐⇒ s, h i P or s, h i Q

s, h i P ∧Q
∆⇐⇒ s, h i P and s, h i Q

s, h i ∀x.P
∆⇐⇒ ∀v ∈ Values. (s | x 7→ v), h i P

s, h i ∃x.P
∆⇐⇒ ∃v ∈ Values. (s | x 7→ v), h i P

s, h i P ∗Q
∆⇐⇒ ∃h1, h2. h1#h2, h1 ∗ h2 = h, s, h1 i P and s, h2 i Q

s, h i P−∗Q
∆⇐⇒ ∀h′. h#h′ and s, h′ i P implies s, h ∗ h′ i Q

Figure 2.5: The Forcing Relation

The conditions in this theorem can be taken as the basis of an alternate definition of , one
that does not appeal to |=. It is standard that the semantic clauses above validate all of
classical logic, as long as all atomic propositions satisfy density [Coh66, MM92]. The reader
may enjoy verifying ((P → false) → false) → P assuming P is dense. Thus, because 
and |= agree on total states, the total state semantics can be viewed as a specialization of
a well known semantics.

2.13 The Monotone Semantics

We have seen that  satisfies the monotonicity property from intuitionistic logic. It is
natural to ask what happens if we take an intuitionistic semantics as primitive. In this
section we map out the theoretical territory, while in the next we discuss the advantages
of the monotone semantics.

The forcing relation s, h i P for a (possibly partial) state s, h is given in Figure 2.5 (i
is for intuitionistic). In the intuitionistic semantics we are able to define the implication
adjoint −∗ of ∗. The reason for not including −∗ in the dense semantics is that P−∗Q is
not necessarily dense when P and Q are. An example is (x 7→ 3, 4)−∗ false: it asserts
that it is not possible to extend the current heap with a disjoint heap where x points
to 3, 4; in other words, x already points to some cell in the current heap. If we take
the state (s0, h0) where s0 maps x to a location and h0 is the empty heap, we have that
∀h′ w h0.∃h′′ w h′. s0, h

′′  P holds since any heap h′ can be extended to one which
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supports (x 7→ 3, 4)−∗ false, but s0, h0 6 P . This contradicts the ⇐ direction of Density.

The dense semantics can be regarded as a special case of the intuitionistic semantics,
obtained by a ¬¬ transform. The transform maps propositions from the language of
Section 2.4 into the →, false, ∀ fragment of the intuitionistic language. 2 The transform
P defines ∃x.P to be ¬∀x.¬P , and maps and everything else (inductively) to itself. It is
standard that this transform preserves semantics.

Lemma 2.13.1 (Translation Correctness Lemma) s, h  P ⇔ s, h i P .

So, the dense propositions correspond to a special case of the intuitionistic ones. The class
of intuitionistic propositions that are garbage insensitive is, however, wider than the range
of this transform. Put another way, the range of the transform has special properties –
Density, Shrinkage, Totality – that do not hold for the whole intuitionistic language.

The most important observation is that the intuitionistic ∃ violates Shrinkage. Consider
∃x. x 7→ 5, 42. This is true of the state [], [p 7→ 〈5, 42〉] but false of [], [], where the latter is
the prune. But it is true of both states in the dense semantics model; the reason is that
the dense ∃ is essentially ¬∀¬, and so quantifies over larger heaps.

However, if we consider a guarded version of ∃, then Shrinkage is preserved. Specifically,
if G is as in the Guarding Lemma then ∃x. G ∧ P and ∃x. G ∗ P satisfy Shrinkage. The
monotone semantics gives us a sharper view of the problem with quantification: in the
intuitionistic setup (where ∃ and ∀ are not interdefinable) a guard is required for ∃, but
not for ∀.

Intuitionistic disjunction does preserve Shrinkage, but it violates Totality. To see why,
y 7→ 3, 4∨¬(y 7→ 3, 4) can be false at a state where y denotes a location not in the domain
of the heap, but it is true at all total states. Thus, there can be no extension of the
total state semantics |= with a connective corresponding to the intuitionistic disjunction
of partial state semantics.

We sum up this discussion with the following result.

Theorem 2.13.2 (Intuitionistic Garbage Insensitivity Theorem)
All propositions satisfy Monotonicity (Growth). Furthermore, suppose P is a proposition
in which every existential quantifier is of the form ∃x. G∧Q or ∃x. G∗R for G of the form
y 7→ x, E or y 7→ E, x. Then P satisfies Partial Shrinkage.

Proof: Both Monotonicity and Partial Shrinkage are by induction on the structure of the
proposition. The only interesting cases are Partial Shrinkage for ∀ and −∗ .

2note how some connectives of Section 2.4 are defined indirectly, for example P ∨Q is short for (¬P ) →
Q. Had ∨ been a primitive, we could have defined P ∨Q as (¬P ) → Q or ¬¬(P ∨Q).
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For ∀, suppose s, h i ∀x. P and h = h′ ∗ h′′ and that the pointers in dom(h′′) are
unreachable in s, h′. We have to show s, h′ i ∀x. P . Take any value v; by hypothesis we
have (s | x 7→ v), h′ ∗ h′′ i P . Modulo renaming (Lemma 2.5.3) we can assume w.l.o.g.
that the pointers in dom(h′′) are unreachable in (s | x 7→ v), h′. Then (s | x 7→ v), h′ i P
by Partial Shrinkage of P . This proves Partial Shrinkage for ∀.

For −∗ , suppose s, h i P−∗Q and h = h′ ∗ h′′ and that the pointers in dom(h′′) are
unreachable in s, h′. We have to show s, h′ i P−∗Q. Take any g′ such that g′#h′ and
s, g′ i P . Modulo renaming (Lemma 2.5.3) we can assume w.l.o.g. that g′#h and that
the pointers in dom(h′′) are unreachable in s, h′ ∗ g′. Then s, h ∗ g′ i Q holds by the
hypothesis s, h i P−∗Q, hence s, h′ ∗ g′ i Q by Partial Shrinkage of Q. This proves
Partial Shrinkage for −∗ . 2

2.14 Program Logic, II

We now describe two ways in which the intuitionistic semantics can be used to obtain an
improved program logic. The treatment here is just a sketch; we refer to [IO01, ORY01,
Yan01] for more information on the low-level viewpoint adopted in this section.

The first improvement is to use −∗ to express weakest preconditions for heap update 3 and
allocation [IO01].{

∃xy. (E 7→ x, y) ∗ ((E 7→ E ′, y)−∗ P )
}

E.1 := E ′{
P

}
{
∀x′. (x′ 7→ E1, E2)−∗P [x′/x]

}
x := cons(E1, E2){
P

}
In these axioms we require that x and y are not free in E, E ′, or P and that x′ is not
free in E1, E2 or P . Notice how it is natural to quantify over unreachable pointers in the
precondition for x := cons(E1, E2).

A more important limitation of the total semantics is the unsoundness of the Frame Rule
([IO01, ORY01]):

Frame Rule:

3the form of guarded existential used in the rule for heap update stays in the garbage insensitive
fragment, and is a slight generalization of the guarded existentials introduced in Theorem 2.13.2
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{P}C {Q}
{P ∗R}C {Q ∗R}

Modifies(C) ∩ FV (R) = ∅

This rule lets one reason locally about the portion of storage accessed by programs, auto-
matically inferring that the other areas of storage are left unchanged.

For a counter example to the soundness of the Frame Rule, consider the following true
triple:

{true} if x == nil then skip else x.1 := 5 {true}

Applying the Frame Rule with invariant x 7→ 3, 4 we get the false triple

{x 7→ 3, 4} if x == nil then skip else x.1 := 5 {x 7→ 3, 4}

The Frame Rule is unsound because of total states: checking that x is not nil in a total
state is enough to guarantee safety of access to its components. In other words, given
a true triple, it is possible that the command accesses heap cells not mentioned in the
precondition.

The Frame Rule is not so important in intraprocedural program proving, when there are
no procedure calls; then the program logic from Section 2.11 can be used, perhaps with
the addition of −∗ . But when it comes to interprocedural proving, framing is essential to
keep procedure specifications manageable; see [ORY01].

The Frame Rule can be saved if we adopt a lower-level interpretation of triples. Thus far we
have used the operational semantics of commands on total states only, but the definition
applies equally to partial states; the difference is that commands go wrong more often. For
example, if we execute x.1 := 3 in state [x 7→ p], [], then evaluation will get stuck.

The only alteration to the previous interpretation of triples that we need is to allow partial
states.

Definition 2.14.1 (Partial Correctness (Revised)) {P}C {Q} is true just if for all
(possibly partial) states s, h with dom(s) ⊇ FV (P, C, Q), if s, h i P then

• C, s, h doesn’t go wrong, and

• if C, s, h ;∗ s′, h′ then s′, h′ i Q.

According to this interpretation,

{true} if x == nil then skip else x.1 := 5 {true}
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is no longer a true triple, because the command goes wrong when applied to the state
[x 7→ p], [] for some pointer p. We refer to [ORY01, Yan01] for more information on the
low-level interpretation of triples and the Frame Rule.

2.15 Final Remarks

In this chapter we have presented a number of semantic models, and two interpretations of
Hoare triples. The reason for this variety is mainly presentational. The most satisfactory
program logic, based on the intuitionistic interpretation of assertions and low-level inter-
pretation of triples in Section 2.13, is not the first that comes to mind. And the argument
for it is not immediate. So, we felt it worthwhile to first set out the total states model,
which is partially satisfactory, and point out its limitations. Curiously, we found that a
lower level of abstraction, which is incompatible with full abstraction, led to a smoother
program logic. The best logic is based on the intuitionistic semantics of [Rey00, IO01],
with a constraint placed on the use of the existential quantifier.

We have investigated the idea of garbage insensitivity using several interpretations of the
logical connectives, but it is the property of garbage insensitivity itself, rather than these
non-standard interpretations, that is of most interest. It is worth noting that the intuition-
istic semantics can be embedded in a still lower level, pointwise model [IO01], which has a
standard semantics of quantifiers and which validates the law of the excluded middle. The
pointwise semantics p replaces the intuitionistic clause for implication with

s, h p P → Q
∆⇐⇒ if s, h p P then s, h p Q.

The intuitionistic language can be mapped into the pointwise language using a modal
transform. If we observe that

s, h p true−∗P iff ∀h′ w h. s, h′ p P

holds, then we can regard 2P
∆
= true−∗P as the S4 necessity modality for heap extension.

The modal translation (·)◦ sends P → Q to 2(P ◦ → Q◦) and everything else (inductively)
to itself. In the pointwise semantics one can describe exact properties of the heap, which
violate monotonicity, such as “there are exactly three active cells”.

Our operational semantics treated the garbage collector as a black box. But if one was to
verify a runtime system, which includes both a compiled user program and a collector, then
it would be desirable to be able to state both garbage sensitive and insensitive properties.
For example, in applications of proof-carrying code [NL98, App01] a compiler automatically
produces a proof of safety of a compiled program and, from an abstract perspective, one
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might expect such properties to be garbage insensitive (and perhaps even dense) if we start
with a memory safe source language. On the other hand, to verify the collector itself, we
would typically want to consider lower level properties. So, if we were to try to account
for the interaction of a user program with a collector, it would probably be better to work
with the pointwise semantics, and simply keep an eye out for propositions that are garbage
insensitive. From this perspective the results here can be viewed as showing some of the
structure that these propositions possess.
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Part II

Type-and-Effect Systems
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The region calculus of Tofte and Talpin is a polymorphically typed lambda calculus with
annotations that make memory allocation and deallocation explicit; the memory is orga-
nized as a stack of regions (collections) of locations. It is intended as an intermediate
language for implementing Hindley-Milner typed functional languages, such as ML, with-
out traditional trace-based garbage collection (or as a companion to garbage collection).
Static region and effect inference can be used to annotate a statically typed ML program
with memory management primitives. Type safety of the calculus is crucial to guarantee
safe deallocation of regions, i.e., deallocation should only take place for objects which are
provably dead. The calculus is at once intuitively simple, yet deceptively subtle, and previ-
ous theoretical analyses have been frustratingly complex: no previous analysis has revealed
and explained in simple terms the connection between the subtleties of the calculus and
the imperative features it builds on.

In Chapter 3 we present the region calculus and review related work. The following two
chapters present two different techniques for proving type safety of the region calculus.

In Chapter 4 we give a stratified operational semantics, composed of a high-level semantics
dealing with the conceptual difficulties of effect annotations, and a low-level one with
explicit operations on a region-indexed store. The main results of the chapter are a proof
simpler than previous ones, and a modular approach to type safety and correctness. The
flexibility of this approach is demonstrated by the simplicity of the extension to the full
calculus with type and region polymorphism. The material presented in this chapter is
based on [Cal01].

In Chapter 5 we develop the direct approach of [HT00] and consider a version of the region
calculus with explicit references. We present two small-step operational semantics for the
region calculus and prove their type safety. Following the standard syntactic approach of
Wright, Felleisen, and Harper, we obtain simple inductive proofs. The first semantics is
store-less. It is simple and elegant and gives rise to perspicuous proofs. The second seman-
tics provides a store-based model for the region calculus. Albeit slightly more complicated,
its additional expressiveness allows us to model operations on references with destructive
update. A pure fragment of both small-step semantics is then proven equivalent to the
original big-step operational approach of Tofte and Talpin. This leads to an alternative
proof of type safety for their evaluation-style formulation. The material presented in this
chapter is based on [CHT02].

How to Read this Part

This Part presents several variants of the region calculus, and proves various results about
them. Chapter 3 presents the Tofte and Talpin Region Calculus (TTRC). Chapters 4 and
5 can be read independently, and both assume a previous reading of Chapter 3. They
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represent two different approaches to the notion of active region:

• in Chapter 4 the semantics is parameterized with respect to a set ϕ of active (or
allocated, alive) regions;

• the semantics of Chapter 5 use a special constant • for dead regions (inactive, not
allocated).

There are other parameters that determine the characteristics of region calculi:

• Small-step versus big-step semantics: whether the evaluation relation is between
intermediate configurations or between terms and values.

• Errors or stuck terms: the semantics can have a specific value denoting an error,
or the notion of stuck computation can be used instead.

• High-level versus low-level: a low-level semantics has an explicit store parameter,
while a high-level one only accounts for the possible runtime errors occurring when
trying to access objects in regions that have been deleted.

• Explicit operations on the store: the presence of explicit imperative operation
in the programming language itself.

The following table summarizes the essential features of the dialects presented in this Part.

Language Reduction ss/bs St.S. Imp. Defined In

TTRC S,VE , R `b e ⇓ v, S ′ bs Y N sec. 3.2

High-Level e
ϕ
↪→ v | err bs N N sec. 4.2.1

Low-Level s,VE , e ↪→ s′, a | err bs Y N sec. 4.2.2
SRC e →s e′ ss N N sec. 5.3
IRC s, e →i s′, e′ ss Y Y sec. 5.4

The first column is the name of the language; the second one gives the reduction relation;
the third distinguishes between small-step (ss) and big-step (bs) semantics; the fourth
indicates if the semantic reduction is store-passing; the fifth indicates if the language has
explicit imperative operations on the store; the sixth indicates the section in which the
language is defined.
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Chapter 3

The Region Calculus
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3.1 Introduction

Memory management for dynamic data structures is a problem in programming. While
memory allocation is dictated by the problem at hand, there is considerable freedom in
memory deallocation. If deallocation happens too late, the program suffers from memory
bloat, which impede performance. If deallocation happens too early, there might be dan-
gling pointers into deallocated memory. Dereferencing a dangling pointer is unsafe and
can lead to a crash, or worse, to wrong results.

Some languages (like C or Pascal) leave the deallocation problem entirely to the program-
mer, whereas others (like Lisp, Smalltalk, Java, and ML) perform automatic dealloca-
tion by incorporating a trace-based garbage collector into the runtime system. While the
programmer-based solution is immensely error-prone, programs can in principle be tuned
for optimal memory use. Traditional garbage collection avoids a large class of errors, but it
has some problems, too. Since the garbage collector is, in general, unaware of the semantics
of the running program, it must preserve all pointers reachable from a given set of root
pointers. This set is a conservative approximation of the set of pointers that will actually
be used by the program. As a consequence, deallocation might happen too late, which can
lead to excessive use of memory. In addition, trace-based garbage collection takes extra,
non-productive time and can cause erratic pauses in the execution of programs, hamper-
ing its use for real-time applications. Finally, inter-operability between garbage collected
languages and non-garbage collected languages is difficult.

The region calculus of Tofte and Talpin [TT97, TT94] (which we will refer to as TTRC)
provides an alternative method of memory management for the language ML [MTHM97].
It is used as an intermediate language in an ML compiler, the ML-kit [BT99, BTV96,
TB98, TT94, TT97]. The basic idea of the region calculus is to split memory into regions
that are allocated in a stack-like manner, directed by a construct of the language. Each
region behaves as a separate heap. Deallocation is instantaneous, it just pops the topmost
region from the stack. Using this method, it is possible to implement ML without a trace-
based garbage collector, obtaining good 1 space complexity. In some instances, the region
calculus can prove that a pointer is semantically dead, even though it is still reachable
by the program. In these cases, the object it points to belongs to a dead region, which
can be safely deallocated, so that the space occupied by the reachable object is reclaimed,
something trace-based garbage collectors cannot do.

1sometimes worse and sometimes better than traditional garbage collection
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3.1.1 Related Work

The first proof of type safety for the region calculus as it is given by Tofte and Talpin [TT97]
is quite complicated and uses rule-based co-induction. The source of complication is
twofold. First, Tofte and Talpin prove two properties at the same time: type safety and
translation soundness. The latter property guarantees that there is a consistency relation
between a non-region annotated value and its region-based counterpart. We focus on the
problem of type safety, ie. the property which guarantees that regions are not deallocated
while they are still in use, because that is where we believe the main difficulties lie.

The second source of complication is due to the co-inductive definition of their consistency
relation, required because of the loss of information when deleting a region from the store
in their big-step semantics. Their safety relation not only requires a co-inductive proof,
but, as the authors admit, is rather complex, and lacks intuition about why deallocation
safety is obtained.

Recently, alternative type-safety proofs for the region calculus have been proposed.

1. Crary, Walker, and Morrisett [CWM99] provide an indirect proof by translating the
region calculus into their capability calculus. The capability calculus has a sophisti-
cated type-and-effect system that supports safe allocation and deallocation of regions
in an arbitrary order. This added flexibility may lead to a better use of memory at
runtime, since there are cases where a region may be de-allocated earlier than in
the region calculus. They provide a syntactic proof of type safety for the capability
calculus.

2. Banerjee, Heintze, and Riecke [BHR99] translate the region calculus into F#, an
extension of the polymorphic lambda calculus with a special type constructor for
encapsulation. They construct an original denotational model for their calculus and
give a semantic proof of type safety based on the model.

3. Dal Zilio and Gordon [ZG00] modify the operational semantics of Tofte and Talpin
so that it also keeps track of deallocated regions. This extra information allows an
inductive definition of the consistency relation and an inductive correctness proof.
Then they go on to show that this result is a consequence of a more general result
for a typed π-calculus with name groups. This is shown using a translation from the
region calculus into the typed π-calculus with name groups.

4. Helsen and Thiemann [HT00] define a store-less small-step operational semantics
for the region calculus and prove type safety using the syntactic method of Wright,
Felleisen, and Harper.
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3.1.2 Notation

Let f be a partial function or map from a set A to a set B. Then dom(f) = {x ∈ A | ∃y ∈
B, f(x) = y} is the domain of f and ran(f) = {y ∈ B | ∃x ∈ A, f(x) = y} is the range
of f . The empty map is denoted ∅. The map f |A′ is the restriction of f to A′ ⊆ dom(f),
defined by f |A′(a) = f(a), if a ∈ A′, and undefined otherwise. If x ∈ A, write f −x for the
map f |dom(f)\{x}. Write (f | a 7→ b) for the extended map f ′ defined by f ′(x) = b, if x = a,
and f ′(x) = f(x), if x 6= a.

We write s : A ⇀fin B to indicate that s is a map from A to B with finite domain. Given
two finite maps s1 and s2 where ran(s1)∪ ran(s2) is a set of finite maps, then write s1 ≤ s2

(s2 extends s1) if dom(s1) ⊆ dom(s2) and for all r ∈ dom(s1), dom(s1(r)) ⊆ dom(s2(r)) and
s2(r)|dom(s1(r)) = s1(r). Moreover, (s1 | a.b 7→ c) is short for (s1 | a 7→ ((s1(a) | b 7→ c))),
and s1(a, b) is short for s1(a)(b), and s1⊕ a is short for (s1 | a 7→ ∅) when a /∈ dom(f). All
the maps considered in this work are finite.

The notation e[e′/x] stands for the term e with e′ substituted for each free occurrence of
x. As usual, substitution avoids capture of variables by renaming. Write e ≡ e′ if e and e′

are syntactically equal (modulo alpha conversion).

3.2 The Region Calculus of Tofte and Talpin

The original TTRC includes ML-style polymorphism and polymorphic recursion on re-
gions. To simplify the present account, we consider for the time being a non-recursive
monomorphic version of TTRC. The addition of polymorphism and recursion is tedious,
but standard, and is considered in section 4.4.

3.2.1 Syntax of TTRC

The following grammar defines the syntax of TTRC.

Terms e ::= x | c at % | λ x. e at % | e e | letregion % in e | copy [%, %] e
Values v ::= (r, l)

where we assume that

x ∈ Vname variable names
c ∈ Cname constant symbols
% ∈ RegionVars region variables
r ∈ RegionNames region names
l ∈ Locations store locations
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where the sets Vname, Cname, RegionVars , RegionNames , Locations are mutually disjoint
denumerable sets. Occurrences of % in e are bound by letregion % in e and are subject
to alpha-conversion.

In comparison to the lambda calculus, constants and lambda abstractions carry a region
annotation at %, which indicates the region in which the value is allocated. Since constants
also carry this annotation, the region calculus formalizes a fully boxed implementation
strategy. Executing letregion % in e allocates a new region of memory, then evaluates e,
and finally deallocates the region again. The term copy [%, %′] e is a simple addition to the
original region calculus. It copies an integer value from one region to another and stands
for a prototypical primitive operation. Finally, a program is a term without free variables
x ∈ Vname, but may contain free occurrences of region variables % ∈ RegionVars .

3.2.2 Static Semantics of the Region Calculus

The static semantics deals with the several semantic objects, but first, we introduce the
notion of a region placeholder, ρ, which ranges —for the moment— over region variables,
%. A region placeholder is merely a notational convenience to “reuse” type and reduction
rules. Its use will become clearer in due course (Chapter 5) when we extend placeholders
to range over additional objects.

An effect ϕ is a finite set of region place-holders, ρ. The effect of a term, e, indicates the set
of regions that may be affected by evaluation of e. Tofte and Talpin distinguish between
get(%) and put(%) effects to denote whether an object is read from a region or written into a
region, respectively. This qualification is irrelevant for type safety and can easily be added
if desired. Types, τ , and types with place, µ, are defined by mutual induction:

τ ::= int | µ ϕ−→ µ
µ ::= (τ, ρ)

A type is either an integer type or a function type. Function types carry a latent effect,
which is produced when an argument is supplied to the function.

A type with place, µ, is a pair of a type, τ , and a region placeholder, ρ. The latter specifies
where an object of type τ is stored.

A type assignment, Γ, is a finite map from variables to types with place. The empty type
assignment is written ∅.

Write FRV (µ) and FRV (ϕ) for the set of region variables that occur in µ and ϕ respec-
tively. Analogously, FRV (Γ) =

⋃
{FRV (Γ(x)) | x ∈ dom(Γ)}.

Figure 3.1 defines the static semantics of TTRC in terms of the judgment Γ `tt e : µ, ϕ. Its
intended meaning is that in type assignment Γ the term e has type with place µ and effect
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(var)
Γ(x) = µ

Γ `tt x : µ, ∅

(const)
Γ `tt c at ρ : (int, ρ), {ρ}

(abstr)
(Γ | x 7→ µ1) `tt e : µ2, ϕ ϕ ⊆ ϕ′

Γ `tt λ x. e at ρ : (µ1
ϕ′−→ µ2, ρ), {ρ}

(app)
Γ `tt e1 : (µ1

ϕ−→ µ2, ρ), ϕ1 Γ `tt e2 : µ1, ϕ2

Γ `tt e1 e2 : µ2, ϕ ∪ ϕ1 ∪ ϕ2 ∪ {ρ}

(letregion)
Γ `tt e : µ, ϕ % /∈ FRV (Γ, µ)

Γ `tt letregion % in e : µ, ϕ \ {%}

(copy)
Γ `tt e : (int, ρ), ϕ

Γ `tt copy [ρ, ρ′] e : (int, ρ′), ϕ ∪ {ρ, ρ′}

Figure 3.1: Static Semantics of TTRC [TT97]

ϕ. It differs from the presentation of Tofte and Talpin [TT97] in two respects: first, we are
omitting recursion and polymorphism. Adding either is a standard but tedious distraction
from our real goal and is not really required to compare the different approaches to region
calculus and its type safety. Secondly, we ignore effect variables, which are an artefact for
type unification [TB00]. In the absence of polymorphism, they can be omitted from the
type system.
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Chapter 4

Stratified Semantics for Safety and
Correctness
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4.1 Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to give a direct account of safety and correctness of the
region calculus, avoiding the complexity of the original co-inductive arguments. The key
contribution is the distinction of two logical levels: a high-level view where there is no
concept of store, regions are viewed as resources, and effects are sets of capabilities needed
to terminate successfully the execution; and a low-level view, where regions annotations
indicate where the result of a computation will be actually stored. Our claim is that effect
inference is a high-level concept, and as such it belongs to the high-level view. This thesis
is supported by the simplicity of the type safety result for the high-level semantics.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 shows how the two logical views
arise from an analysis of the properties of the calculus. A high-level semantics is given in
Section 4.2.1, essentially a small extension of a call-by-value semantics of the simply-typed
lambda calculus, parameterized with respect to a set of capabilities and with run-time
checks to ensure that only regions in the current capabilities are accessed. A type safety
result is proved. Then a low-level semantics is defined in Section 4.2.2, analogous to the one
in [TT94, TT97], corresponding to a possible implementation. In Section 4.3 a (syntax-
directed) bisimulation relation is defined between the high-level and low-level semantics,
and building on this a safety and correctness result of the low-level semantics is proved.
Section 4.4 serves as a benchmark of the flexibility of our approach, and shows how it can
be extended to the full calculus with recursion and type, region and effect polymorphism.
Section 4.5 concludes.

4.2 Stratified Operational Semantics

The intuitive idea behind the region calculus is that region annotations indicate where
each value will be stored, and region effects indicate the regions that will be affected by
evaluation. We have seen that a direct account of safety resulted in an elaborate proof
[TT97], that makes use of co-inductive arguments that do not seem to be intrinsic in the
calculus. However, from an intuitive point of view, the type-and-effect rules are simple and
convincing.

The calculus builds on two fundamental concepts:

• region annotation,

• effects inference.

Our aim is to use a stratified approach giving two operational semantics, at two different
logical levels. The high-level semantics corresponds to a logical view where regions are
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simply resources, region annotations indicate accesses to resources, and effects correspond
to access capabilities required to run a program; at this level there is no notion of store.
The low-level semantics is closer to a real implementation, and corresponds to a logical view
where terms are explicitely stored inside regions, so effects have a direct interpretation as
imperative operations. The possible errors are, in addition to the usual of lambda calculus
like trying to apply an argument to a number, also trying to de-reference an undefined
address, either because the location is not allocated or because it belongs to an undefined
region.

The idea of intermediate languages dates back to early works on compilers. Another related
notion is that of instrumented semantics: an operational semantics that does not corre-
spond to a possible implementation, but is useful to prove interesting properties of the
language (e.g. safety) which would be much harder to prove with a naive semantics. The
instrumented semantics is usually more complicated, and in general more low-level, than
the naive one. Here we extend the approach by giving a stratified operational semantics,
that separates different logical levels. In particular, our high-level semantics implements
directly the intuition behind the effect-annotation rules, and in a sense is instrumented,
although simpler.

4.2.1 High-Level Semantics

The set TermsH of high-level expressions is an extension1 of the set Terms of TTRC
expressions:

e ∈ TermsH += λx.e in % | c in %

Intuitively, expressions of the form q at % have the effect of storing the term q inside region
%; instead q in % is a value, meaning that q is already stored inside %. The typing rules of
the new constructs differ from the old ones in that the resulting effect is empty:

(abstr-in)
Γ, x : µ1 ` e : µ2, ϕ

Γ ` λx.e in % : (µ1
ϕ′→ µ2, %), ∅

ϕ ⊆ ϕ′

(const-in)
Γ ` c in % : (int, %), ∅

The duplication of constructs q at % and q in % is actually necessary in our formuulation
without store, since an expression like 7 at % is not a value, in fact it has a computational
content. On the other side, 7 in % has a genuinely predicative nature, and represents a
high-level analogous to a TTRC value (r, l) in a store mapping it to 7.

1the notation += indicates the extension of the grammar for Terms with extra productions
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λx.e at %
ϕ
↪→ λx.e in %

% ∈ ϕ
λx.e at %

ϕ
↪→ err

% /∈ ϕ

e1

ϕ
↪→ λx.e in % e2

ϕ
↪→ v e[v/x]

ϕ
↪→ v′

e1 e2

ϕ
↪→ v′

% ∈ ϕ

e1

ϕ
↪→ v 6≡ λx.e in %

e1 e2

ϕ
↪→ err

e1

ϕ
↪→ λx.e in %

e1 e2

ϕ
↪→ err

% /∈ ϕ
c at %

ϕ
↪→ c in %

% ∈ ϕ

c at %
ϕ
↪→ err

% /∈ ϕ

e
ϕ
↪→ c in %

copy [%, %′] e
ϕ
↪→ c in %′

{%, %′} ⊆ ϕ
e

ϕ
↪→ v 6≡ c in %

copy [%, %′] e
ϕ
↪→ err

e
ϕ
↪→ c in %

copy [%, %′] e
ϕ
↪→ err

{%, %′} 6⊆ ϕ

e[%′/%]
ϕ∪{%′}
↪→ v

letregion % in e
ϕ
↪→ v

%′ /∈ ϕ ∪ FRV (e)
λx.e in %

ϕ
↪→ λx.e in %

c in %
ϕ
↪→ c in %

Figure 4.1: High-Level Operational Semantics

The set ValuesH ⊂ TermsH of high-level values is defined by the BNF

v ∈ ValuesH ::= λx.e in % | c in %

The high-level semantics is a big-step semantics given by a relation e
ϕ
↪→ d defined in

Figure 4.1, where e ∈ TermsH , ϕ is an effect, and d is either a value v ∈ ValuesH or
an error err. We omit the rules for error propagation, since they are the usual ones for
exceptions. Note that the semantics of letregion % in e has the effect to add the capability %
during the evaluation of e, and the operational rule has the condition that such capability
must not be already present, hence it may be necessary to rename the bound occurrences
of % during evaluation. This corresponds to the creation of a new region name in TTRC.

The following lemma shows that the type-and-effect system is closed with respect to alpha-
conversion.

Lemma 4.2.1 If Γ ` letregion % in e : µ, ϕ is derivable and %′ /∈ FRV (Γ, e, µ) then Γ `
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letregion %′ in e[%′/%] : µ, ϕ.

It is interesting to observe that the condition % /∈ FRV (Γ) ∪ FRV (µ) in rule (letregion)
of Figure 3.1 can be given an alternative reading as the condition necessary for the above
lemma to hold.

Lemma 4.2.2 (Substitution) If Γ, x : µ1 ` e : µ2, ϕ and Γ ` e1 : µ1, ∅ then Γ `
e[e1/x] : µ2, ϕ.

Proof: Analogous to the Substitution Lemma for the simply-typed lambda calculus, by
induction on the derivation of Γ, x : µ1 ` e : µ2, ϕ. In particular, for the (var) case we
use the fact that e1 has an empty effect. 2

It is tempting to conjecture a more general Substitution Lemma, assuming Γ ` e1 : µ1, ϕ1

and trying to show Γ ` e[e1/x] : µ2, ϕ ∪ ϕ1. However, the conjecture is false, since the
substitution would increase also the latent effects, for example in the (abstr) case, hence
the resulting type would change. This is a further motivation for the introduction of
expressions of the form q in %.

Lemma 4.2.3 (Region Variable Substitution) The following hold:

1. If Γ ` e : µ, ϕ then Γ[%′/%] ` e[%′/%] : µ[%′/%], ϕ[%′/%]

2. If e
ϕ
↪→ d then e[%′/%]

ϕ[%′/%]
↪→ d[%′/%].

Lemma 4.2.1 is an immediate consequence. The following theorem shows a standard type-
safety result for the high-level semantics with respect to the type-and-effect system: if an
expression is well-typed and has no free variables, then the evaluation will not produce an
error.

Theorem 4.2.4 (Safety) If ∅ ` e : µ, ϕ and and ϕ ⊆ ϕ′ and e
ϕ′

↪→ d, then there exists
v ∈ ValuesH such that d ≡ v and ∅ ` v : µ, ∅.

Proof: By induction on the derivation of e
ϕ′

↪→ d. We consider only the most interesting
cases.

Case e ≡ λx.e′ at %. The last typing rule must have been

x : µ1 ` e′ : µ2, ϕ′′

∅ ` λx.e′ at % : (µ1
ϕ′′′→ µ2, %), ϕ

ϕ′′ ⊆ ϕ′′′ (4.1)
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with ϕ = {%}. By assumption {%} ⊆ ϕ′ for some ϕ′; by operational semantics, λx.e′ at %
ϕ′

↪→
λx.e′ in % ∈ ValuesH and using rule (abstr-in) we conclude ∅ ` λx.e′ in % : (µ1

ϕ′′′→ µ2, %), ∅.

Case e ≡ e1 e2. The last typing rule must have been

∅ ` e1 : (µ1
ϕ′′→ µ2, %), ϕ1 ∅ ` e2 : µ1, ϕ2

∅ ` e1 e2 : µ2, ϕ
(4.2)

with ϕ = ϕ1 ∪ϕ2 ∪ϕ′′ ∪ {%}. Suppose ϕ ⊆ ϕ′ and that there exists d such that e1 e2

ϕ′

↪→ d.

Then by induction hypothesis on e1 there exists e′ such that ∅ ` λx.e′ in % : (µ1
ϕ′′→ µ2, %), ∅

and e1

ϕ′

↪→ λx.e′ in %. Since (abstr-in) must have been the last rule used we deduce

x : µ1 ` e′ : µ2, ϕ′′′ ϕ′′′ ⊆ ϕ′′ (4.3)

By induction hypothesis on e2 we deduce similarly that there exists v ∈ ValuesH such that

e2

ϕ′

↪→ v (4.4)

and
∅ ` v : µ1, ∅ (4.5)

Now, by Lemma 4.2.2 using (4.3) and (4.5) we deduce

∅ ` e′[v/x] : µ2, ϕ′′′ (4.6)

and by induction hypothesis there exists v′ ∈ ValuesH such that e′[v/x]
ϕ′

↪→ v′ and ∅ `
v′ : µ2, ∅. But then by operational semantics from (4.4) we deduce d ≡ v′, as required.

Case e ≡ letregion % in e′. The last typing rule must have been

∅ ` e′ : µ, ϕ′′

∅ ` letregion % in e′ : µ, ϕ
% /∈ FRV (µ) (4.7)

where ϕ = ϕ′′−{%}. For ϕ′ ⊇ ϕ, suppose that there exists d such that letregion % in e′
ϕ′

↪→ d.

Then by operational semantics, for some %′ /∈ ϕ′ ∪ FRV (e′), we have e′[%′/%]
ϕ′∪{%′}

↪→ d.
By alpha renaming we can assume w.l.o.g. that % /∈ FRV (d). Lemma 4.2.3 implies
∅ ` e′[%′/%] : µ[%′/%], ϕ′′[%′/%]. Clearly ϕ′′[%′/%] ⊇ ϕ′∪{%′}, hence by induction hypothesis

on e′[%′/%]
ϕ′∪{%′}

↪→ d we get d ∈ ValuesH and ∅ ` d : µ[%′/%], ∅. Since % /∈ FRV (d) we have
µ[%′/%] = µ, hence the conclusion ∅ ` d : µ, ∅. 2
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We conclude this section with an example, taken from [TT97], showing the subtleties of
the calculus. We use an extended syntax with (e1, e2) at % to form pairs and #i for the
i-th projection. Consider the following expression

e ≡ (letregion %6

in let x = (2 at %2, 3 at %6) at %4

in (λy.(#1 x, y) at %1) at %5

end
end)

5 at %3

where the outermost operation is an application. Writing ϕi for {%1, %2, . . . , %i}, we can
derive

∅ ` e : ((int, %2) ∗ (int, %3), %1), ϕ5

Now we describe the main phases of the evaluation; the body of letregion will be evaluated
with capabilities ϕ6, the rest with ϕ5. The evaluation begins as follows

(2 at %2, 3 at %6) at %4

ϕ6
↪→ (2 in %2, 3 in %6) in %4

and since the body of let is a λ-abstraction, for the body of letregion we only perform a
substitution yielding

(λy.(#1 ((2 in %2, 3 in %6) in %4), y) at %1) in %5

Now the evaluation proceeds with capabilities ϕ5

5 at %3

ϕ5
↪→ 5 in %3

Since %5 ∈ ϕ5, the runtime checks are satisfied and we can perform the substitution, and
proceed to the evaluation of

(#1 ((2 in %2, 3 in %6) in %4), 5 in %3) at %1

The subtle point is the following

#1 ((2 in %2, 3 in %6) in %4)
ϕ5
↪→ 2 in %2

Although the expression above contains %6 free, we can safely evaluate it with effect ϕ5 as
long as we do not try to read the number 3 out of region %6. This situation is a high-level
analogous to a pair of pointers stored inside %4, the first pointing to the number 2 stored
inside %2 and the second being dangling.

The evaluation terminates yielding (2 in %2, 5 in %3) in %1.
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4.2.2 Low-Level Semantics

In this section we define the low-level operational semantics, and give some properties.
The semantics uses a store, composed of a collection of heaps indexed by region names,
and an environment mapping variables to storable values: numbers or closures.

The low-level expressions TermsL extend the region calculus expressions Terms with a
class Addresses of terms parametric in an infinite set of locations l ∈ Locations

a ∈ Addresses ::= (%, l)

TermsL += a

An element a ∈ Addresses is an address; the first component indicates the region and the
second indicates the location in the heap associated to that region.

A value environment is a map from variables to addresses

VE ∈ ValueEnv
∆
= Vname ⇀fin Addresses

The set StorVal of storable values is given by the BNF

v ∈ StorVal ::= c | 〈x,VE , e〉

where c is an integer, and 〈x,VE , e〉 is a closure.

A store is a map

s ∈ Stores
∆
= RegionVars ⇀fin (Locations ⇀fin StorVal)

A store s can be viewed as a family of heaps, indexed by region variables; an address
a = (%, l) gives the coordinates of a storable value. The set dom(s) represents the regions
that are allocated at a given moment, and dom(s(%)) is the set of locations l ∈ Locations
allocated in region %.

The low-level semantics, defined in Figure 4.2, is given by a relation s,VE , e ↪→ d, where d
is either of the form s′, a or an error err. As before, we omit the rules for error propagation.
While TTRC uses region names and region environments, we implicitly rely on the use of
alpha conversion during evaluation.

The following lemma shows the monotone nature of the store with respect to the big-step
relation: each new region allocated during evaluation is de-allocated at the end, and given
a specific region, the corresponding heap will always grow since assignments are performed
to new locations only.

Lemma 4.2.5 If s,VE , e ↪→ s′, a then s ≤ s′ and dom(s) = dom(s′).

Proof: Easy induction on the derivation of s,VE , e ↪→ s′, a. 2
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s,VE , x ↪→ s, a
VE (x) = a

s,VE , x ↪→ err
x /∈ dom(VE )

s,VE , λx.e at % ↪→ (s | %.l 7→ 〈x,VE , e〉), (%, l)

% ∈ dom(s)
l /∈ dom(s(%))

s,VE , λx.e at % ↪→ err
% /∈ dom(s)

s,VE , a ↪→ s,VE , a

s,VE , e1 ↪→ s′, a s′,VE , e2 ↪→ s′′, a′

s′′, (VE 0 | x 7→ a′), e ↪→ s′′′, a′′

s,VE , e1 e2 ↪→ s′′′, a′′
s′(a) = 〈x,VE 0, e〉

s,VE , e1 ↪→ s′, a

s,VE , e1 e2 ↪→ err
a /∈ dom(s′)

s,VE , e1 ↪→ s′, a

s,VE , e1 e2 ↪→ err
s′(a) = v 6≡ 〈x,VE 0, e〉

s,VE , c at % ↪→ (s | %.l 7→ c), (%, l)

% ∈ dom(s)
l /∈ dom(s(%))

s,VE , c at % ↪→ err
% /∈ dom(s)

s,VE , e ↪→ s′, a

s,VE , copy [%, %′] e ↪→ (s′ | %′.l 7→ c), (%′, l)

s′(a) = c
%′ ∈ dom(s′)
l /∈ dom(s′(%′))

s,VE , e ↪→ s′, a

s,VE , copy [%, %′] e ↪→ err
a /∈ dom(s′) ∨ s′(a) 6≡ c

s,VE , e ↪→ s′, a

s,VE , copy [%, %′] e ↪→ err

s′(a) = c
%′ /∈ dom(s′)

s⊕ %,VE , e ↪→ s′, a

s,VE , letregion % in e ↪→ s′ − %, a
% /∈ dom(s)

Figure 4.2: Low-Level Operational Semantics
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d Rϕ err
∆⇐⇒ d = err

d Rϕ e′
∆⇐⇒ d = s,VE , e and dom(s) = ϕ and s, e[VE ] R̂ϕ e′

where

s, e R̂ϕ λx.e′ in %
∆⇐⇒ e ≡ (%, l) and

(% /∈ ϕ) or

(s(%, l) = 〈x,VE 0, e0〉 and s, e0[VE 0 − x] R̂ϕ e′)

s, e R̂ϕ c in %
∆⇐⇒ e ≡ (%, l) and

(% /∈ ϕ) or (s(%, l) = c)

s, e R̂ϕ x
∆⇐⇒ e = x

s, e R̂ϕ λx.e′ at %
∆⇐⇒ e ≡ λx.e1 at % and s, e1 R̂ϕ e′

s, e R̂ϕ c at %
∆⇐⇒ e ≡ c at %

s, e R̂ϕ e′1 e′2
∆⇐⇒ e ≡ e1 e2 and s, e1 R̂ϕ e′1 and s, e2 R̂ϕ e′2

s, e R̂ϕ copy [%, %′] e′
∆⇐⇒ e ≡ copy [%, %′] e1 and s, e1 R̂ϕ e′

s, e R̂ϕ letregion % in e′
∆⇐⇒ e ≡ letregion % in e1 and s⊕ %, e1 R̂ϕ⊕% e′

Figure 4.3: Definition of the Relation Rϕ

4.3 Global Safety And Correctness

In this section we define a relation between the low-level and high-level dialects, and show
that it is a bisimulation between the two semantics. This, together with the type-safety
result for the high-level semantics (Theorem 4.2.4), implies safety and correctness of the
low-level semantics. Safety means that well-typed programs cannot go wrong, and correct-
ness means that the results of the evaluating a region calculus terms and the corresponding
lambda calculus term obtained by erasing the annotations are (observably) the same.

Figure 4.3 defines the ϕ-indexed family of relations

Rϕ⊆ ((Stores × ValueEnv × TermsL) ∪ {err})× (TermsH ∪ {err})

where some conventions are used:

• e[VE ] is the term obtained from e by applying the substitution VE .
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• Since we work modulo alpha-conversion, when relating two constructs that bind a
variable (like lambda-abstractions), we assume for simplicity of presentation that
the two binding variables are identical. Also closures are intended modulo alpha-
conversion.

• When a meta-variable, say e1, appears fresh on the right side of
∆
=, the correct reading

should be “there exists e1 ∈ TermsL such that”.

Rϕ represents an invariant maintained between the low-level and high-level operational
semantics during evaluation. The idea is basically that the high-level term can be re-
constructed from the low-level one by using the environment VE for variables, and following
links in the store s, but only up to the point where we meet an undefined region. The
reason for this is that the elimination of a region from the domain of the store at low-level
corresponds simply to a decrease in the current capabilities at high-level. As a consequence,
we need to relate a (region-wise) dangling pointer to any high-level expression as long as
that region is not in the current capabilities. This can be seen in the definition of Rϕ, where
an address (%, l) is related to any term of the form q in % when % is not in ϕ. Another peculiar
case is that of variables: the relation looks under the lambda-abstraction, hence a variable
is related only to itself. This shows that the relation is essentially syntactic: intuitively
two terms are related if the unwinding of the first is equal, modulo alpha conversion, to
some pruning of the second.

Note that the definition of R̂ϕ is well-founded, since it is defined by induction on the
structure of the term on the right side.

The following lemma shows that Rϕ is the identity on expressions of the original language.

Lemma 4.3.1 If dom(s) = ϕ and e ∈ Terms then s, ∅, e Rϕ e.

Proof: By induction on the structure of e. 2

The following lemma shows that Rϕ is preserved by extending the heaps in the store.
However the same would not hold if new regions were allocated.

Lemma 4.3.2 If s,VE , e Rϕ e′ and s ≤ s′ and dom(s) = dom(s′), then s′,VE , e Rϕ e′.

Proof: By induction on the structure of e′ ∈ TermsH . 2

The following lemma shows that the relation is closed with respect to substitution: envi-
ronment update at low-level and syntactic substitution at high level.
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Lemma 4.3.3 If s,VE , e Rϕ e′ and s,VE , a Rϕ v ∈ ValuesH and x /∈ dom(VE ) then
s, (VE | x 7→ a), e Rϕ e′[v/x].

Proof: By induction on the structure of e′ ∈ TermsH . 2

There is a strong connection between the two semantics: starting from related arguments,
the evaluation in one semantics can be simulated by one in the other semantics, yielding
related results.

Proposition 4.3.4 (Bisimulation) If s,VE , e Rϕ e′ then

1. if s,VE , e ↪→ d then there exists d′ such that e′
ϕ
↪→ d′ and d Rϕ,VE d′

2. if e′
ϕ
↪→ d′ then there exists d such that s,VE , e ↪→ d and d Rϕ,VE d′

where d Rϕ,VE d′ is short for d Rϕ d′ when d = err and for s,VE , a Rϕ d′ when d = s, a.

Proof: By induction on the derivations of s,VE , e ↪→ d and e′
ϕ
↪→ d′, respectively. 2

Theorem 4.3.5 (Main) If ∅ ` e : µ, ϕ and e ∈ Terms and dom(s) = ϕ and s, ∅, e ↪→ d
then d 6= err.

Proof: Since e ∈ Terms and dom(s) = ϕ, then s, ∅, e Rϕ e by Lemma 4.3.1; moreover

s, ∅, e ↪→ d implies that there exists d′ such that e
ϕ
↪→ d′ and d Rϕ,∅ d′ by Proposition 4.3.4.

Since ∅ ` e : µ, ϕ and e
ϕ
↪→ d′, then d′ 6= err by Theorem 4.2.4, hence d Rϕ,∅ d′ implies

d 6= err. 2

Theorem 4.3.5 projects to low-level the high-level type safety result of Theorem 4.2.4: the
low-level execution of a well-typed program does not produce an error. Another issue is
correctness: the region calculus is essentially an annotated lambda calculus, hence there is
a natural notion of safety requiring that an annotated program yields the same result as
the lambda-term obtained by erasing all the annotations. The correctness of the high-level
semantics is straightforward: the operational rules are essentially those of lambda calculus
when no region-access error is produced. In this view, Proposition 4.3.4 can be read as
a simulation result showing the correctness of the low-level semantics with respect to the
high-level one, modulo the relation Rϕ.
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4.4 Adding Type, Effect and Region Polymorphism

In this section we extend our approach to the full region calculus, with primitives for
recursion and polymorphism for types, regions and effects. We will not specify all the
details and lemmas similar to those of the previous part, but will concentrate on the key
aspects. The idea to use a stratified semantics is especially useful here: polymorphism
increases mainly the complexity of the type system, with minor effects to the operational
semantics. As expected, the main changes involve the high-level view, while the extension
of the connection between high-level and low-level semantics is straightforward.

We introduce, in addition to region variables % ∈ RegionVars , also type variables α ∈
TypeVars and effect variables ε ∈ EffectVars , and extend ϕ to range over finite subsets of
RegionVars ∪ EffectVars . Types are extended as follows:

τ ::= α | int | µ1
ε.ϕ→ µ2

µ ::= (τ, %)

u ::= τ | ∀→α→
%
→
ε .µ1

ε.ϕ→ µ2

σ ::= (u, %)

where monomorphic types τ are extended with type variables α, and u are polymorphic
types; only function types can be polymorphic. Arrow effects are now of the form ε.ϕ,
where ε is an effect variable and represents an unknown latent effect of the type; ϕ will be
increased by a substitution for ε.

The set of terms of the polymorphic language is defined by the following grammar

e ∈ Terms ::= x | e1 e2 | c at % | copy [%, %′] e | letregion % in e

| fun f [
→
%]x = e at % | e[

→
%] at % | let x = e1 in e2

where
→
% represents a sequence of region variables. The first novelty is that lambda-

abstraction has been replaced by fun f [
→
%]x = e at %, that defines a recursive function f ,

polymorphic in a set
→
% of region variables; e[

→
%] at % specializes a polymorphic expression e

by instantiating its bound region variables with
→
% and storing the resulting monomorphic

function in %. let x = e1 in e2 is the usual let-binding. We write FTV (e) for the set of
type variables occurring free in e, and FEV (e) for the free effect variables. We define

FEV (ε.ϕ)
∆
= {ε} ∪ FEV (ϕ). FV (e) is short for FTV (e) ∪ FRV (e) ∪ FEV (e). The

definition for types, effects and type assignments is analogous. Now an effect ϕ includes
also effect variables, we write |ϕ| to indicate the set of region variables in ϕ.

Definition 4.4.1 A substitution S is a triple (St, Sr, Se) of a type substitution St from
type variables to monomorphic types, Sr : RegionVars ⇀fin RegionVars, and an effect sub-
stitution Se : EffectVars ⇀fin ArrowEffects where ArrowEffects is the set of arrow effects
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(of the form ε.ϕ). The only non-trivial part of a substitution, assuming each component be-
having like the identity outside its domain, is the definition of S(ϕ), which is the point-wise
union of its definition on singleton sets:

S({%}) ∆
= {Sr(%)}

S({ε}) ∆
= {ε′} ∪ ϕ when Se(ε) = ε′.ϕ

and for arrow effects S(ε.ϕ)
∆
= ε′.(ϕ′ ∪ S(ϕ)) when Se(ε) = ε′.ϕ′. The substitution is

extended as a congruence to types and terms (where only region variables are substituted).

A type assignment Γ is a map from program variables x to polymorphic types σ. Typing
judgments are written Γ ` e : σ, ϕ. Figure 4.4 gives the new typing rules; the typing rules
for the constructs not mentioned in the figure remain unchanged.

Remark 4.4.2 At first view our treatment of polymorphism seems to be more general
than [TT97] since we consider expressions with polymorphic types. However, the two
type systems turn out to be equally expressive. The main differences are that we con-
sider a construct fun for defining polymorphic recursive functions instead of letrec, and
that the typing rule for let in in our case admits polymorphic types. Terms of the form
letrec f [

→
%]x at % = e1 in e2 can be expressed equivalently in our setting with terms of the

form let f = (fun f [
→
%]x = e1 at %) in e2. On the other side, terms of the form fun f [

→
%]x =

e1 at % may appear only in program contexts of shape −[
→
%] or let − in e2, and can be

expressed equivalently in the system of [TT97] with terms of the form letrec f [
→
%]x at % =

e1 in e′ with e′ ≡ f [
→
%] in the first case, and e′ ≡ e2 in the second.

The following lemma shows that the type-and-effect system is closed with respect to sub-
stitutions.

Lemma 4.4.3 If Γ ` e : σ, ϕ then S(Γ) ` S(e) : S(σ), S(ϕ).

We write σ v σ′ to indicate that σ′ is at least as type-polymorphic as σ; formally, u v u′

when u′ ≡ ∀→α.u, with the obvious extension to types σ. The extension to type assignments
Γ is point-wise. The following lemma shows that making a type assignment more type-
polymorphic preserves typability.

Lemma 4.4.4 If Γ ` e : σ, ϕ and Γ v Γ′ then Γ′ ` e : σ, ϕ.

Proof: By induction on the derivation of Γ ` e : σ, ϕ; in particular rule (Spec) in Fig-
ure 4.4 is crucial. 2
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(var)
Γ ` x : σ, ∅

Γ(x) = σ

(fun)
Γ, f : (∀→%→ε .µ1

ε.ϕ→ µ2, %), x : µ1 ` e : µ2, ϕ

Γ ` fun f [
→
%]x = e at % : (∀→α→

%
→
ε .µ1

ε.ϕ′→ µ2, %), {%}

FV (
→
α,

→
%,

→
ε ) ∩ FV (Γ, ϕ) = ∅

ϕ ⊆ ϕ′

(spec)
Γ ` e : (∀→α→

ε .u, %), ϕ

Γ ` e : (St(u), %), ϕ
dom(S) =

→
α
→
ε

(regapp)
Γ ` e : (∀→% ′.τ, %), ϕ

Γ ` e[
→
%] at % : (τ [

→
%/

→
%
′
], %), ϕ

(let)
Γ ` e1 : σ1, ϕ1 Γ, x : σ1 ` e : σ2, ϕ2

Γ ` let x = e1 in e2 : σ2, ϕ1 ∪ ϕ2

(fun-in)
Γ, f : (∀→%→ε .µ1

ε.ϕ→ µ2, %), x : µ1 ` e : µ2, ϕ

Γ ` fun f [
→
%]x = e in % : (∀→α→

%
→
ε .µ1

ε.ϕ′→ µ2, %), ∅

FV (
→
α,

→
%,

→
ε ) ∩ FV (Γ, ϕ) = ∅

ϕ ⊆ ϕ′

Figure 4.4: Polymorphic Type-and-Effect System

v ∈ ValuesH ::= fun f [
→
%]x = e in % | c in %

fun f [
→
%]x = e at %

|ϕ|
↪→ fun f [

→
%]x = e in %

% ∈ |ϕ|

e
|ϕ|
↪→ fun f [

→
%
′
]x = e1 in %′

e[
→
%] at %

|ϕ|
↪→ fun f []x = e1[

→
%/

→
%
′
] in %

{%, %′} ⊆ |ϕ|

e1

|ϕ|
↪→ v e2[v/x]

|ϕ|
↪→ v′

let x = e1 in e2

|ϕ|
↪→ v′

e1

|ϕ|
↪→ v e2

|ϕ|
↪→ v′ e[v′/x][v/f ]

|ϕ|
↪→ v′′

e1 e2

|ϕ|
↪→ v′′

% ∈ |ϕ|
v ≡ fun f []x = e in %

Figure 4.5: Polymorphic High-Level Operational Semantics
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v ∈ StorVal ::= 〈f,
→
%, x,VE , e〉 | c

% ∈ dom(s) l /∈ dom(s(%)) VE 0 = (VE | f 7→ (%, l))

s,VE , fun f [
→
%]x = e at % ↪→ (s | %.l 7→ 〈f,

→
%, x,VE 0, e〉), (%, l)

s,VE , e ↪→ s′, a

s,VE , e[
→
%] ↪→ (s′ | %.l 7→ 〈f, ∅, x,VE 0, e[

→
%/

→
%
′
]〉), (%, l)

s′(a) = 〈f,
→
%
′
, x,VE 0, e〉

% ∈ dom(s′)
l /∈ dom(s′(%))

s,VE , e1 ↪→ s′, a s′,VE , e2[a/x] ↪→ s′′, a′

s,VE , let x = e1 in e2 ↪→ s′′, a′

s,VE , e1 ↪→ s′, a s′,VE , e2 ↪→ s′′, a′

s′′, (VE 0 | x 7→ a′), e ↪→ s′′′, a′′

s,VE , e1 e2 ↪→ s′′′, a′′
s′(a) = 〈f, ∅, x,VE 0, e〉

Figure 4.6: Polymorphic Low-Level Operational Semantics

s, e R̂|ϕ| fun f [
→
%]x = e′ in %

∆⇐⇒ e ≡ (%, l) and
(% /∈ dom(s)) or

(s(%, l) = 〈f,
→
%, x,VE 0, e0〉 and s, e0[VE 0 − x− f ] R̂|ϕ| e

′)

s, e R̂|ϕ| fun f [
→
%]x = e′ at %

∆⇐⇒ e ≡ fun f [
→
%]x = e1 at % and s, e1 R̂|ϕ| e

′

s, e R̂|ϕ| e
′[
→
%]

∆⇐⇒ e ≡ e1[
→
%] and s, e1 R̂|ϕ| e

′

s, e R̂|ϕ| VE , let x = e′1 in e′2
∆⇐⇒ e ≡ let x = e1 in e2 and s, e1 R̂|ϕ| e

′
1 and s, e2 R̂|ϕ| e

′
2

Figure 4.7: Polymorphic Relation R|ϕ|
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The high-level semantics is extended in Figure 4.5, recalling that |ϕ| is the set of region
variables in ϕ. The low-level semantics is extended in Figure 4.6. The definition of the
relation Rϕ is extended in Figure 4.7. The extension is mostly routine, but there are
some points to observe. It is important to note that no unwinding lemma is required in
order to relate the high- and low-level reductions of recursive programs. The reason is
that the low-level semantics of fun f [

→
%]x = e not only creates a cycle in the store, but also

keeps track of the bound variable f in the closure (Figure 4.6). This somewhat redundant
information is used (Figure 4.7) to relate a recursive closure 〈f,

→
%, x,VE 0, e〉 to a high-level

value fun f [
→
%]x = e′′: there is no need to follow the cycle in the store examining VE 0(f)

since it is enough to observe a more syntactic equivalence of e and e′′.

The main theorem can be re-stated in this general setting.

Theorem 4.4.5 (Main) If ∅ ` e : σ, ϕ and e ∈ Terms and dom(s) = |ϕ| and |s|, ∅, e ↪→
d then d 6= err.

4.5 Conclusion

We have presented a novel, direct approach for proving safety and correctness of the region
calculus. The key contribution of the chapter is a careful analysis of the subtleties of the
calculus, leading to the distinction between two different logical levels, a high-level and a
low-level view. The former deals with the conceptual difficulties of the calculus, while the
second is more implementation-oriented. We have shown that a safety result for the high-
level semantics can be obtained easily with ordinary techniques, and extended the results
to the low-level semantics using a bisimulation relation between the two. We believe our
approach to be simpler than that in [TT94, TT97].

We have seen that our approach can be easily extended to recursion and polymorphism. In
particular, all the problems that we found in the process were orthogonal to the subtleties of
the region calculus, but were already present in studies of the corresponding un-annotated
languages. We expect this scalability to be preserved when adding other features to the
language, like recursive data types, exceptions, and explicit operations on the store 2.
Another line of further research, of which this could be considered a first step, is a logical
characterization of region calculi. We have stressed the connection between the difficulties
of the region calculus and imperative features like pointers. It would be interesting to
investigate the use of program logics for imperative languages with pointers, like those
presented in Part I, for a more abstract account of operations involving regions. Here the

2type safety for a region calculus with explicit imperative operations on the store is studied in Chapter 5
in the context of an alternative direct approach where a constant • for dead regions is used.
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idea would be to compile types into logical properties that express safety requirements, in
the spirit of Typed Assembly Languages [MWCG98] and Proof-Carrying Code [Nec97].
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Chapter 5

Explicit References
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5.1 Introduction

This chapter is based on the work of Calcagno, Helsen, and Thiemann [Cal01, HT00].
After recalling the dynamic semantics of TTRC in Section 5.2, Section 5.3 gives a simpli-
fied account of a store-less region calculus (abbreviated SRC), using the reduction-style
formulation pioneered by Plotkin [Plo81]. Its syntactic type safety is stated without
proofs and without the treatment of polymorphism and recursion, which can be found
elsewhere [HT00].

The store-less formulation is useful as an intermediate step to open the way for a calculus
with references and destructive update. In Section 5.4 we introduce a new calculus with
an explicitly passed store: the imperative region calculus or IRC. This calculus extends
SRC (and TTRC) with operations on references, as they are actually implemented in the
ML-kit [BTV96]. We also give a small-step operational semantics, similar in spirit to the
definition of the store-less region calculus.

Then, using the syntactic approach of Wright and Felleisen [WF94], in a variation pio-
neered by Harper [Har94], we prove type safety of IRC without the standard treatment
of polymorphism and recursion. Adding polymorphism and recursion makes the proofs
more technical, but does not add new concepts. The resulting proofs all follow a relatively
simple inductive pattern, and are therefore considerably easier than the co-inductive proofs
of Tofte and Talpin.

In chapter 4 we proved type safety of TTRC by defining a store-less big-step operational
semantics, which is parametric in a set of currently allocated regions, and proved that
store-less semantics equivalent to TTRC.

Section 5.5 shows the equivalence of TTRC with IRC, as well as the equivalence of IRC and
SRC. However, instead of relating two big-step semantics, we relate a big-step semantics
(TTRC) with a small-step semantics (IRC) on one hand and two small-step semantics (IRC
and SRC) on the other hand. The former result leads to type safety of TTRC. In these
equivalences, we ignore the reference operations of IRC for simplicity of the presentation.
Finally, Section 5.6 concludes.

5.2 Dynamic Semantics of TTRC

This section paraphrases the dynamic semantics of TTRC (see Section 3.2) using the
original big-step operational formulation [TT97]. First, there are a few definitions.

A region environment, R, is a finite map from region variables % to region names r. A
value environment, VE , is a finite map from variables to values. A storable value is either
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R ∈ RegionEnv = RegionVars ⇀fin RegionNames
VE ∈ ValueEnv = Vname ⇀fin {(r, l) | r ∈ RegionNames , l ∈ Locations}

S ∈ Store = RegionNames ⇀fin (Locations ⇀fin Contents)
Contents = {〈c〉 | c ∈ Cname}

∪ {〈x, e,VE , R〉 | x ∈ Vname, e ∈ Terms ,
VE ∈ ValueEnv , R ∈ RegionEnv}

(b-const)
R(%) = r l /∈ dom(S(r))

S,VE , R `b c at % ⇓ (r, l), (S | r 7→ (S(r) | l 7→ 〈c〉))

(b-var)
VE (x) = v

S,VE , R `b x ⇓ v, S

(b-abstr)
R(%) = r l /∈ dom(S(r))

S,VE , R `b λ x. e at % ⇓ (r, l), (S | r 7→ (S(r) | l 7→ 〈x, e,VE , R〉))

(b-app)
S,VE , R `b e1 ⇓ (r1, l1), S1 S1(r1)(l1) = 〈x, e,VE ′, R′〉

S1,VE , R `b e2 ⇓ v2, S2 S2, (VE ′ | x 7→ v2), R
′ `b e ⇓ v, S ′

S,VE , R `b e1 e2 ⇓ v, S ′

(b-letregion)
r /∈ dom(S) (S | r 7→ ∅),VE , (R | % 7→ r) `b e ⇓ v, S ′

S,VE , R `b letregion % in e ⇓ v, S ′ − r

(b-copy)
S,VE , R `b e ⇓ (r, l), S ′ S ′(r)(l) = 〈c〉
R(%) = r R(%′) = r′ l′ /∈ dom(S ′(r′))

S,VE , R `b copy [%, %′] e ⇓ (r′, l′), (S ′ | r′ 7→ (S ′(r′) | l′ 7→ 〈c〉))

Figure 5.1: Big-step evaluation relation of TTRC [TT97]

a constant, 〈c〉, or a closure 〈x, e,VE , R〉, which consists of a formal parameter, x, the
body of the closure, e, a value environment, and a region environment. A region is a finite
map from locations, l, to storable values. A store, S, is a finite map from region names to
regions.

With these definitions, the big-step evaluation relation S,VE , R `b e ⇓ v, S ′ relates the
expression, e, using the store, S, the value environment, VE , and the region environment,
R, to its value v and the final store S ′. Figure 5.1 shows its definition.

The following lemma states that the final store of an evaluation extends the initial store
and the domains are identical. See also Lemma 4.1. in [TT97]:

Lemma 5.2.1 S1,VE , R `b e ⇓ v, S2 implies S1 ≤ S2 and dom(S1) = dom(S2)
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5.3 The Store-less Region Calculus

The store-less region calculus (SRC) [HT00] provides a very simple and elegant syntactic
proof of type safety. It is based on the observation that terms like c at ρ cannot be used as
values. This is because evaluation of the term c at ρ allocates memory, stores the constant
c in it, and returns a pointer to the stored constant. As a consequence, the store-less
formulation of the region calculus (Figure 5.2) must include terms to express pointers to
constants and pointers to functions. These are the values 〈c〉ρ and 〈λ x. e〉ρ. Their region
annotation indicates the region the pointer points to. A region placeholder is now either a
region variable, as before, or a special constant • (dead region) that denotes a deallocated
region.

The reductions explicitly require a region variable % to ensure that deallocated pointers
cannot be used in a computation. For example, 〈λ x. e〉• is a dangling pointer to a function
in a deallocated region. Such a pointer can be safely passed as a parameter, but invoking
the function is not allowed.

The Rules (5.1) and (5.2) deal with memory allocation of constants and lambda abstrac-
tions. The Rules (5.4) and (5.5) are computation rules that define the copy operation and
beta-value reduction. Rule (5.3) deallocates a region of memory by substituting • for the
letregion-bound region variable, once the body has turned into a syntactic value. The
substitution v[% 7→ •] replaces all free occurrences of % in v with •. Finally, Rules (5.6)
through (5.9) are context rules, which specify a left-to-right call-by-value semantics.

5.3.1 Static Semantics

In addition to the typing rules for TTRC (see Fig. 3.1), we need two new rules that account
for the freshly acquired value terms. The rules are simple variations of the (const) and
(abstr) rules of TTRC. The difference is that these rules (stored-const) and (stored-abstr)
provide a typing for pointers and therefore have no effect.

(stored-const)
Γ `tt 〈c〉ρ : (int, ρ), ∅

(stored-abstr)
(Γ | x 7→ µ1) `tt e : µ2, ϕ ϕ ⊆ ϕ′

Γ `tt 〈λ x. e〉ρ : (µ1
ϕ′−→ µ2, ρ), ∅

5.3.2 Type Safety

This section proves the syntactic type safety for the small-step transition relation →s with
respect to the type system of Section 3.2.2 using the additional rules from Section 5.3.1.
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Terms e ::= v | x | c at ρ | λ x. e at ρ | e e | letregion % in e | copy [ρ1, ρ2] e
Values v ::= 〈c〉ρ | 〈λ x. e〉ρ
Placeholders ρ ::= % | •

Reduction rules

c at % →s 〈c〉% (5.1)

λ x. e at % →s 〈λ x. e〉% (5.2)

letregion % in v →s v[% 7→ •] (5.3)

copy [%1, %2] 〈c〉%1 →s 〈c〉%2 (5.4)

〈λ x. e〉% v →s e[x 7→ v] (5.5)

Reduction in context

e →s e′

e e′′ →s e′ e′′
(5.6)

e →s e′

v e →s v e′
(5.7)

e →s e′

letregion % in e →s letregion % in e′
(5.8)

e →s e′

copy [ρ1, ρ2] e →s copy [ρ1, ρ2] e
′ (5.9)

Figure 5.2: Small-step reduction relation for SRC
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The proof is structured as usual: first we formulate some standard lemmas. Then, we
prove type preservation, also known as subject reduction [WF94, CFC58], which states
that a well-typed term remains well-typed under the small-step transition relation →s.
The second result is the progress property, which states that a well-typed closed term is
either a value or it can be further reduced. Taken together, these two results imply type
safety.

We just state the lemmas and theorems here. Full proofs, including the treatment of
polymorphism and recursion, may be found elsewhere [HT00]. Also, the proofs of type
safety for IRC, detailed in Section 5.4.4, bear a lot of similarity with those for the lemmas
and theorems below.

First, we observe that syntactic values have no effect.

Lemma 5.3.1 For all Γ, values v, and types µ, if Γ `tt v : µ, ϕ then ϕ = ∅.

The set of closed expressions is closed under small-step transition.

Lemma 5.3.2 If e is closed and e →s e′, then e′ is also closed.

Substitution of a value of the correct type for a variable of the same type preserves the
type of the enclosing term.

Lemma 5.3.3 Suppose (Γ | x 7→ µ) `tt e : µ′, ϕ′ and Γ `tt v : µ, ∅; then Γ `tt e[x 7→ e] :
µ′, ϕ′.

Typing is preserved under region substitution.

Lemma 5.3.4 If Γ `tt e : µ, ϕ then, for all substitutions S r that map region variables to
region place-holders, we have that S r(Γ) `tt S r(e) : S r(µ), S r(ϕ).

The following proposition states type preservation: if a well-typed term can be reduced,
then its reduct has the same type as the original term, but possibly less effect.

Proposition 5.3.5 (Type Preservation) Suppose Γ `tt e : µ, ϕ. If e →s e′ then there
exists an effect ϕ′ for which Γ `tt e′ : µ, ϕ′ and ϕ′ ⊆ ϕ.

The Canonical Forms Lemma determines the form of a value, given its type.

Lemma 5.3.6 (Canonical Forms) The following hold:
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1. If Γ `tt v : (µ1
ϕ′−→ µ2, ρ), ϕ then there exist a x and e such that v = 〈λ x. e〉ρ.

2. If Γ `tt v : (int, ρ), ϕ then there exists a c such that v = 〈c〉ρ.

The progress property states that a closed, well-typed term is either a syntactic value or
can be further reduced, unless it affects a dead region.

Proposition 5.3.7 (Progress) If ∅ `tt e : µ, ϕ and • 6∈ ϕ then either

1. there exists e′ such that e →s e′ or

2. e is a value.

Finally, the Type Safety Theorem says that a well-typed closed term either gives rise to
an infinite reduction sequence, or it eventually reduces to a value of the same type. Let
�s be the reflexive and transitive closure of the relation →s.

Theorem 5.3.8 (Type Safety) Suppose that ∅ `tt e : µ, ϕ with • /∈ ϕ.

Then, either there exists some value v with e �s v and ∅ `tt v : µ, ∅ or, for each e′ where
e �s e′, there exists e′′ with e′ →s e′′.

5.4 The Imperative Region Calculus

The imperative region calculus extends TTRC with operations on references. Hence, oper-
ationally, IRC is a close match to the actual intermediate language used in the ML-kit. The
update operations require an explicit store in the semantics, so the challenge is to come
up with a store-based small-step operational semantics that again admits a syntactic type
safety proof. A related work is [MS01] where a type safety result is given for encapsulation
of strict state in lazy functional languages in the more expressive context of higher-order
types.

5.4.1 Syntax

Figure 5.3 shows the entire syntax of IRC. The set of terms now includes the usual opera-
tions on references in ML notation: creation of a reference, ref e at ρ, dereferencing a ref-
erence, ! e, and updating a reference e := e. In addition, there is a new intermediate term,
region r in e. The binding construct, letregion % in e, reduces to region r in e[% 7→ r]
as soon as evaluation has committed to a particular region. It is important to note that
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Terms e ::= v | x | c at ρ | λ x. e at ρ | e e | copy [ρ, ρ] e |
letregion % in e | region r in e |
ref e at ρ | ! e | e := e

Values v ::= (r, l) | (•, l)
Placeholders ρ ::= % | r | •
Storables w ::= 〈c〉 | 〈λ x. e〉 | 〈ref v〉

Types with places µ ::= (τ, ρ)

Types τ ::= int | µ ϕ−→ µ | ref µ

Figure 5.3: Syntactic categories of IRC

region r in e does not bind r, but merely records the region used in the store. This
annotation is required to successfully deallocate r after finishing the evaluation of e.

A value is once again a pointer, that is, a pair of a live (r) or dead (•) region and a location
l ∈ Locations . Place-holders are either region variables, region names, or the constant •.
In comparison to the definition of TTRC-Values (Sec. 3.2.1), the present definition allows
for values of the form (•, l). Such a value denotes a pointer into a deallocated region. In
contrast, a live value has the form (r, l) for some region name r.

Similarly to the original big-step semantics (Sec. 5.2), a store, s, is a finite map from region
names to regions. A region, p, is a finite map from locations to storables. A storable, w, is
either a constant, a closed lambda abstraction, or a reference to a value.

Types with places, types, and effects are as before. The only extension is the type ref µ of
references to objects of type (with place) µ.

5.4.2 Dynamic Semantics

The dynamic semantics is defined as a relation on configurations. A configuration s, e
is a pair of a store, s, and a closed expression, e. Figure 5.4 shows the reduction rules,
Figure 5.5 the reductions in context.

With some abuse of notation, e[r 7→ •] denotes the term e after substitution of • for all
occurrences of the constant r in e. Write FRN (e) and FRN (w) for the sets of region
names in e and w respectively, where again we stress that region r in e does not bind r in
e. Then, define FRN (s) =

⋃
{FRN (s(r)(l)) | r ∈ dom(s), l ∈ dom(s(r))}. Now, s[r 7→ •]

denotes the store s after replacing r with •.

Rule (5.10) allocates a fresh region r on the store, whereas Rule (5.11) deallocates a region
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s, letregion % in e →i (s | r 7→ ∅), region r in e[% 7→ r] (5.10)

where r 6∈ dom(s)

s, region r in v →i s[r 7→ •]− r, v[r 7→ •] (5.11)

s, c at r →i (s | r 7→ (s(r) | l 7→ 〈c〉)), (r, l) (5.12)

where l 6∈ dom(s(r))

s, λ x. e at r →i (s | r 7→ (s(r) | l 7→ 〈λ x. e〉)), (r, l) (5.13)

where l 6∈ dom(s(r))

s, (r, l) v →i s, e[x 7→ v] (5.14)

where s(r)(l) = 〈λ x. e〉
s, copy [r1, r2] (r1, l1) →i (s | r2 7→ (s(r2) | l2 7→ 〈c〉)), (r2, l2) (5.15)

where s(r1)(l1) = 〈c〉 and l2 6∈ dom(s(r2))

s, ref v at r →i (s | r 7→ (s(r) | l 7→ 〈ref v〉)), (r, l) (5.16)

where l 6∈ dom(s(r))

s, ! (r, l) →i s, v (5.17)

where s(r)(l) = 〈ref v〉
s, (r, l) := v →i (s | r 7→ (s(r) | l 7→ 〈ref v〉)), v (5.18)

where s(r)(l) = 〈ref v′〉

Figure 5.4: Dynamic semantics of IRC - reduction rules
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s, e →i s′, e′

s, region r in e →i s′, region r in e′
(5.19)

s, e1 →i s′, e′1
s, e1 e2 →i s′, e′1 e2

(5.20)

s, e →i s′, e′

s, v e →i s′, v e′
(5.21)

s, e →i s′, e′

s, copy [r1, r2] e →i s′, copy [r1, r2] e
′ (5.22)

s, e →i s′, e′

s, ref e at r →i s′, ref e′ at r
(5.23)

s, e →i s′, e′

s, ! e →i s′, ! e′
(5.24)

s, e1 →i s′, e′1
s, e1 := e2 →i s′, e′1 := e2

(5.25)

s, e →i s′, e′

s, v := e →i s′, v := e′
(5.26)

Figure 5.5: Dynamic semantics of IRC - reduction in context
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if the body of the region-expression has been reduced to a value. Rules (5.12), (5.13) and
(5.16) store constants, lambdas and references respectively. Beta reduction is specified by
Rule (5.14) and the copy primitive is reduced with Rule (5.15). Finally, Rules (5.17) and
(5.18) define pointer dereferencing and destructive update respectively. The context rules
of Figure 5.5 specify a left-to-right call-by-value semantics for IRC.

5.4.3 Static Semantics

To formulate the static semantics, we need two additional finite maps providing the typing
for locations in the store.

K ∈ RegionTypes = Locations ⇀fin Types
H ∈ HeapTypes = RegionNames ⇀fin RegionTypes

The definition of FRN (−) for type assignments Γ, types µ and effects ϕ is analogous to
the definition of FRV (−) for those objects. The definition of FRN (H) is analogous to
the definition of FRN (s). We need the following judgments:

expression typing H, Γ ` e : µ, ϕ;
configuration typing H ` s, e : µ, ϕ;
heap typing H ` s; and
storables typing H ` w : τ .

Expression typing (Fig. 5.6) is a simple extension of the typing judgment in TTRC. The
heap type is only used to provide a typing for live pointers in Rule (pointer). A dead
pointer can assume any type, due to Rule (dead). The remaining rules are as before, the
heap type is just passed unchanged through the whole typing derivation.

The type rules (ref), (deref) and (setref) are equivalent to the primitive type schemes for
reference operations as defined in Section 11.1 of [TT97].

Remark 5.4.1 The set of IRC-terms can be divided into pure terms (terms that do not
contain sub-terms of the form region r in e) and intermediate terms (terms that do contain
sub-terms of the form region r in e). A term of the form 〈λ x. e〉 or letregion % in e
only makes sense if e is pure. Furthermore, substitution always inserts pure terms (values
(ρ, l)) into pure terms.

There is just one rule for configuration typing: A configuration s, e has type with place µ
and effect ϕ under heap type H, if H is a valid heap type for s and e is a closed expression
typeable with heap type H.

(conf)
H ` s H, ∅ ` e : µ, ϕ

H ` s, e : µ, ϕ
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(pointer)
H(r)(l) = τ

H, Γ ` (r, l) : (τ, r), ∅ (dead)
H, Γ ` (•, l) : (τ, •), ∅

(var)
Γ(x) = µ

H, Γ ` x : µ, ∅ (const)
H, Γ ` c at ρ : (int, ρ), {ρ}

(abstr)
H, (Γ | x 7→ µ2) ` e : µ1, ϕ ϕ ⊆ ϕ′

H, Γ ` λ x. e at ρ : (µ2
ϕ′−→ µ1, ρ), {ρ}

(app)
H, Γ ` e1 : (µ2

ϕ−→ µ1, ρ), ϕ1 H, Γ ` e2 : µ2, ϕ2

H, Γ ` e1 e2 : µ2, ϕ1 ∪ ϕ2 ∪ ϕ ∪ {ρ}

(copy)
H, Γ ` e : (int, ρ1), ϕ

H, Γ ` copy [ρ1, ρ2] e : (int, ρ2), ϕ ∪ {ρ1, ρ2}

(letregion)
H, Γ ` e : µ, ϕ % 6∈ FRV (Γ, µ)

H, Γ ` letregion % in e : µ, ϕ \ {%}

(useregion)
H, Γ ` e : µ, ϕ r 6∈ FRN (Γ|FV (e), µ)

H, Γ ` region r in e : µ, ϕ \ {r}

(ref)
H, Γ ` e : µ, ϕ

H, Γ ` ref e at ρ : (ref µ, ρ), ϕ ∪ {ρ}

(deref)
H, Γ ` e : (ref µ, ρ), ϕ
H, Γ ` ! e : µ, ϕ ∪ {ρ}

(setref)
H, Γ ` e1 : (ref µ, ρ), ϕ1 H, Γ ` e2 : µ, ϕ2

H, Γ ` e1 := e2 : µ, ϕ1 ∪ ϕ2 ∪ {ρ}

Figure 5.6: Expression typing
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(stored-const)
H ` 〈c〉 : int

(stored-abstr)
H, {x 7→ µ2} ` e : µ1, ϕ ϕ ⊆ ϕ′

H ` 〈λ x. e〉 : µ2
ϕ′−→ µ1

(stored-ref)
H, ∅ ` v : µ, ∅

H ` 〈ref v〉 : ref µ

Figure 5.7: Storable typing

There is also just one rule for heap typing:

(heap)

dom(H) = dom(s)
(∀r ∈ dom(H)) dom(H(r)) = dom(s(r))

(∀r ∈ dom(H)) (∀l ∈ dom(H(r))) H ` s(r)(l) : H(r)(l)
H ` s

That is, the names of the regions in the heap type and the actual store must agree. Further,
the domains of all regions must agree and, for each region r and each location l in r, H
must provide a valid type for the contents of s(r)(l). The latter is asserted using a storable
typing.

Storable typings (Fig. 5.7) provide the types for storables. Since all storables are closed, a
storable typing simply refers to expression typing in the empty environment.

5.4.4 Type Safety

The type safety proof is again structured in the standard way. Before we begin the proof,
we have to formulate several lemmas.

Lemma 5.4.2 If H, Γ ` v : µ, ϕ then ϕ = ∅.

Lemma 5.4.3 If H, Γ ` e : µ, ϕ then H, Γ′ + Γ ` e : µ, ϕ.

Lemma 5.4.4 If H, Γ ` e : µ, ϕ and H ≤ H ′ then H ′, Γ ` e : µ, ϕ.

Lemma 5.4.5 If H, Γ ` e : µ, ϕ and r ∈ dom(H) \ FRN (H, Γ, e, µ, ϕ) then H − r, Γ ` e :
µ, ϕ.
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Lemma 5.4.6 (Region Substitution) Let θ be a substitution that either maps a region
name r to • ( i.e., θ• = {r 7→ •}) or that maps a region variable to a region name ( i.e.,
θr = {% 7→ r}).

1. If H, Γ ` e : µ, ϕ then θ(H), θ(Γ) ` θ(e) : θ(µ), θ(ϕ).

2. If H ` s then θ(H) ` θ(s).

3. If H ` s, e : µ, ϕ then θ(H) ` θ(s), θ(e) : θ(µ), θ(ϕ).

4. If H ` w : τ then θ(H) ` θ(w) : θ(τ).

Proof: By simultaneous induction on the derivations. The proof of the case for θ• relies
crucially on the typing rule (dead). 2

Lemma 5.4.7 (Value Substitution)
Suppose H, (Γ | x 7→ µ′) ` e : µ, ϕ and H, Γ ` v : µ′, ∅. Then H, Γ ` e[x 7→ v] : µ, ϕ.

The following lemma is an adaptation of Lemma 4.1 from [TT97] for IRC:

Lemma 5.4.8 Suppose e1 is a pure term (see Remark 5.4.1). Then s1, e1 �i s2, e2 implies
s1 ≤ s2 where �i is the transitive closure of →i. Moreover, if e2 ∈ Values then dom(s1) =
dom(s2).

The restriction to pure terms is necessary since evaluating terms of the form region r in e
could reduce the store (and replace region names with •).

Type preservation states that whenever a reduction is possible from a typed configuration,
then the resulting configuration is also typed, but possibly with less effect.

Proposition 5.4.9 (Type Preservation)
Suppose H ` s, e : µ, ϕ, FRN (µ) ⊆ dom(H), and s, e →i s′, e′.

Then there exist H ′ and ϕ′ such that H ′ ` s′, e′ : µ, ϕ′ where ϕ′ ⊆ ϕ and FRN (µ) ⊆
dom(H ′).

By requiring that FRN (µ) ⊆ dom(H), we guarantee that regions in use are allocated
already.

Proof: By induction on the definition of s, e →i s′, e′. We only consider some interesting
cases.
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Case s, letregion % in e →i (s | r 7→ ∅), region r in e[% 7→ r]
where r 6∈ dom(s). Since H ` s, letregion % in e : µ, ϕ is assumed it must be that
H ` s and H, ∅ ` letregion % in e : µ, ϕ, by Rule (conf). By rule (letregion), it
must be that H, ∅ ` e : µ, ϕ′ and % 6∈ FRV (µ) and ϕ = ϕ′ \ {%}. By Lemma 5.4.6,
H[% 7→ r], ∅[% 7→ r] ` e[% 7→ r] : µ[% 7→ r], ϕ′[% 7→ r]. Since dom(H) = dom(s),
by Rule (heap) for H ` s, it follows that r /∈ dom(H). Therefore, r /∈ FRN (µ)
and because % /∈ FRV (µ), the above judgment is equivalent to H, ∅ ` e[% 7→ r] :
µ, ϕ′[% 7→ r] where r does not occur in µ. These are exactly the assumptions for Rule
(useregion), hence H, ∅ ` region r in e : µ, ϕ. Let H ′ = (H | r 7→ ∅). Since H ≤ H ′,
Lemma 5.4.4 yields that H ′, ∅ ` region r in e : µ, ϕ. Since H ′ ` (s | r 7→ ∅), Rule
(conf) yields H ′ ` (s | r 7→ ∅), region r in e : µ, ϕ.

Case s, region r in v →i s[r 7→ •]− r, v[r 7→ •].
Since H ` s, region r in v : µ, ϕ is assumed it must be that H ` s and H, ∅ `
region r in v : µ, ϕ, by Rule (conf). By Rule (useregion), we have that H, ∅ ` v :
µ, ϕ′, r 6∈ FRN (µ) and ϕ = ϕ′ \ {r}. By Lemma 5.4.6, H[r 7→ •], ∅[r 7→ •] ` v[r 7→
•] : µ[r 7→ •], ϕ′[r 7→ •] also holds. By Lemma 5.4.2, ϕ′ = ∅. Taken together with the
assumption on the non-occurrence of r in µ it holds that H[r 7→ •], ∅ ` v[r 7→ •] : µ, ∅.
As r /∈ FRN (H[r 7→ •], v[r 7→ •], µ), Lemma 5.4.5 implies that H ′, ∅ ` v[r 7→ •] : µ, ∅
where H ′ = H[r 7→ •]− r. Therefore, because H ′ ` s[r 7→ •]− r, Rule (conf) yields
that H ′ ` s[r 7→ •]− r, v[r 7→ •] : µ, ∅.

Case s, λ x. e at r →i (s | r 7→ (s(r) | l 7→ 〈λ x. e〉)), (r, l)
where l 6∈ dom(s(r)). By assumption, H ` s, λ x.e at r : µ, ϕ. By Rule (conf) it must

be that H ` s and H, ∅ ` λ x.e at r : µ, ϕ. Rule (abstr) gives that µ = (µ1
ϕ′−→ µ2, r)

and ϕ = {r}. Let H ′ = (H | r 7→ (H(r) | l 7→ µ1
ϕ′−→ µ2)) and s′ = (s | r 7→

(s(r) | l 7→ 〈λ x. e〉)). Since λ x. e is closed and l /∈ dom(s(r)) = dom(H(r)), Rules

(stored-abstr) and (heap) yield H ′ ` s′. Since H ′(r)(l) = µ1
ϕ′−→ µ2 Rule (pointer)

yields H ′, ∅ ` (r, l) : (µ1
ϕ′−→ µ2, r), ∅. Applying Rule (conf) yields H ′ ` s′, (r, l) :

(µ1
ϕ′−→ µ2, r), ∅. This suffices the claim, since ∅ ⊆ {r}.

Case s, (r, l) v →i s, e[x 7→ v]
where s(r)(l) = 〈λ x. e〉. By assumption, H ` s, (r, l) v : µ, ϕ. By Rule (conf) it
must be that H ` s and H, ∅ ` (r, l) v : µ, ϕ. From Rule (app), we have that H, ∅ `
(r, l) : (µ2

ϕ′−→ µ, r), ϕ1, that H, ∅ ` v : µ2, ϕ2 and also that ϕ = ϕ1 ∪ ϕ2 ∪ ϕ′ ∪ {r}.
So, from Rule (pointer), it must be that H(r)(l) = µ2

ϕ′−→ µ (this follows from
(heap), too) and ϕ1 = ∅. By Rule (heap), it must be that H ` s(r)(l) : H(r)(l).

But this means that H ` 〈λ x. e〉 : µ2
ϕ′−→ µ. Therefore, by Rule (stored-abstr),

we have that H, {x 7→ µ2} ` e : µ, ϕ′′, for some ϕ′′ ⊆ ϕ′. Lemma 5.4.7 then gives
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H, ∅ ` e[x 7→ v] : µ, ϕ′′, and hence, by Rule (conf), H ` s, e[x 7→ v] : µ, ϕ′′. This
suffices for the claim because ϕ′′ ⊆ ϕ′ ⊆ ϕ.

Case s, ! (r, l) →i s, v
where s(r)(l) = 〈ref v〉. From the assumption H ` s, ! (r, l) : µ, ϕ. So, by Rule
(conf), it must be that H ` s and H, ∅ ` ! (r, l) : µ, ϕ. From Rule (deref), we have
that H, ∅ ` (r, l) : (ref µ, r), ϕ′ and ϕ = ϕ′ ∪ {ρ}. Rule (pointer) gives that ρ = r.
Rule (heap) gives H ` s(r)(l) : H(r)(l), that is, H ` 〈ref v〉 : ref µ. Now, Rule
(stored-ref) says that H, ∅ ` v : µ, ∅ and applying Rule (conf) yields H ` s, v : µ, ∅.
Conclude by observing that ∅ ⊆ ϕ.

Case s, (r, l) := v →i (s | r 7→ (s(r) | l 7→ 〈ref v〉)), v.
By assumption H ` s, (r, l) := v : µ, ϕ. Again, by Rule (conf), it must be that H ` s
and H, ∅ ` (r, l) := v : µ, ϕ. By Rule (setref), it holds that H, ∅ ` (r, l) : (ref µ, r), ϕ′,
that H, ∅ ` v : µ, ϕ′′ and also that ϕ = ϕ′ ∪ ϕ′′ ∪ {r}.
So, from Rule (stored-ref), we have that H ` 〈ref v〉 : (ref µ, r). Hence, with
s′ = (s | r 7→ (s(r) | l 7→ 〈ref v〉)) this amounts to H ` s′(r)(l) : (ref µ, r), so that
H ` s′.

Applying Rule (conf) to the value yields H ` s′, v : µ, ∅. Conclude by observing that
∅ ⊆ ϕ.

Case
s, e →i s′, e′

s, region r in e →i s, region r in e′
.

By assumption, H ` s, region r in e : µ, ϕ. So, from Rule (conf), we have that H ` s
and H, ∅ ` region r in e : µ, ϕ. By Rule (useregion), it must be that H, ∅ ` e : µ, ϕ′

and ϕ = ϕ′ \ {r}.
By induction, there exist some H ′′ and ϕ′′ such that H ′′ ` s′, e′ : µ, ϕ′′ where ϕ′′ ⊆ ϕ′.

Rule (conf) requires that H ′′ ` s′ and H ′′, ∅ ` e′ : µ, ϕ′′. Rule (useregion) is applicable
because µ has not changed. It yields that H ′′, ∅ ` region r in e′ : µ, ϕ′′\{r}. Finally,
Rule (conf) yields H ′′ ` s′, region r in e′ : µ, ϕ′′ \{r}. This yields the claim because
ϕ′′ \ {r} ⊆ ϕ′ \ {r} = ϕ.

2

Lemma 5.4.10 (Canonical Forms) Suppose H ` s, (r, l) : µ, ∅, then

1. If µ = (int, r) then s(r)(l) = 〈c〉 for some c;

2. If µ = (µ1
ϕ−→ µ2, r) then s(r)(l) = 〈λ x. e〉, for some x and e;

3. If µ = (ref µ1, r) then s(r)(l) = 〈ref v〉, for some v.
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Proof: Slightly more complicated than usual due to the indirection through the store.

Case 1 By Rule (conf), we have that H ` s. By Rule (pointer), it must be that H(r)(l) =
int. Rule (heap) gives that H ` s(r)(l) : H(r)(l), that is, H ` s(r)(l) : int. The
only storable that fulfils this requirement is of the form 〈c〉: by Rule (stored-const)
H ` 〈c〉 : int. Hence, s(r)(l) = 〈c〉.

Cases 2 and 3 Analogous.

2

Proposition 5.4.11 (Progress) Suppose H ` s, e : µ, ϕ where ϕ ⊆ RegionNames. Then
either

1. e is a value; or

2. there exist s′, e′ such that s, e →i s′, e′.

The assumption ϕ ⊆ RegionNames has two implications:

1. • /∈ ϕ, meaning that deallocated regions are not accessed, and

2. for all % ∈ RegionVars , % /∈ ϕ, implying that regions are not accessed before they are
allocated.

Proof: By induction on the structure of e. Again, we only consider some non-trivial cases.

Case λ x. e at ρ. By assumption H ` H, λ x. e at ρ : µ, ϕ with ϕ ⊆ RegionNames . Hence,

ϕ = {ρ}, ρ = r and µ = (µ1
ϕ′−→ µ2, ρ). By reduction Rule (5.13), s, λ x. e at r is a

redex (Case 2).

Case e1 e2. By assumption H ` s, e1 e2 : µ, ϕ with ϕ ⊆ RegionNames . By Rules (conf)

and (app), we have that H, ∅ ` e1 : (µ2
ϕ′−→ µ, ρ), ϕ1, that H, ∅ ` e2 : µ2, ϕ2, and

that ϕ = ϕ1 ∪ ϕ2 ∪ ϕ′ ∪ {ρ}, so ρ = r since ϕ ⊆ RegionNames .

If e1 is not a value then applying Rule (conf) yields H ` s, e1 : (µ2
ϕ′−→ µ, r), ϕ1

with ϕ1 ⊆ RegionNames . By induction, e1 is either a value (which contradicts
our assumption) or there exist s′ and e′1 such that s, e1 →i s′, e′1. By Rule (5.20),
s, e1 e2 →i s′, e′1 e2.
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If e1 is a value then applying Rule (conf) yields H ` s, e2 : µ2, ϕ2 with ϕ2 ⊆
RegionNames . Applying induction to e2 yields two cases.

If s, e2 →i s′, e′2 then, by Rule (5.21), s, v1 e2 →i s′, v1 e′2.

If e2 = v2 is a value, too, then, by Lemma 5.4.10, e1 = (r, l) and s(r)(l) = 〈λ x. e〉,
for some x and e. Hence, s, (r, l) v2 is reduce-able with Rule (5.14) (case 2).

Case ref e at ρ. By assumption H ` s, ref e at ρ : µ, ϕ with ϕ ⊆ RegionNames . Hence,
µ = (ref µ1, ρ), ϕ = ϕ′ ∪ {ρ} and ρ = r. So we conclude that s, ref e at r is a redex
(Case 2).

Case ! e. By assumption H ` s, ! e : µ, ϕ with ϕ ⊆ RegionNames . By Rules (conf) and
(deref), it must be that H, ∅ ` e : µ′, ϕ′ where µ′ = (ref µ, ρ), ϕ = ϕ′∪{ρ} and ρ = r.

By Rule (conf), it follows that H ` s, e : µ′, ϕ′ where ϕ′ ⊆ RegionNames .

By induction, either e is a value or it can be reduced. If e is a value then, by
Lemma 5.4.10 item 3, e = (r1, l) and s(r1)(l) = 〈ref v〉. Hence, s, ! (r1, l) is a redex
for reduction Rule (5.17) (case 2).

If s, e →i s′, e′ then, by Rule (5.24), s, ! e →i s′, ! e′.

Case e1 := e2. By assumption H ` s, e1 := e2 : µ, ϕ with ϕ ⊆ RegionNames . By Rules
(conf) and (setref), we have that H, ∅ ` e1 : (ref µ, ρ), ϕ1, that H, ∅ ` e2 : µ, ϕ2, and
that ϕ = ϕ1 ∪ ϕ2 ∪ {ρ}, so ρ = r since ϕ ⊆ RegionNames .

If e1 is not a value then applying Rule (conf) yields H, ∅ ` s, e1 : (ref µ, r), ϕ1 with
ϕ1 ⊆ RegionNames . By induction, e1 is either a value (contradiction) or there exist
s′ and e′1 such that s, e1 →i s′, e′1. By Rule (5.25), s, e1 := e2 →i s′, e′1 := e2.

If e1 is a value then applying Rule (conf) yields H, s ` s, e2 : µ, ϕ2 with ϕ2 ⊆
RegionNames .

Applying induction to e2 yields two cases. If e2 = v2 is a value, then by Lemma 5.4.10,
e1 = (r, l) and s(r)(l) = 〈ref v〉, for some v. Hence, s, (r, l) := v2 is a redex for Rule
(5.18) (case 2).

Case region r in e. By assumption H ` s, region r in e : µ, ϕ with
ϕ ⊆ RegionNames . By Rules (conf) and (useregion), it must be that H, ∅ ` e : µ, ϕ′

where ϕ′ ⊆ ϕ∪ {r}. Since r ∈ RegionNames , ϕ′ ⊆ RegionNames . By Rule (conf), it
follows that H ` s, e : µ, ϕ′ where ϕ′ ⊆ RegionNames .

By induction, either e is a value or it can be reduced. If e is a value then we have
that s, region r in e is a redex for reduction Rule (5.11) (case 2).

If s, e →i s′, e′ then, by (5.19), s, region r in e →i s′, region r in e′.

2
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Let �i be the reflexive and transitive closure of small-step reduction →i. We can now
state the Type Safety Theorem, which follows immediately from the previous results.

Theorem 5.4.12 (Type Safety)
Suppose for a term e that H ` s, e : µ, ϕ, FRN (µ) ⊆ dom(H) and ϕ ⊆ RegionNames.
Then, either

• there exist a value v, a heap type H ′ and a store s′ such that s, e �i s′, v and
H ′ ` s′, v : µ, ∅; or

• for each s′, e′ with s, e �i s′, e′, there exist s′′, e′′ such that s′, e′ →i s′′, e′′.

Proof: The proof is an induction on the number of reduction steps. We can repeatedly
use Proposition 5.4.9 and 5.4.11 since the effect set only decreases. 2

5.5 Equivalences between calculi

In this section, we relate the three different calculi TTRC, SRC and IRC to each other.
For brevity, we consider pure IRC (PIRC), which excludes the operations on references and
the copy operator. Moreover, due to the absence of a store, it is not possible to introduce
destructive updates in SRC.

5.5.1 Equivalence between TTRC and PIRC

Superficially, the two store-based semantics have a lot in common. However, we are faced
with the technical difficulty of relating a big-step operational semantics with a small-step
operational semantics.

We first state the main results of this section, and then proceed with the technical defini-
tions and lemmas needed to prove them. The results make essential use of a relation

Q ⊆ ( TTRC-Store × TTRC-ValueEnv × TTRC-RegionEnv × TTRC-Terms)×
( PIRC-Store × PIRC-Terms)

between TTRC configurations and PIRC configurations, that will be defined in figure 5.8.

Untyped equivalence between TTRC and PIRC The equivalence theorems require
the notion of a stuck term.
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Definition 5.5.1 (Stuckness) Define the following:

1. An IRC configuration s, e is stuck if e is not a value and there do not exist s′, e′ such
that s, e →i s′, e′.

2. An IRC configuration s, e becomes stuck iff s, e �i s′, e′ and s′, e′ is stuck.

Now, we can formulate the untyped equivalence theorem:

Theorem 5.5.2 (Untyped Equivalence) The following hold:

1. Suppose that S,VE , R `b e ⇓ v, S ′. For each s, e′ such that Q(S,VE , R, e, s, e′),
either s, e′ becomes stuck or there exist s′, v′ so that s, e′ �i s′, v′ and Qv(S

′, v, s′, v′).

2. If s, e′ �i s′, v′ and Q(S,VE , R, e, s, e′), then there exist v, S ′ such that S,VE , R `b

e ⇓ v, S ′ and Qv(S
′, v, s′, v′).

Part 1 of Theorem 5.5.2 is weaker than expected. However, the apparent weakness is due
to the fact that the theorem deals with an untyped semantics. The problem is that, for
some un-typeable expressions, the TTRC semantics is slightly less deterministic than the
PIRC semantics. Consider the following example:

letregion % in

let f = letregion %1 in λ x. (5 at %1) at % in

letregion %2 in f (3 at %2)

This term definitely gets stuck in PIRC since the region allocated for %1 in function f is
substituted for • after leaving the binding for f . In TTRC, on the other hand, this term
may still evaluate to 5 if the region allocated to %1 in the definition of f is re-allocated to
%2 in the last line.

Below we will show that this subtle difference between the two semantics becomes irrelevant
for well-typed terms.

Typed equivalence between TTRC and PIRC Before we refine Theorem 5.5.2 to
typed terms, we need to formalize how we translate typed TTRC terms to IRC-terms.

Definition 5.5.3 Typed start configurations and typed translations are defined as follows.

1. We say that (S, R, e, µ, ϕ) is a typed start configuration for a TTRC program e iff
∅ `tt e : µ, ϕ and S = {r 7→ ∅|r ∈ ran(R)}.
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2. The tuple (S, R, e, µ, ϕ, s, e′) is a typed translation iff (S, R, e, µ, ϕ) is a typed start
configuration, e′ = R(e) and s = {r 7→ ∅|r ∈ ran(R)}.

We have the following property for typed translations:

Lemma 5.5.4 If (S, R, e, µ, ϕ, s, e′) is a typed translation, then Q(S, ∅, R, e, s, e′).

The following theorem is the typed variant of Theorem 5.5.2:

Theorem 5.5.5 (Typed Equivalence) For any typed translation (S, R, e, µ, ϕ, s, e′):

1. If S, [], R `b e ⇓ v, S ′ then there exist v′ and s′ such that s, e′ �i s′, v′ where
Qv(S

′, v, s′, v′).

2. If s, e′ �i s′, v′ then there exist v and S ′ such that S, [], R `b e ⇓ v, S ′ where
Qv(S

′, v, s′, v′).

Type safety of TTRC Building on the results above, we can derive indirectly type
safety of TTRC. To state the type safety theorem, we need to extend the TTRC big-step
semantics with error transitions (see figure 5.9 below).

Theorem 5.5.6 (Type Safety of TTRC) If (S, R, e, µ, ϕ) is a typed start configura-
tion, then S, ∅, R `b e 6⇓ err.

Note that this safety result is slightly stronger than the original theorem of Tofte and
Talpin [TT94] since it proves safety for terminating as well as non-terminating programs.

Technical lemmas and proofs The rest of this section is dedicated to the proof of the
results stated above.

First, define the following product relations:

QRel = TTRC-Store × TTRC-ValueEnv × TTRC-RegionEnv ×
TTRC-Terms × PIRC-Store × PIRC-Terms

QRelV = TTRC-Store × TTRC-Values × PIRC-Store × PIRC-Values
QRelS = TTRC-Store × PIRC-Store

With the equivalences of Figure 5.8, define the relation Q ⊆ QRel, relating TTRC configu-
rations to PIRC configurations, an auxiliary relation Qv ⊆ QRelV, relating TTRC values to
PIRC values, and an auxiliary relation Qs ⊆ QRelS relating TTRC stores to PIRC stores.
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Qs(S, s) ⇔ dom(S) = dom(s) ∧ (∀r ∈ dom(S)) dom(S(r)) = dom(s(r))

Qv(S, (r, l), s, v) ⇔ (v ≡ (r, l) ∧Qs(S, s) ∧ r ∈ dom(S) ∧ l ∈ dom(S(r)) ∧
(S(r(l)) = 〈c〉 = s(r(l)) ∨
(S(r(l)) = 〈x, e,VE , R〉 ∧ s(r(l)) = 〈λ x. e′〉 ∧
Q(S,VE − x, R, e, s, e′))) ∨

(v ≡ (•, l) ∧Qs(S, s))

Q(S,VE , R, c at %, s, e′) ⇔ (e′ ≡ c at % ∧Qs(S, s) ∧ % /∈ dom(R)) ∨
(e′ ≡ c at r ∧Qs(S, s) ∧R(%) = r) ∨
(e′ ≡ c at • ∧Qs(S, s))

Q(S,VE , R, x, s, e′) ⇔ (e′ ≡ v ∧Qv(S,VE (x), s, v)) ∨
(e′ ≡ x ∧Qs(S, s) ∧ x /∈ dom(VE ))

Q(S,VE , R, λ x. e at %, s, e′) ⇔ (e′ ≡ (λ x. e′′ at %) ∧Qs(S, s) ∧ % /∈ dom(R)
∧Q(S,VE − x, R, e, s, e′′)) ∨

(e′ ≡ (λ x. e′′ at r) ∧Qs(S, s) ∧R(%) = r ∧
Q(S,VE − x, R, e, s, e′′)) ∨

(e′ ≡ (λ x. e′′ at •) ∧Qs(S, s))
Q(S,VE , R, e1 e2, s, e

′) ⇔ e′ ≡ (e′1 e′2) ∧Qs(S, s) ∧Q(S,VE , R, e1, s, e
′
1)

∧Q(S,VE , R, e2, s, e
′
2)

Q(S,VE , R, letregion % in e, s, e′) ⇔ e′ ≡ (letregion % in e′′) ∧Qs(S, s) ∧
Q(S,VE , R− %, e, s, e′′)

Figure 5.8: Relation between TTRC and PIRC terms
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Observe that the auxiliary definitions for Qs and Qv can be eliminated by inserting them
in the definition of Q.

To show that the relation Q is well-defined, interpret the equivalences from left to right as
the defining clauses of a functional Q : P(QRel) → P(QRel). For example, in the case of
function application the definition is as follows:

Q(Q′) = . . .
∪ {(S,VE , R, e1 e2, s, e

′) | e′ ≡ (e′1 e′2) ∧Q′
s(S, s) ∧

Q′(S,VE , R, e1, s, e
′
1) ∧

Q′(S,VE , R, e2, s, e
′
2)}

∪ . . .

It is easy to verify that the functional Q is monotone in the complete lattice (P(QRel),⊆),
so the existence of fixed points is guaranteed.

It remains to be decided which fixed point we are interested in. First, note that the empty
relation is not a fixed point. In PIRC, a least fixed point would be enough, since it can
be shown that Q is well-founded, following a similar argument as in [Cal01]. However, as
soon as we consider full IRC with updateable references, it is generally possible to have
cycles in the store. The well-foundedness argument breaks down and the least fixed point
of Q would exclude all programs that create or use a cycle in the store. This problem is
easily avoided by defining Q as the greatest fixed point of Q.

The reader may find it alarming that we introduce greatest fixed points, and therefore
possibly co-induction, one of the sources of complexity in the original Tofte-Talpin proof.
First, note that the language considered by Tofte and Talpin does not include destructive
updates and hence, the least fixed point would do. Secondly, our proofs hardly build on
the structure of Q itself. In fact, it turns out that only Lemma 5.5.7 requires a simple
co-induction.

Finally, we point out two peculiarities of Q: the reader may have wondered that a TTRC
store and a PIRC store are related by Qs as soon as the domains agree. This reflects
the idea that values in the stores only need to correspond if a PIRC pointer refers to
them. Also, the relation Q does not relate intermediate PIRC terms, since those have no
counterpart in TTRC.

Before formulating the equivalence theorem, we need several technical lemmas for the main
proof.

The first lemma states that the relation is closed under extension of the stores and is proven
by co-induction on the structure of Q.

Lemma 5.5.7 Suppose Qs(S2, s2), S1 ≤ S2 and s1 ≤ s2 then
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1. Q(S1,VE , R, e, s1, e
′) implies Q(S2,VE , R, e, s2, e

′);

2. Qv(S1, v, s1, v
′) implies Qv(S2, v, s2, v

′).

Proof: In order to prove the lemma by co-induction onQ, we formulate the above property
as a set X ⊆ QRel:

X = {(S,VE , R, e, s, e′) | Qs(S, s) ∧ ∃S1, s1.
S1 ≤ S ∧ s1 ≤ s ∧Q(S1,VE , R, e, s1, e

′)}

The co-induction principle states that if X ⊆ Q(X), then X ⊆ Q; the latter obviously
proves the claim.

To show X ⊆ Q(X), let us specify Q(X). We only consider the case for function applica-
tion:

Q(X) = . . .
∪ {(S,VE , R, e1 e2, s, e

′) | e′ ≡ (e′1 e′2) ∧Qs(S, s) ∧ ∃S1, s1.
S1 ≤ S ∧ s1 ≤ s ∧
Q(S1,VE , R, e1, s1, e

′
1) ∧

Q(S1,VE , R, e2, s1, e
′
2)}

∪ . . .

Now, take (S,VE , R, e, s, e′) ∈ X, then Qs(S, s) and Q(S1,VE , R, e, s1, e
′), S1 ≤ S, s1 ≤ s

for some S1 and s1. Again, we consider the case for function application, so e = e1e2. Then,
since Q(S1,VE , R, e1e2, s1, e

′), it must be that e′ = e′1e′2. Moreover, Q(S1,VE , R, e1, s1, e
′
1)

and Q(S1,VE , R, e2, s1, e
′
2) hold, so, we can conclude that (S,VE , R, e, s, e′) ∈ Q(X). 2

Substitution of a value for a variable in PIRC is related to an extension of the type assign-
ment in TTRC.

Lemma 5.5.8
If Q(S,VE − x, R, e, s, e′) and Qv(S, v, s, v′) then Q(S, (VE | x 7→ v), R, e, s, e′[x 7→ v′]).

Proof: By induction on e. The only interesting case is the one for variables.

Case e ≡ y. So Q(S,VE − x, R, y, s, e′) and Qv(S, v, s, v′).

Subcase x 6= y Then, either Qv(S, (VE−x)(y), s, e′) where e′ = v′′. Now, obviously
we also have Qv(S, ((VE | x 7→ v))(y), s, v′′[x 7→ v′]), so Q(S, (VE | x 7→
v), R, y, s, e′[x 7→ v′]).

Alternatively, Q(S,VE −x, R, y, s, y), so we have that y /∈ dom(VE −x). Then,
trivially we also have y /∈ dom((VE | x 7→ v)). Hence, Q(S, (VE | x 7→
v), R, y, s, y[x 7→ v′]).
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Subcase x = y So, e′ = x since x /∈ dom(VE − x). But Qv(S, v, s, v′), therefore
Qv(S, ((VE | x 7→ v))(y), s, v′). Hence, Q(S, (VE | x 7→ v), R, y, s, y[x 7→ v′]).

2

The next lemma deals with region allocation.

Lemma 5.5.9 If Q(S,VE , R− %, e, s, e′) then Q((S | r 7→ ∅),VE , (R | % 7→ r), e, (s | r 7→
∅), e′[% 7→ r])

Proof: By induction on e. Note that it is immediate that if Qs(S, s), also Qs((S | r 7→
∅), (s | r 7→ ∅)). We will use this fact implicitly.

Case x. By definition of Q(S,VE , R− %, x, s, e′), there are two cases:

Subcase x /∈ dom(VE ). In this case, e′ = x and Qs(S, s). Since VE does not
change, the claim follows immediately.

Subcase VE (x) = v. Hence, Qv(S, v, s, v′), for some v′ where e′ = v′. Now, the
claim holds independent of R.

Case c at %′. By definition of Q(S,VE , R− %, c at %′, s, e′), there are three cases:

Subcase e′ ≡ c at %′. Hence %′ /∈ dom(R − %). To see that Q((S | r 7→ ∅),VE , (R |
% 7→ r), c at %′, (s | r 7→ ∅), c at %′[% 7→ r]), there are two cases to consider. If
% = %′ then the related term becomes c at r and the claim holds since ((R | % 7→
r))(%) = r.

If % 6= %′ then the related term is c at %′ and the claim holds since %′ /∈ dom((R′ |
% 7→ r)).

Subcase e′ ≡ c at r′. Hence, (R′ − %)(%′) = r′. Therefore Q((S | r 7→ ∅),VE , (R |
% 7→ r), c at %′, (s | r 7→ ∅), c at r′).

Subcase e′ ≡ c at •. In this case, e′ remains unchanged under the substitution, so
that Q((S | r 7→ ∅),VE , (R | % 7→ r), c at %′, (s | r 7→ ∅), c at •) is immediate.

Case λ x. e at %′. Analogous to the previous case, plus appealing to the induction hy-
pothesis.

Case e1 e2. Immediate by appealing to the induction hypothesis.
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Case letregion %′ in e. Since Q(S,VE , R− %, letregion %′ in e, s, e′), it must be that
e′ = letregion %′ in e′′ and Q(S,VE , R− %− %′, e, s, e′′).

We can assume w.l.o.g. that % 6= %′. Since R − % − %′ = R − %′ − %, it holds that
Q(S,VE , R − %′ − %, e, s, e′′). By induction, Q((S | r 7→ ∅),VE , (R − %′ | % 7→
r), e, (s | r 7→ ∅), e′′[% 7→ r]). Since (R − %′ | % 7→ r) = (R | % 7→ r)− %′ applying the
definition of Q yields that Q((S | r 7→ ∅),VE , (R | % 7→ r), letregion %′ in e, (s |
r 7→ ∅), letregion %′ in e′′[% 7→ r]), which proves the claim.

2

As a final lemma, we prove that region deallocation does not influence the equivalence
relation.

Lemma 5.5.10 The following hold:

1. If Q(S,VE , R, e, s′, e′) then Q(S − r,VE , R, e, s′[r 7→ •]− r, e′[r 7→ •]).

2. If Qv(S, v, s′, v′) then Qv(S − r, v, s′[r 7→ •]− r, v′[r 7→ •]).

Proof: Again, we can make an immediate observation on deallocation in two related stores
and use this fact throughout the proof: if Qs(S, s′), then Qs(S − r, s′[r 7→ •]− r).

Item 1 By induction on e.

Case x. Since Q(S,VE , R, x, s′, e′), there are two cases:

Subcase VE (x) = v. So, it must be that e′ = v′ with Qv(S, v, s′, v′). We have
two cases. If v′ = (•, l) then the claim holds immediately. Suppose v′ =
(r′, l). If r′ 6= r then the claim holds. If r′ = r then v′[r 7→ •] = (•, l) and
the claim holds, too.

Subcase x /∈ dom(VE ). Immediate.

Case c at %. Since Q(S,VE , R, c at %, s′, e′), there are three cases.

Subcase e′ ≡ c at %. So, % /∈ dom(R) and Qs(S, s′).
Since (c at %)[r 7→ •] = c at %, then Q(S − r,VE , R, c at %, s′[r 7→ •] −
r, c at %) follows immediately.

Subcase e′ ≡ c at r′. So, R(%) = r′ where r′ ∈ dom(S) and Qs(S, s′).
If r′ 6= r then the claim holds. If r′ = r then (c at r′)[r 7→ •] = c at • and
the claim holds, too.

Subcase e′ ≡ c at •. Immediate.
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Case λ x. e at %. Analogous to case c at %, applying the induction hypothesis to
obtain the result for e.

Case e1 e2. Simply appeals to the induction hypothesis for e1 and e2.

Case letregion % in e. Since Q(S,VE , R, letregion % in e, s′, e′) it must be that
e′ = letregion % in e′′ and Q(S,VE , R − %, e, s′, e′′). By induction Q(S −
r,VE , R− %, e, s′[r 7→ •]− r, e′′[r 7→ •]), and we can conclude

Q(S − r,VE , R, letregion % in e, s′[r 7→ •]− r, letregion % in e′′[r 7→ •]).

Item 2 By assumption we have Qv(S, (r′, l), s′, v′). If v′ = (•, l), the claim is immediate.
Otherwise we have that v′ = (r′, l). If r 6= r′, then (r′, l)[r 7→ •] = (r′, l), so we
have that Qv(S − r, (r′, l), s′[r 7→ •] − r, (r′, l)). On the other hand, if r = r′ then
(r′, l)[r 7→ •] = (•, l), so that Qv(S − r, (r′, l), s′[r 7→ •]− r, (•, l)) holds.

2

Now we can proceed with the proof of Theorem 5.5.2.

Proof: (part 1 of theorem 5.5.2) By induction on the derivation of S,VE , R `b e ⇓
v, S ′.

Case
R(%) = r l /∈ dom(S(r))

S,VE , R `b c at % ⇓ (r, l), (S | r 7→ (S(r) | l 7→ 〈c〉)) .

Let s, e′ be such that Q(S,VE , R, c at %, s, e′). Then there are two cases:

Subcase e′ ≡ c at r. Then Qs(S, s) where l /∈ dom(s(r)). As a consequence, we
have s, c at r →i (s | r 7→ (s(r) | l 7→ 〈c〉)), (r, l). It also holds that Qv((S | r 7→
(S(r) | l 7→ 〈c〉)), (r, l), (s | r 7→ (s(r) | l 7→ 〈c〉)), (r, l)).

Subcase e′ ≡ c at •. This term is stuck.

Case
VE (x) = v

S,VE , R `b x ⇓ v, S
. Let s, e′ be such that Q(S,VE , R, x, s, e′). It must be that

e′ = v′ where Qv(S, v, s, v′), which proves the claim.

Case
R(%) = r l /∈ dom(S(r))

S,VE , R `b λ x. e at % ⇓ (r, l), (S | r 7→ (S(r) | l 7→ 〈x, e,VE , R〉)) .

Let s, e′′ be such that Q(S,VE , R, λ x. e at %, s, e′′). There are two cases.

Subcase e′′ ≡ λ x. e′ at r. Then Q(S,VE − x, R′, e, s, e′) and Qs(S, s). Hence, l /∈
dom(s(r)) so that s, λ x.e′ at r →i (s | r 7→ (s(r) | l 7→ 〈λ x.e〉)), (r, l). From the
assumptions it follows that Qv((S | r 7→ (S(r) | l 7→ 〈x, e,VE , R〉)), (r, l), (s |
r 7→ (s(r) | l 7→ 〈λ x. e〉)), (r, l)).
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Subcase e′′ ≡ λ x. e′ at •. This term is stuck.

Case
S,VE , R `b e1 ⇓ (r1, l1), S1 S1(r1)(l1) = 〈x, e,VE ′, R′〉

S1,VE , R `b e2 ⇓ v2, S2 S2, (VE ′ | x 7→ v2), R
′ `b e ⇓ v, S ′

S,VE , R `b e1 e2 ⇓ v, S ′
.

Let s, e′′ be such that Q(S,VE , R, e1 e2, s, e
′′). Hence, Qs(S, s), Q(S,VE , R, e1, s, e

′
1)

and Q(S,VE , R, e2, s, e
′
2) where e′′ = e′1 e′2.

By induction on S,VE , R `b e1 ⇓ (r1, l1), S1 either s, e′1 becomes stuck (in which
case s, e′1 e′2 becomes also stuck) or there exist s′1, v

′
1 such that s, e′1 �i s′1, v

′
1 and

Qv(S1, (r1, l1), s
′
1, v

′
1).

By induction on S1,VE , R `b e2 ⇓ v2, S2 (using Lemmas 5.2.1, 5.4.8 and 5.5.7 to es-
tablish Q since Qs(S1, s

′
1)) either s′1, e

′
2 becomes stuck (in which case s′1, v

′
1e

′
2 becomes

also stuck) or there exist s′2, v
′
2 such that s′1, e

′
2 �i s′2, v

′
2 and Qv(S2, v2, s

′
2, v

′
2).

From the definition of Qv(S1, (r1, l1), s1, v
′
1), there are two cases for v′1. Either v′1 =

(•, l1) and then the IRC configuration s′2, v
′
1 v′2 is stuck; or v′1 = (r1, l1) and since

S1(r1)(l1) = 〈x, e,VE ′, R′〉 it must be that s′1(r1)(l1) = λ x. e′ where Q(S1,VE ′ −
x, R′, e, s′1, e

′). Hence, s′2, v
′
1 v′2 →i s′2, e

′[x 7→ v′2]. By Lemmas 5.2.1, 5.4.8 and 5.5.7,
it holds that Q(S2,VE ′ − x, R′, e, s′2, e

′) (since Qs(S2, s
′
2)). Lemma 5.5.8 then states

that Q(S2, (VE ′ | x 7→ v2), R
′, e, s′2, e

′[x 7→ v′2]).

By induction, we obtain that either s′2, e
′[x 7→ v′2] becomes stuck (in which case

s′2, v
′
1v

′
2 becomes also stuck) or there exists some s′, v′ such that s′2, e

′[x 7→ v′2] �i s′, v′

and Qv(S
′, v, s′, v′).

Putting the parts together using reduction Rules (5.14), (5.20) and (5.21), either
s, e′1 e′2 becomes stuck or s, e′1 e′2 �i s′, v′ where Qv(S

′, v, s′, v′).

Case
r /∈ dom(S) (S | r 7→ ∅),VE , (R | % 7→ r) `b e ⇓ v, S ′

S,VE , R `b letregion % in e ⇓ v, S ′ − r
.

Let s, e′′ be such that Q(S,VE , R, letregion % in e, s, e′′). Hence we have that
Qs(S, s), that e′′ = letregion % in e′ and also that Q(S,VE , R− %, e, s, e′). There-
fore,
s, letregion % in e′ →i (s | r 7→ ∅), region r in e′[% 7→ r]. By Lemma 5.5.9, it holds
that Q((S | r 7→ ∅),VE , (R | % 7→ r), e, (s | r 7→ ∅), e′[% 7→ r]).

By induction, either (s | r 7→ ∅), e′[% 7→ r] becomes stuck (in which case (s |
r 7→ ∅), region r in e′[% 7→ r] becomes stuck, too) or there exist s′, v′ such that
(s | r 7→ ∅), e′[% 7→ r] �i s′, v′ and Qv(S

′, v, s′, v′). Because of reduction Rule (5.19),
we have (s | r 7→ ∅), region r in e′[% 7→ r] �i s′, region r in v′. But the last con-
figuration is a redex (Rule (5.11)): s′, region r in v′ →i s′[r 7→ •]− r, v′[r 7→ •]. By
Lemma 5.5.10, it follows that Qv(S

′ − r, v, s′[r 7→ •]− r, v′[r 7→ •]), which concludes
the proof.
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2

Proof: (part 2 of theorem 5.5.2) By induction on the number of steps in s1, e
′ �i s2, v

′.
We only consider two interesting cases:

Case s, letregion % in e′ →i (s | r 7→ ∅), region r in e[% 7→ r] �i s′, v′

where r 6∈ dom(s). Then (s | r 7→ ∅), e[% 7→ r] �i s1, v
′
1 where s1[r 7→ •]− r = s′ and

v′1[r 7→ •] = v′, so that s1, region r in v′1 →i s′, v′ is the last step.

Suppose now Q(S,VE , R, letregion % in e, s, letregion % in e′), then Lemma 5.5.9
implies Q((S | r 7→ ∅),VE , (R | % 7→ r), e, (s | r 7→ ∅), e′[% 7→ r]).

By induction hypothesis, (S | r 7→ ∅),VE , (R | % 7→ r) `b e ⇓ v1, S1 for which
Qv(S1, v1, s1, v

′
1). Hence, by Rule (b-letregion) S,VE , R `b letregion % in e ⇓

v1, S1 − r, and Qv(S1 − r, v1, s1, v
′) follows from Lemma 5.5.10.

Case s, e′1 e′2 �i s′, v′. Then s, e′1 e′2 �i s1, v
′
1 e′2 �i s2, v

′
1 v′2 →i s2, e

′[x 7→ v′2] �i s′, v′,
where v′1 = (r, l) and s2(r)(l) = 〈λ x. e′〉 and s, e′1 �i s1, v

′
1 and s1, e

′
2 �i s2, v

′
2. Note

that all the intermediate �i have strictly fewer steps than s, e′1 e′2 �i s′, v′.

Suppose now that Q(S,VE , R, e1 e2, s, e
′
1 e′2), then Q(S,VE , R, ei, s, e

′
i) for i = 1, 2.

By the induction hypothesis, S,VE , R `b e1 ⇓ v1, S1 for which Qv(S1, v1, s1, v
′
1).

Since S ≤ S1 and s ≤ s1 (by Lemmas 5.2.1 and 5.4.8) and because Qs(S1, s1),
Lemma 5.5.7 givesQ(S1,VE , R, e2, s1, e

′
2). By the induction hypothesis, S1,VE , R `b

e2 ⇓ v2, S2 for which Qv(S2, v2, s2, v
′
2).

So, again by Lemma 5.5.7, we have that Qv(S2, v1, s2, v
′
1). Therefore S2(r)(l) =

〈x, e,VE ′, R′〉 with Q(S2,VE ′ − x, R′, e, s2, e
′). Lemma 5.5.8 then implies

Q(S2, (VE ′ | x 7→ v2), R
′, e, s2, e

′[x 7→ v′2]). By the induction hypothesis, we derive
that S2, (VE ′ | x 7→ v2), R

′ `b e ⇓ v, S ′ for which Qv(S
′, v, s′, v′). Finally, application

of reduction Rule (b-app) yields S,VE , R `b e1 e2 ⇓ v, S ′.

2

Next, we prove Theorem 5.5.5.

Proof: (of theorem 5.5.5) Part 2 is a special case of Theorem 5.5.2, part 2

For part 1, take a heap type H = {r 7→ ∅|r ∈ ran(R)}. Now, obviously, H ` s, e : µ, ϕ
and therefore by Lemma 5.4.6 we have R(H) ` R(s), R(e) : R(µ), R(ϕ). Hence, H ` s, e′ :
R(µ), R(ϕ) where R(ϕ) ⊆ RegionNames and FRN (R(µ)) ⊆ ran(R)(= dom(H)). So,
we can use Theorem 5.4.12 to conclude that the configuration s, e′ cannot become stuck.
Because of Lemma 5.5.4 we have Q(S, ∅, R, e, s, e′) and so by Theorem 5.5.2 we know that
there exist v′ and s′ such that s, e′ �i s′, v′ and Qv(S

′, v, s′, v′). 2
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(b-const-err)
% /∈ dom(R)

S,VE , R `b c at % ⇓ err

(b-var-err)
x /∈ dom(VE )

S,VE , R `b x ⇓ err

(b-abstr-err)
% /∈ dom(R)

S,VE , R `b λ x. e at % ⇓ err

(b-app-err)
S,VE , R `b e1 ⇓ (r1, l1), S1 ∧ S1,VE , R `b e2 ⇓ v2, S2 ∧

(r1 /∈ dom(S2) ∨ S2(r1)(l1) 6= 〈x, e,VE ′, R′〉)
S,VE , R `b e1 e2 ⇓ err

(b-copy-err)
{%, %′} 6⊆ dom(R) ∨

(S,VE , R `b e ⇓ (r, l), S ′ ∧ (r /∈ dom(S ′) ∨ S ′(r)(l) 6= 〈c〉))
S,VE , R `b copy [%, %′] e ⇓ err

Figure 5.9: Extension of TTRC big-step evaluation with errors

We conclude this section by proving type safety for TTRC. Since there is no notion of a
stuck term in a big-step semantics, we extend the TTRC evaluation relation with error
reductions, which can be found in Figure 5.9. The canonical rules for error propagation
are omitted.

The following lemma relates error reductions in TTRC with stuck terms in IRC.

Lemma 5.5.11 If Q(S,VE , R, e, s, e′) and S,VE , R `b e ⇓ err then s, e′ becomes stuck.

Proof: By induction on the evaluation of S,VE , R `b e ⇓ err. All error propagation cases
are straightforward applications of the induction hypothesis. The base cases are easily
shown using Theorem 5.5.2, we illustrate this with the case for application:

Case S,VE , R `b e1 e2 ⇓ err
So S,VE , R `b e1 ⇓ (r1, l1), S1. Since Q(S,VE , R, e1, s, e

′
1) and using Theorem 5.5.2

we have either that s, e′1 is stuck from which we also have that s, e′1e
′
2 is stuck following

reduction Rule (5.20).

Alternatively, there exist s1, v
′
1 such that s, e′1 �i s1, v

′
1 where Qv(S1, (r1, l1), s1, v

′
1).

We also have S1,VE , R `b e2 ⇓ v2, S2 and Q(S,VE , R, e2, s, e
′
2). By Lemmas 5.2.1,

5.4.8 and 5.5.7, we have that Q(S1,VE , R, e2, s1, e
′
2). Again, we can apply Theo-

rem 5.5.2 and have either that:
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• s1, e
′
2 becomes stuck and therefore, by reduction Rules (5.20) and (5.21), that

s, e′1 e′2 also becomes stuck; or

• there exists a configuration s2, v
′
2 such that s1, e2 �i s2, v

′
2 withQv(S2, v2, s2, v

′
2).

Again by Lemmas 5.2.1, 5.4.8 and 5.5.7 we have that Qv(S2, (r1, l1), s2, v
′
1).

Following reduction (b-app-err), we have now two cases:

– Case r1 /∈ dom(S2). Then v′1 = (•, l1) and therefore, by Rules (5.14), (5.20)
and (5.21), the configuration s, e′1 e′2 becomes stuck.

– Case S2(r1)(l1) 6= 〈x, e,VE ′, R′〉. Then, if v′1 = (•, l1), see previous case.
Otherwise, S2(r1(l1)) = 〈c〉 = s2(r1(l1)). Hence, again by Rules (5.14),
(5.20) and (5.21), s, e′1 e′2 becomes stuck.

2

We can now prove the type safety theorem for TTRC.

Proof: (of theorem 5.5.6) Take s and e′ such that (S, R, e, µ, ϕ, s, e′) is a typed trans-
lation. By analogous reasoning as in the proof for Theorem 5.5.5, we know that s, e′ does
not become stuck. But since Q(S, ∅, R, e, s, e′) by Lemma 5.5.4, we can conclude that
S, ∅, R `b e 6⇓ err as a consequence of Lemma 5.5.11. 2

5.5.2 Equivalence between PIRC and SRC

Proving equivalence between PIRC and SRC is considerably simpler because we are dealing
with two small-step semantics. The proof boils down to a simple induction on the two
transition relations.

The most important difference between PIRC and SRC is the handling of region constants.
Region variables play a dual role in SRC. On one hand, they are alpha-convertible to avoid
conflicting uses, but on the other hand, they substitute for region names and thus turn up
in addresses (values). In contrast, the region names in PIRC are bound by the store which
guarantees that a region name is not in use at the point where a new region is created. In
the relation R, we cater for this apparent mismatch with an explicit region environment
that maps region variables (in SRC) to region names (in PIRC).

We relate PIRC configurations and SRC terms via a relation

R ⊆ PIRC-Store × PIRC-Terms × SRC-Terms × (RegionVars ⇀fin RegionNames)

defined by the equivalences in Figure 5.10. The map α ∈ RegionVars ⇀fin RegionNames
relates allocated region variables in SRC with actual regions in PIRC. In all the uses of
R(s, e, e′, α), we implicitly assume that α is injective and dom(α) ⊇ FRV (e′).
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R(s, (r, l), e′, α) ⇔ (e′ ≡ 〈c〉% ∧ s(r)(l) = 〈c〉 ∧ α(%) = r)∨
(e′ ≡ 〈λ x. e′′〉% ∧ s(r)(l) = 〈λ x. e〉 ∧
R(s, e, e′′, α) ∧ α(%) = r)

R(s, (•, l), e′, α) ⇔ (e′ ≡ 〈c〉•) ∨ (e′ ≡ 〈λ x. e′′〉•)
R(s, c at r, e′, α) ⇔ e′ ≡ c at % ∧ α(%) = r
R(s, c at •, e′, α) ⇔ e′ ≡ c at •
R(s, λ x. e at r, e′, α) ⇔ e′ ≡ λ x. e′′ at % ∧R(s, e, e′′, α) ∧ α(%) = r
R(s, λ x. e at •, e′, α) ⇔ e′ ≡ λ x. e′′ at •
R(s, x, e′, α) ⇔ e′ ≡ x
R(s, e1 e2, e

′, α) ⇔ e′ ≡ e′1 e′2 ∧R(s, e1, e
′
1, α) ∧R(s, e2, e

′
2, α)

R(s, letregion % in e, e′, α) ⇔ e′ ≡ letregion % in e′′ ∧ r /∈ dom(s) ∧
R((s | r 7→ ∅), e[% 7→ r], e′′, (α | % 7→ r))

R(s, region r in e, e′, α) ⇔ e′ ≡ letregion % in e′′ ∧R(s, e, e′′, (α | % 7→ r))

Figure 5.10: Relation between PIRC and SRC terms

In contrast to the relation Q of Section 5.5.1, we can define R as the least fixed point of
the associated functional. In fact, it is easy to see that R is well-founded and that cycles
are a non-issue since it is not possible to create them in SRC.

The relation R is trivially non-empty. Moreover, we have the following proposition:

Proposition 5.5.12 If e is a pure PIRC-term, α an injective region environment where
dom(α) = FRV (e) and s = {r 7→ ∅|r ∈ ran(α)}, then R(α(s), α(e), e, α).

Before we can state the equivalence theorem, we need a few lemmas which are all proven
by simple inductions:

Lemma 5.5.13 Suppose R(s, e, e′, (α | % 7→ r)).

Then R(s[r 7→ •]− r, e[r 7→ •], e′[% 7→ •], α).

Lemma 5.5.14 Suppose R(s, e, e′, α), % /∈ dom(α) and r /∈ ran(α).

Then R(s, e, e′, (α | % 7→ r)).

Lemma 5.5.15 Suppose R(s, e1, e
′
1, α) and R(s, e2, e

′
2, α).

Then R(s, e1[x 7→ e2], e
′
1[x 7→ e′2], α).
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We write →1,2
i to mean one or two reduction steps. The equivalence between SRC and

PIRC is a result of the following theorem:

Theorem 5.5.16 Suppose R(s1, e1, e
′
1, α).

1. If s1, e1 →i s2, e2 then there exist e′2 and α′ such that R(s2, e2, e
′
2, α

′) and either
e′1 →s e′2 or e′1 = e′2.

2. If e′1 →s e′2 then there exist s2, e2, α
′ such that s1, e1 →1,2

i s2, e2 and R(s2, e2, e
′
2, α

′).

Proof: The proof is a case analysis on the definition of →i and →s, making use of Lem-
mas 5.5.13, 5.5.14 and 5.5.15. 2

5.6 Conclusions

We have considered three different operational semantics of “the region calculus”: the
original evaluation-style formulation [TT97], a store-less transition semantics [HT00], and a
novel store-based variation, which extends the other two with operations on references. We
have proven type safety for both the small-step semantics with respect to the original region
and effect system, by using the standard syntactic approach [WF94, Har94]. The resulting
proofs are simple inductions, considerably easier than the co-inductive formulation of Tofte
and Talpin. Additionally, we have shown that all formulations are essentially equivalent
in their typed subsets. As a direct consequence, we have given an alternative type safety
proof for the original region calculus semantics.

The store-less big-step semantics presented in chapter 4 is very similar to the store-less
formulation of this chapter. The high-level semantics of chapter 4 is parameterized by
a set ϕ of currently allocated regions. This is essentially equivalent to using a special
constant • for dead regions: it is possible to relate the two semantics by renaming the
regions outside ϕ to •. However, this clear relation is not maintained when moving to a
semantics with an explicit store.

The approach with • has the appealing property that all dangling pointers are explicitly
marked with •. As a consequence, IRC enables to cleanly and simply reason about re-use
of a region after deallocating it. In contrast, an approach like TTRC without • necessarily
involves dangling pointers to old regions. These regions may be deallocated, and then
re-used for different purposes. In the case of a re-used region, the dynamic semantics of
TTRC would use the overwritten contents of the store, just like a real implementation.
However, the static semantics prevents TTRC from doing so.
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Part III

Multi-Stage Programming
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Chapter 6

Introduction

Techniques such as program generation, multi-level partial evaluation, and run-time code
generation respond to the need for general purpose programs which do not pay unneces-
sary run-time overheads. Over the past decade, there have been substantial advances in
these techniques, as exemplified by work in partial evaluation, in high-level program gener-
ation, and in run-time code generation. Aiming to provide a uniform and principled view
of these diverse techniques, multi-stage programming [TS97, TBS98, MTBS99, BMTS99,
Tah99, CMT00, Tah00b] is a novel paradigm for the development of maintainable, higher-
performance programs.

The key idea in multi-stage programming is the use of simple annotations to allow the
programmer to break down a computation into distinct stages. Multi-stage languages
provide support for building, combining, and executing code at run-time. The prototypical
example of a multi-stage programming language is MetaML [MHP00], which provides a
type constructor 〈 〉 for (potentially) open code. Three staging annotations operate on
this type: Brackets 〈 〉, Escape ˜ and Run run . Brackets defer the computation of
its argument (constructing code instead); Escape splices its code argument into the body
of surrounding Brackets (combining code fragments into larger pieces of code); and Run
executes its code argument.

For example consider the following interactive session:

-| val a = <1*4>;

val a = <1*4> : <int>

-| val b = <~a + 7>;

val b = <1*4+7> : <int>

-| val c = run b;

val c = 11 : int
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The first line binds a with the code 1*4: note that the code is not evaluated. The second
line splices the code bound to a into the body inside brackets. Finally, the third line
executes the resulting code.

A characteristic of multi-stage programming languages is the need to “evaluate symbolically
under lambda” and to manipulate, at run-time, values with free “dynamic variables”. This
need arises neither in the call-by-name nor the call-by-value pure lambda calculi, and
requires special care when defining both the untyped semantics and the type systems for
multi-stage programming language [TS97, TBS98, MTBS99, Tah99].

The current release of MetaML [MHP00] is a substantial language, supporting most fea-
tures of SML and a host of novel meta-programming constructs. In the current public
release, safety is guaranteed only for programs in the pure fragment. However, we are
continually working to ensure type safety for a larger and larger subset of the language. A
particularly hard problem is the safety of MetaML’s staging constructs in the presence of
computational effects.

This Part advocates a simple and effective approach for safely adding computational effects
into languages that manipulate open values (in general, and open code in particular). The
approach capitalizes on previous work [MTBS99, CMT00, CM00], and exploits a notion of
closed type. The key property of a term e of closed type is that “all free occurrences in
e of dynamic variables are dead code”. Not surprisingly, our type system is only a static
approximation, thus not every well-typed term satisfying such a dynamic property can be
ascribed a closed type.

We demonstrate the approach for ML-style references [MTHM97], by extending recent
studies into the semantics and type systems for multi-level and multi-stage languages.
MetaML is designed to be an extension of SML [MTHM97]. There are two reasons for this
design choice: first, to facilitate MetaML’s acceptance among an existing user base, and
second, to confine the conceptual challenges for new users to the staging constructs only. To
be consistent with this design goal, a type system ensuring safety of well-typed MetaML
programs should also be consistent with the operational semantics and type system for
SML.

One could get a feeling for meta-programming in MiniMLmeta
ref by skimming through the

imperative power function example of Section 8.5.1.

6.1 The Scope Extrusion Problem

When adding ML-style references to a multi-stage language like MetaML, it is possible for
dynamic variables to escape the scope of their binder [TS00]. This form of scope extrusion
is specific to multi-level and multi-stage languages supporting “symbolic evaluation under
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lambda”, and does not arise in traditional (call-by-name or call-by-value) programming
languages, where evaluation is usually restricted to closed terms. The problem lies in
the run-time interaction between symbolic evaluation under lambda and references. In a
big-step operational semantics for an imperative language the natural rule for symbolic

evaluation under lambda would be
µ, e

n+1
↪→ µ′, v

µ, λx.e
n+1
↪→ µ′, λx.v

, where µ and µ′ are the stores

before and after symbolic evaluation. During evaluation of e the bound variable x could
be stored in µ′, as exemplified by the following MetaML sessions. Example 6.1.1 exhibits a
“nasty” scope extrusion problem using a reference to (potentially open) code of type int,
while Example 6.1.2 exhibits a “benign” instance of the problem using a reference to a
function of ML type int -> int.

Example 6.1.1 (“Nasty”) The following session is statically well-typed in naive exten-
sions of previously proposed type systems for MetaML [TBS98, TS00, MTBS99]:

-| val l = ref <1>;

val l = ... : <int> ref

-| val f = <fn x => ~(l:=<x+1>; <2>)>;

val f = <fn x => 2> : <int -> int>

-| val c = !l;

val c = <x+1> : <int>

-| run c;

**system crash**

Evaluating the declaration of f, x goes outside the scope of the binding lambda. This means
the value bound to c is not typable in the current environment (thus, we have lost Subject
Reduction). An attempt to execute c results in a crash.

Example 6.1.2 (“Benign”) The following session gives an example where a variables
goes outside the scope of its binder. However, in this case (we claim here and we will prove
in what follows), this anomaly cannot be observed in the language.

-| fun fst (x,y) = x;

val fst = fn ... : ’a * ’b -> ’a

-| val l = ref (fn y => y+0);

val l = ... : (int -> int) ref

-| val f = <fn x => ~(l:=fn y => fst(y,<x+1>)); <2>)>;

val f = <fn x => 2> : <int -> int>

-| val g = !l;

val g = fn ... : int -> int
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As in the previous example, evaluating the declaration of f makes x escape the scope of its
binding lambda. Hence, the value bound to g is an open term, and therefore untypable. But
this example does not result in a crash, no matter what the rest of the program does with
g. The reason is that x is dead code in the value fn y => fst(y,<x+1>) bound to g.

6.2 Proposed Solution

Our solution involves two ingredients: the type system exploits closed types to reject Ex-
ample 6.1.1 and accept Example 6.1.2; the untyped operational semantics exploits a new
binder for a hygienic handling of scope extrusion.

Closed types. The type system of MiniMLmeta
ref (Figure 8.1) rejects Example 6.1.1 by

identifying a subset of types, called closed types, and by restricting the Reference type
constructor ref to be applied only to closed types. Intuitively, closed types can be
characterized by the following property: values of closed type have no free occurrences of
dynamic variables. Since a code type 〈t〉 is not considered a closed type, the type ref 〈t〉 is
not well-formed. This seems to preclude references to code altogether. Such a limitation is
overcome by the Closed type constructor [ ], first introduced in [MTBS99] for typing Run.
The [ ] type constructor maps a type t to the closed type [t], intuitively [t] is the biggest
closed type included in t. In Example 6.1.1, we cannot assign to l the type <int> ref,
because such a type is ill-formed, but one can assign to l the type [<int>] ref. On the
other hand, in the second line one can assign to <x> the open type <int>, but not the closed
type [<int>]. Therefore, l:=<x> fails to type-check. When the characterizing property
of closed types is interpreted syntactically, as done in [CMT00], the resulting type system
is safe but too restrictive, in particular it fails to extend the ML type system. In fact,
in such a system functional types are not closed, thus the ML type (int -> int) ref is
considered ill-formed. We adopt a more semantic reading of the characterizing property,
namely: in a value of closed type all free occurrences of dynamic variables are “dead code”,
i.e. if such occurrences are replaced with raise Unreachable (and the rest of the program
is well-typed), then the exception Unreachable will not be raised [Xi99]. The resulting
type system accepts Example 6.1.2.

Hygienic handling of scope extrusion. The operational semantics (Section 8.2) must
handle scope extrusion compatible with a proof of subject reduction, since evaluation of
well-typed programs may cause some benign scope extrusion. For this purpose we introduce
a binder (x)e called Bind, which declares that the free occurrences of x are dead code in
e. In this refined operational semantics, when a value v is stored, all its free variables
are declared dead code. For instance, what gets stored in l is (x)<x+1> in Example 6.1.1
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and (x)fn y => fst(y,<x+1>) in Example 6.1.2. Operationally, (x)e is equivalent to
e[fault/x], where fault is some faulty term, e.g. 0 0. The typing rules for Bind allow the
user to declare that “in a term of closed type all free occurrences of dynamic variables
are dead code”. The Bind annotation allows the the type system to discover a semantic
property. This property would most probably be undetectable using just syntactic structure
information, as is used by normal type checkers. A posteriori, a type safety theorem tells us
that the declarations of dead code allowed by the type system are semantically valid, i.e.
no attempt is made to evaluate a variable replaced by fault, because well-typed programs
cannot raise run-time errors.

6.3 Contributions and Summary

This Part proposes a safe approach for adding multi-stage programming constructs to an
imperative programming language using a notion of closed type. We expect this notion
to provide a general solution for safely adding multi-stage programming constructs to
programming languages with other computational effects, e.g. by allowing only values
of closed types to be packaged with exceptions, or exchanged between communicating
processes. The material presented in this Part is based on [CMS01].

Chapter 7 introduces the imperative language MiniMLref namely MiniML [CDDK86] ex-
tended with ML-style references. Chapter 8 defines the multi-stage extension MiniMLmeta

ref

of MiniMLref . The multi-stage programming constructs of MiniMLmeta
ref can be described

informally in a hypothetical two-level language with levels obj and meta:

• A Code type constructor

Code
Γ `obj t object-level type

Γ `meta 〈t〉 meta-level type

and constructs

Brackets
Γ `obj e : t object-level program fragment of type t

Γ `meta 〈e〉 : 〈t〉 meta-level representation of e

Escape
Γ `meta e : 〈t〉
Γ `obj ˜e : t

such that ˜〈e〉 −→ e.

These constructs are borrowed from MetaML [TS97, TBS98] and the multi-level
language λ© [Dav96].
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• Cross-Stage Persistence

CSP
Γ `meta e : t

Γ `obj %e : t
t object- and meta-level type

allows the inclusion of meta-level computations in object-level programs, a similar
construct is available in λBN [BMTS99], and implicitly also in MetaML [TS97].

• A Closed type constructor.

Closed
Γ `meta t meta-level type

Γ `meta [t] meta-level type

Intuitively [t] is the subset of t consisting of the e without unresolved links, and a
construct

Run
Γ `meta e : [〈t〉]

Γ `meta run e : [t]
t object- and meta-level type

where e : [〈t〉] means that e represents a complete object-level program e′, and run e
corresponds to the execution of e′.

These constructs are similar to those proposed in [MTBS99, BMTS99, TS97, DP96].

In MiniMLmeta
ref the meta-level is reflected in the object-level, thus one gets an infinite tower of

levels [Smi82]: 0 is the meta-level, 1 is the reflection of the meta-level (i.e. the object-level),
2 is the reflection of the reflection of the meta-level,. . . .

The main technical results are: type safety for MiniMLmeta
ref , i.e. evaluation of well-typed

programs does not cause a run-time error (Section 8.3); MiniMLmeta
ref is a conservative

extension of MiniMLref with respect to typing and operational semantics (Section 8.4).
The usability of MiniMLmeta

ref for imperative multi-stage programming is exemplified in Sec-
tion 8.5. Related work is discussed in Section 8.6.

Note 6.3.1 (Notations and Conventions) We use the following notation.

• Term equivalence, written ≡, is α-conversion. FV(e) is the set of variables free in e.
If E is a set of terms, then E0 indicates the set of terms in E without free variables.
Substitution of e1 for x in e2 (modulo ≡) is written e2[e1/x].

• m, n range over the set N of natural numbers. Furthermore, m ∈ N is identified with
the set {i ∈ N|i < m} of its predecessors.
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• f : A ⇀fin B means that f is a partial function from A to B with a finite domain,
written dom(f). We write {ai : bi|i ∈ m} for the partial function mapping ai to bi

(where the ai must be different, i.e. ai = aj implies i = j). We use the following
operations on partial functions:

∅ is the everywhere undefined partial function;

f1, f2 denotes the union of two partial functions with disjoint domains;

f, a : b denotes the extension of f to a 6∈ dom(f);

(f | a 7→ b) denotes the update of f in a ∈ dom(f).

• Given a declaration of a grammar such as e ::= P1 | . . . | Pm, we write e+ =
Pm+1 | . . . | Pm+n as a shorthand for e ::= P1 | . . . | Pm+n.

• Given a relation R, we write 6R for the complement, and R∗ for the reflexive transitive
closure.
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Chapter 7

A Language with References:
MiniMLref

This chapter describes the syntax, type system, and operational semantics of MiniMLref , an
extension of MiniML [CDDK86] with ML-style references, and sketches the main steps in
the proof of weak soundness [WF94, HS97], i.e. “well-typed programs cannot go wrong”.
The definitions are quite standard, but they are needed for formalizing and proving that
MiniMLmeta

ref is a conservative extension of MiniMLref (see Section 8.4). This Chapter is
not essential to understanding Section 8, but comparing the two suggests how to define
the multi-stage extension of a different programming language, and clarifies the overheads
involved in proving type safety.

The set of MiniMLref terms is parametric in an infinite set of variables x ∈ X and an infinite
set of locations l ∈ L

e ∈ E ::= x | λx.e | e1e2 | fix x.e |
z | s e | case e of (z → e1 | s x → e2) |
ref e | !e | e1 := e2 | l

The first two lines list the MiniML terms: variables, abstraction, application, fix-point for
recursive definitions, zero, successor, and case-analysis on natural numbers. The third
line lists the three SML operations on references, and constants l for locations. Locations
are not allowed in user-written programs, but they are instrumental to the operational
semantics of MiniMLref .
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Σ; Γ ` x : t
Γ(x) = t

Σ; Γ ` l : t
Σ(l) = t

Σ; Γ, x : t1 ` e : t2

Σ; Γ ` λx.e : t1 → t2
Σ; Γ ` e1 : t1 → t2 Σ; Γ ` e2 : t1

Σ; Γ ` e1e2 : t2

Σ; Γ, x : t ` e : t

Σ; Γ ` fix x.e : t Σ; Γ ` z : nat

Σ; Γ ` e : nat

Σ; Γ ` s e : nat

Σ; Γ ` e : nat Σ; Γ ` e1 : t Σ; Γ, x : nat ` e2 : t

Σ; Γ ` case e of (z → e1 | s x → e2) : t

Σ; Γ ` e : t

Σ; Γ ` ref e : ref t

Σ; Γ ` e : ref t

Σ; Γ ` !e : t

Σ; Γ ` e1 : ref t Σ; Γ ` e2 : t

Σ; Γ ` e1 := e2 : ref t

Figure 7.1: Type System for MiniMLref . Σ signature for locations, Γ type assignment.

7.1 Type System

Figure 7.1 gives the type system of MiniMLref . The typing judgment has the form Σ; Γ `
e : t, read “e has type t under the assignment Σ; Γ”, where

• t is a type, i.e. t ∈ T ::= nat | ref t | t1 → t2

• Σ : L ⇀fin T is a signature (for locations only), written {li : ref ti|i ∈ m}.

• Γ : X ⇀fin T is a type assignment, written {xi : ti|i ∈ m}.

The type system enjoys the following basic properties:

Lemma 7.1.1 (Weakening) The following hold:

1. Σ; Γ ` e : t2 and x fresh imply Σ; Γ, x : t1 ` e : t2

2. Σ; Γ ` e : t2 and l fresh imply Σ, l : ref t1; Γ ` e : t2

Proof: Easy induction on the derivation of Σ; Γ ` e : t2. 2

Lemma 7.1.2 (Substitution) Given Σ; Γ ` e1 : t1 and Σ; Γ, x : t1 ` e2 : t2 we have
Σ; Γ ` e2[e1/x] : t2

Proof: Induction on the derivation of Σ; Γ, x : t1 ` e2 : t2. 2
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µ, (λx.e)v2 −→ µ, e[v2/x]

µ, fix x.e −→ µ, e[fix x.e/x]

µ, case z of (z → e1 | s x → e2) −→ µ, e1

µ, case s v of (z → e1 | s x → e2) −→ µ, e2[v/x]

µ, ref v −→ (µ, l : v), l with l 6∈ dom(µ)

µ, !l −→ µ, v if v = µ(l)

µ, l := v −→ (µ | l 7→ v), l if l ∈ dom(µ)

µ, r −→ err otherwise

µ, r −→ µ′, e′

µ, E[r] 7−→ µ′, E[e′]
E ∈ EC

µ, r −→ err

µ, E[r] 7−→ err
E ∈ EC

Figure 7.2: Reduction for MiniMLref . E ∈ EC Evaluation Context.

7.2 Operational Semantics

We give a small-step operational semantics in the style advocated in [WF94]. The semantics
is given by a relation 7−→ ⊂ (S × E) × ((S × E) + {err}) defined in terms of a reduction
−→⊂ (S × Red) × ((S × E) + {err}) and evaluation contexts E ∈ EC (see Figure 7.2).
The special term err is analogous to the Wrong value in Milner-style untyped denotational
semantics [Mil78]. The semantic categories involved in the definition of 7−→ are:

• values v ∈ V ⊂ E ::= λx.e | z | s v | l

• stores µ ∈ S
∆
= L ⇀fin V.

• evaluation contexts E ∈ EC, i.e.

E ∈ EC ::= 2 | E e2 | v1E |
s E | case E of (z → e1 | s x → e2) |
ref E | !E | E := e2 | v1 := E

• redexes
r ∈ Red ⊂ E ::= x | v1v2 | fix x.e |

case v of (z → e1 | s x → e2) |
ref v | !v | v1 := v2

The relations −→ and 7−→ enjoy the following progress properties:
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• in a configuration (µ, r) with r ∈ Red, the relation −→ can

– either perform a computation step, yielding a configuration µ′, e′;

– or report a run-time error err.

• in a configuration (µ, e) with e 6∈ V, the relation 7−→ can

– either perform a computation step, yielding a configuration µ′, e′;

– or report a run-time error err.

Usually in MiniMLref , one is interested only in execution of complete programs, i.e. e ∈ E0

(with no occurrences of l), starting from the empty store. We will establish that from such
configurations 7−→ will only reach closed configurations, i.e. configurations in S0 × E0.
These properties are stated formally in the following lemmas.

Lemma 7.2.1 (Progress for −→) If (µ, r) ∈ S × Red, then there exists d such that
µ, r −→ d.
If µ, r −→ µ′, e′, then dom(µ) ⊆ dom(µ′) and FV(µ′, e′) ⊆ FV(µ, r).

Proof: Firstly there exists d such that µ, r −→ d by definition of µ, r −→ err. Secondly,
dom(µ) ⊆ dom(µ′) and FV(µ′, e′) ⊆ FV(µ, r) are easily established by case analysis on
µ, r −→ µ′, e′. 2

Lemma 7.2.2 (Unique Decomposition) If e ∈ E, then

• either e ∈ V

• or exist (unique) E ∈ EC and r ∈ Red such that e ≡ E[r].

Proof: By induction on e ∈ E. We illustrate the case e ≡ e1e2.
Suppose that e1 is a value. If e2 is a value then e1e2 is a redex and the only applicable
context is 2; if e2 is not a value, then by induction hypothesis there exist unique E ∈ EC
and r ∈ Red such that e2 ≡ E[r], and E ′ ≡ e1E is the unique context such that e1e2 ≡ E ′[r].
Suppose now e1 /∈ V. Then by induction hypothesis there exist unique E ∈ EC and r ∈ Red
such that e1 ≡ E[r], and E ′ ≡ Ee2 is the unique context such that e1e2 ≡ E ′[r]. 2

Lemma 7.2.3 (Progress for 7−→ ) If (µ, e) ∈ S× E, then either e ∈ V or there exists d
such that µ, e 7−→ d.
If µ, e 7−→ µ′, e′, then dom(µ) ⊆ dom(µ′) and FV(µ′, e′) ⊆ FV(µ, e).
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Proof: Suppose (µ, e) ∈ S × E and e /∈ V. Then by Lemma 7.2.2 there exist unique
E ∈ EC and r ∈ Red such that e ≡ E[r]. Now, for Lemma 7.2.3 there exists d such that
µ, r −→ d. If d ≡ err then µ, E[r] 7−→ err. If d ≡ µ′, e′ then Lemma 7.2.3 implies dom(µ) ⊆
dom(µ′) and FV(µ′, e′) ⊆ FV(µ, r). By definition of 7−→ , µ, E[r] 7−→ µ′, E[e′]. Since the
hole 2 cannot be within the scope of a binder, we conclude by observing FV(µ′, E[e′]) =
FV(µ′, e′) ⊆ FV(µ, r) = FV(µ, E[r]). 2

Comparison with Wright and Felleisen The reduction semantics of [WF94, HS97]
models a run-time error by a stuck configuration, i.e. a (µ, e) such that e 6∈ V and µ, e 67−→ ,
instead of a reduction to err. For MiniMLref the two formulations are equivalent, but a more
direct definition of run-time errors is preferable in the following cases: when one wants to
distinguish among different run-time errors, as suggested in [Car97]; when a configuration
can progress both in err and in another configuration (this can happen in a parallel while
language). Moreover, modeling a run-time error as a transition to err allows one to prove
progress properties of the operational semantics independently from typing assumptions,
such as those in [HS97].

7.3 Type Safety

We define well-formedness of closed stores in the obvious way:

• Σ |= µ
∆⇐⇒

{
dom(Σ) = dom(µ) and,
µ(l) = v ∧ Σ(l) = ref t =⇒ Σ; ∅ ` v : t

We presents some lemmas that summarize the main steps for proving weak soundness.
These lemmas are about closed configurations.

The following lemma shows that reductions −→ of well-typed expressions do not produce
errors and preserve typing; since reductions can extend the store, the signature is extended
as well.

Lemma 7.3.1 (Safety for −→) If Σ |= µ and Σ; ∅ ` r : t with r ∈ Red, then

• µ, r 6−→ err

• µ, r −→ µ′, e′ =⇒ there exists Σ′ ⊇ Σ such that Σ′ |= µ′ and Σ′; ∅ ` e′ : t

Proof: By case analysis on r ∈ Red, using Substitution. 2
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The next lemma shows that if E[e] is well typed, then e′ is typable and can be replaced
with any e′ with the same type. Moreover, the signature can be extended.

Lemma 7.3.2 (Replacement for Evaluation Contexts) If Σ; ∅ ` E[e] : t with E ∈
EC, then there exists t1 such that

• Σ; ∅ ` e : t1

• Σ′; ∅ ` e′ : t1 =⇒ Σ′; ∅ ` E[e′] : t for any Σ′ ⊇ Σ and e′

Proof: By induction on the structure of E ∈ EC, using Weakening and the fact that in an
evaluation context the hole 2 cannot be within the scope of a binder. 2

The following lemma is analogous to Lemma 7.3.1, but for reductions 7−→ .

Lemma 7.3.3 (Safety for 7−→ ) If Σ |= µ and Σ; ∅ ` e : t, then

• µ, e 67−→ err

• µ, e 7−→ µ′, e′ =⇒ there exists Σ′ ⊇ Σ such that Σ′ |= µ′ and Σ′; ∅ ` e′ : t

Proof: Suppose Σ |= µ and Σ; ∅ ` e : t. If e /∈ V, then by Lemma 7.2.2 there exist
(unique) E ∈ EC and r ∈ Red such that e ≡ E[r]. By Lemma 7.3.2 there exists t1 such
that Σ; ∅ ` r : t1 and Lemma 7.3.1 implies µ, r 6−→ err, hence µ, E[r] 67−→ err.
If µ, E[r] 7−→ µ′, e′ then by definition of 7−→ and Lemma 7.2.2 there exists e′′ such that
µ, r −→ µ′, e′′ and e′ ≡ E[e′′]. Now, by Lemma 7.3.1 there exists Σ′ ⊇ Σ such that
Σ′ |= µ′ and Σ′; ∅ ` e′′ : t1, thus Lemma 7.3.2 implies Σ′; ∅ ` E[e′′] : t. This proves that
µ, e 7−→ µ′, e′ implies Σ′; ∅ ` e′ : t. 2

The following theorem is the main result of this chapter: a well-typed program does not
go wrong.

Theorem 7.3.4 (Weak Soundness) If ∅; ∅ ` e : t, then (∅, e) 67−→∗err.

Proof: (∅, e) 7−→ md implies d 6≡ err, by induction on m, using Safety for 7−→ . 2
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Chapter 8

A Multi-Stage Language with
References: MiniMLmeta

ref

This chapter describes the syntax, type system, and operational semantics of MiniMLmeta
ref , a

multi-stage extension of MiniMLref , and establishes weak soundness [WF94], i.e. “well-typed
programs cannot go wrong”.

The set of MiniMLmeta
ref terms is an extension of the set of MiniMLref terms

e ∈ E += 〈e〉 | ˜e | run e | %e | letc x = e1 in e2 | (x)e

The new constructs are: the three multi-stage constructs of MetaML, Brackets 〈e〉, Escape
˜e and Run run e; Cross-Stage Persistence %e; Letc-binding letc x = e1 in e2 for terms of
closed type; and Bind (x)e for handling scope extrusion. In well-typed user programs one
could always eliminate Bind, by replacing (x)e with e[⊥/x], where ⊥ = fix x.x. However,
Bind could be reintroduced during evaluation.

Note 8.0.5 (Derived notation) We use the following derived notation.

1. (X)e is Iterated Bind, i.e. (x1) . . . (xm)e with xi an enumeration of X ⊆fin X

2. •e is the Bind-Closure of e, i.e. (X)e with X = FV(e).

Remark 8.0.6 (Bind as Dead Code annotation) Operationally, Bind (x)e is equiva-
lent to e[fault/x], where fault is a closed term which causes a run-time error when evaluated
at level 0 and is a value at levels > 0. An example of such a term is z z, but not ˜z. In
fact, Bind-bound variables never get substituted during evaluation, because intuitively they
have already been substituted with fault; evaluation at any level can go under Bind (see the
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BNF for evaluation contexts En
i ), because intuitively (x)e is a substitution instance of e. If

evaluation of a complete program e0 does not cause a run-time error, then all occurrences
of variables that are (or get) bound by Bind must be dead code in e0, i.e. there will be
no attempt to evaluate such occurrences (and their residuals) at level 0. The following
points anticipate the discussion of Bind in relation to the operational semantics and the
type system of MiniMLmeta

ref .

• The operational semantics of Figure 8.2 uses Bind to prevent scope extrusion when
a location is initialized or assigned. In fact, what gets stored is always the Bind-
closure •v0 of a value. Therefore, if a free variable in v0 was in the scope of an
enclosing binder, it gets bound by Bind instead of becoming free. In other words, the
operational semantics assumes that the free variables in v0 are dead code, and uses
Bind to make the assumption explicit. If the assumption is wrong, then a run-time
error will eventually occur. According to the Weak Soundness Theorem 8.3.1, in
the evaluation of a well-typed program no run-time errors can occur, thus the Bind
annotation is used correctly.

• The typing rules for Bind in Figure 8.1 say that “in a term of closed type at level
n all free variables declared at level > n must be dead code”. While Type Safety
(see Section 8.3) tells us that the dead code annotations allowed by the type sys-
tem are operationally sound. Notice that, type-theoretically, (x)e is not equivalent
to e[fault/x]. In fact, (x)e is typable whenever e[fault/x] is (typability of e[fault/x]
implies x 6∈ FV(e)), but the converse fails.

8.1 Type System

Figure 8.1 gives the type system of MiniMLmeta
ref . A typing judgment has the form Σ; ∆; Γ `n

e : t, read “e has type t at level n under the assignment Σ; ∆; Γ”, where

• t is a type and c is a closed type, i.e.

t ∈ T ::= nat | t1 → t2 | [t] | ref c | 〈t〉
c ∈ C ::= nat | t1 → c2 | [t] | ref c

• Σ : L ⇀fin C is a signature (for locations only), written {li : ref ci|i ∈ m}.

• ∆ : X ⇀fin (C× N) and Γ : X ⇀fin (T× N) are type-and-level assignments, written
{xi : cni

i |i ∈ m} and {xi : tni
i |i ∈ m} respectively. We use the following operations on

type-and-level assignments:

{xi : tni
i |i ∈ m}op n ∆

= {xi : tni op n
i |i ∈ m}, with op binary operation on N;
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(var)
Σ; ∆; Γ `n x : t

(∆, Γ)(x) = tn (cst)
Σ; ∆; Γ `n l : c

Σ(l) = c

(lam)
Σ; ∆; Γ, x : tn1 `n e : t2

Σ; ∆; Γ `n λx.e : t1 → t2
(app)

Σ; ∆; Γ `n e1 : t1 → t2 Σ; ∆; Γ `n e2 : t1

Σ; ∆; Γ `n e1e2 : t2

(fix)
Σ; ∆; Γ, x : tn `n e : t

Σ; ∆; Γ `n fix x.e : t
(zero)

Σ; ∆; Γ `n z : nat
(succ)

Σ; ∆; Γ `n e : nat

Σ; ∆; Γ `n s e : nat

(case)
Σ; ∆; Γ `n e : nat Σ; ∆; Γ `n e1 : t Σ; ∆; Γ, x : natn `n e2 : t

Σ; ∆; Γ `n case e of (z → e1 | s x → e2) : t

(ref)
Σ; ∆; Γ `n e : c

Σ; ∆; Γ `n ref e : ref c
(deref)

Σ; ∆; Γ `n e : ref c

Σ; ∆; Γ `n !e : c

(setref)
Σ; ∆; Γ `n e1 : ref c Σ; ∆; Γ `n e2 : c

Σ; ∆; Γ `n e1 := e2 : ref c

(brck)
Σ; ∆; Γ `n+1 e : t

Σ; ∆; Γ `n 〈e〉 : 〈t〉
(esc)

Σ; ∆; Γ `n e : 〈t〉
Σ; ∆; Γ `n+1 ˜e : t

(run)
Σ; ∆; Γ `n e : [〈t〉]

Σ; ∆; Γ `n run e : [t]

(csp)
Σ; ∆; Γ `n e : t

Σ; ∆; Γ `n+1 %e : t
(letc)

Σ; ∆; Γ `n e1 : c1 Σ; ∆, x : cn
1 ; Γ `n e2 : t2

Σ; ∆; Γ `n letc x = e1 in e2 : t2

(bind1)
Σ; ∆; Γ `n e : t

Σ; ∆; Γ `n (x)e : t
x fresh (bind2)

Σ; ∆; Γ, x : tm1 `n e : c

Σ; ∆; Γ `n (x)e : c
m > n

(bind3)
Σ; ∆, x : cm

1 ; Γ `n e : c

Σ; ∆; Γ `n (x)e : c
m > n (closI1)

Σ; ∆; Γ `n e : c

Σ; ∆; Γ `n e : [c]

(closI2)
Σ; ∆≤n; ∅ `n e : t

Σ; ∆; Γ `n e : [t]
(closE)

Σ; ∆; Γ `n e : [t]

Σ; ∆; Γ `n e : t

Figure 8.1: Type System for MiniMLmeta
ref . Σ signature for locations, ∆ and Γ type-and-level

assignments with disjoint domains.
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{xi : tni
i |i ∈ m}R n ∆

= {xi : tni
i |ni R n ∧ i ∈ m}, with R binary relation on N.

The type system enjoys the following basic properties:

Lemma 8.1.1 (Weakening) The following hold:

1. Σ; ∆; Γ `n e : t2 and x fresh imply Σ; ∆; Γ, x : tm1 `n e : t2

2. Σ; ∆; Γ `n e : t2 and x fresh imply Σ; ∆, x : cm
1 ; Γ `n e : t2

3. Σ; ∆; Γ `n e : t2 and l fresh imply Σ, l : ref c1; ∆; Γ `n e : t2

Proof: Easy induction on the derivation of Σ; ∆; Γ `n e : t2. 2

Lemma 8.1.2 (Substitution) The following hold:

1. Σ; ∆; Γ `m e1 : t1 and Σ; ∆; Γ, x : tm1 `n e2 : t2 imply Σ; ∆; Γ `n e2[e1/x] : t2

2. Σ; ∆≤m; ∅ `m e1 : c1 and Σ; ∆, x : cm
1 ; Γ `n e2 : t2 imply Σ; ∆; Γ `n e2[e1/x] : t2

Proof: Inductions on the derivations of Σ; ∆; Γ, x : tm1 `n e2 : t2 and Σ; ∆, x : cm
1 ; Γ `n

e2 : t2, respectively. 2

8.1.1 Comparison with MiniMLref

The typing judgments of MiniMLmeta
ref have two additional features:

• the level information, typical of multi-level languages like λ© [Dav96];

• the splitting of type-and-level assignments in two parts (∆ and Γ), borrowed from
λ� [DP96]; The difference between a declaration in ∆ and the same declaration in Γ
is expressed in the Substitution Lemma 8.1.2.

The level information is essential to express the typing rules for the Code type constructor,
while the splitting is essential to express the typing rules for the Closed type constructor
(and more generally for closed types). The MiniMLmeta

ref typing rules for MiniMLref term
constructs are closely related to those of MiniMLref , namely:

• the typing rules operate uniformly at every level;
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• the binders always bind variables declared in Γ;

• but the typing for three operations on references are restricted to closed types.

Finally, the typing rules for the new term constructs of MiniMLmeta
ref are mainly related to

typing rules of λ© or λ�:

• (brck) and (esc) correspond directly to the following rules of λ©

©-I
Γ `n+1 e : t

Γ `n next e : ©t
©-E

Γ `n e : ©t

Γ `n+1 prev e : t

• (run) and (csp) are consistent with the rules in Section 6.3; in MetaML cross-stage
persistence is not embodied in a term construct like %e, but it is implicit in the

typing rule for variables
Γ `m x : t

Γ(x) = tn and m ≥ n

• (letc) and (closI2) are related to the following rules of λ�

2-I
∆; ∅ ` e : t

∆; Γ ` box e : 2t
2-E

∆; Γ ` e : 2t1 ∆, x : t; Γ ` e2 : t2

∆, x : t; Γ ` let box x = e1 in e2 : t2

Notice that letc x = e1 in e2 is not equivalent to let x = e1 in e2
∆
= (λx.e2) e1, since in

the former x is declared in ∆, while in the latter it is declared in Γ.

• (closE) says that [t] is a subset of t, and (closI1) says that [c] and c are equal, i.e.
they classify the same set of terms. These rules and (closI2) are not syntax directed,
therefore the typing rules do not directly induce a type inference algorithm

• The typing of (x)e has been discussed in Remark 8.0.6.

8.2 Operational Semantics

We give a small-step operational semantics in the style advocated in [HS97, WF94]. Since

MiniMLmeta
ref is a multi-level language, the semantics is given by a family

n7−→ ⊂ (S0 × E)×
((S0 × E) + {err}) of relations, one for each level n ∈ N.

n7−→ is defined in terms of two

reductions
i−→⊂ (S0 × Redi)× ((S0 × E) + {err}), with i ∈ {0, 1}, and evaluation contexts

En
i ∈ ECn

i (see Figure 8.2). The semantic categories involved in the definition of
n7−→ are:
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• vn ∈ Vn ⊂ E values at level n ∈ N, i.e.

v0 ∈ V0 ::= λx.e | z | s v0 | l | 〈v1〉 | (x)v0

vn+1 ∈ Vn+1 ::= x | λx.vn+1 | vn+1
1 vn+1

2 | fix x.vn+1 |
z | s vn+1 | case vn+1 of (z → vn+1

1 | s x → vn+1
2 ) |

ref vn+1 | !vn+1 | vn+1
1 := vn+1

2 | l |
〈vn+2〉 | run vn+1 | %vn | letc x = vn+1

1 in vn+1
2 | (x)vn+1

vn+2 ∈ Vn+2+ = ˜vn+1

• closed stores µ ∈ S0
∆
= L ⇀fin V0

0

• evaluation contexts En
i ∈ ECn

i at level n ∈ N with hole at level i ∈ {0, 1}, i.e.

Ei
i ∈ ECi

i ::= 2

En
i ∈ ECn

i + = En
i e2 | vn

1 En
i | s En

i | case En
i of (z → e1 | s x → e2) |

ref En
i | !En

i | En
i := e2 | vn

1 := En
i |

〈En+1
i 〉 | run En

i | letc x = En
i in e2 | (x)En

i

En+1
i ∈ ECn+1

i + = λx.En+1
i | fix x.En+1

i |
case vn+1 of (z → En+1

i | s x → e2) |
case vn+1 of (z → vn+1

1 | s x → En+1
i ) |

%En
i | ˜En

i | letc x = vn+1
1 in En+1

i

• redexes ri ∈ Redi ⊂ E at level i ∈ {0, 1}, i.e.

r0 ∈ Red0 ::= x | v0
1v

0
2 | fix x.e | case v0 of (z → e1 | s x → e2) |

ref v0 | !v0 | v0
1 := v0

2 |
˜e | run v0 | %e | letc x = v0

1 in e2

r1 ∈ Red1 ::= ˜v0

The reduction of run v0 makes use of an auxiliary operation on values:

Definition 8.2.1 (Demotion) ↓n: Vn+1 → E is defined by induction on vn+1 ∈ Vn+1

x ↓n
∆
= x

(%v0) ↓0
∆
= v0[%x/x|x ∈ FV(v0)]

(%vn+1) ↓n+1
∆
= %(vn+1 ↓n)

〈vn+2〉 ↓n
∆
= 〈vn+2 ↓n+1〉

(˜vn+1) ↓n+1
∆
= ˜(vn+1 ↓n)

and ↓n commutes with the other term constructs.
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In relation to the type system, ↓n lowers levels but preserves types, i.e.

Proposition 8.2.2 (Demotion) If Σ; ∆+1; Γ+1 `n+1 v : t and v ∈ Vn+1, then Σ; ∆; Γ `n

v ↓n: t.

Proof: By induction on derivation of Σ; ∆+1; Γ+1 `n+1 v : t. 2

The following property captures the reflective nature of MiniMLmeta
ref , i.e. “a term at level n

is a value at level n + 1”, on values where ↓n is the identity:

Proposition 8.2.3 (Promotion) If Σ; ∆; Γ `n e : t, then Σ; ∆+1; Γ+1 `n+1 e : t and e ∈
Vn+1 and e ↓n≡ e.

Proof: By induction on derivation of Σ; ∆; Γ `n e : t. 2

The relations
i−→ and

n7−→ enjoy the following progress properties:

• in a configuration (µ, ri) with ri ∈ Redi, the relation
i−→ can

– either perform a computation step, yielding a configuration µ′, e′;

– or report a run-time error err.

• in a configuration (µ, e) with e 6∈ Vn, the relation
n7−→ can

– either perform a computation step, yielding a configuration µ′, e′;

– or report a run-time error err.

These and other properties are stated formally in the following lemmas.

Lemma 8.2.4 (Progress for
i−→) If (µ, ri) ∈ S0 × Redi, then there exists d such that

µ, ri i−→ d.

If µ, ri i−→ µ′, e′, then dom(µ) ⊆ dom(µ′) and FV(e′) ⊆ FV(ri).

Proof: By case analysis on ri ∈ Redi, and the fact that what gets in or out a closed store
µ is always a closed value. 2

Lemma 8.2.5 (Unique Decomposition) If n ∈ N and e ∈ E, then

• either e ∈ Vn
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µ, ((X)λx.e)v0
2

0−→ µ, ((X)e)[v0
2/x]

µ, fix x.e
0−→ µ, e[fix x.e/x]

µ, case (X)z of (z → e1 | s x → e2)
0−→ µ, e1

µ, case (X)s v0 of (z → e1 | s x → e2)
0−→ µ, e2[•v0/x]

µ, ref v0 0−→ (µ, l : •v0), l with l 6∈ dom(µ)

µ, !(X)l
0−→ µ, v0 if v0 = µ(l)

µ, (X)l := v0 0−→ (µ | l 7→ •v0), l if l ∈ dom(µ)

µ, run (X)〈v1〉 0−→ µ, •(v1 ↓0)

µ, letc x = v0 in e2
0−→ µ, e2[•v0/x]

µ, r0 0−→ err otherwise

µ, ˜(X)〈v1〉 1−→ µ, (X)v1

µ, r1 1−→ err otherwise

µ, ri i−→ µ′, e′

µ, En
i [ri]

n7−→ µ′, En
i [e′]

En
i ∈ ECn

i

µ, ri i−→ err

µ, En
i [ri]

n7−→ err
En

i ∈ ECn
i

Figure 8.2: Reductions for MiniMLmeta
ref , where: •v0 Bind-closure of v0, ↓0: V1 → E Demo-

tion, and En
i ∈ ECn

i Evaluation Context. In a reduction rule bind-closure is applied to
(potentially open) terms that can be assigned a closed type, under the assumption that
the redex is well-typed (see Remark 8.0.6).
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• or exist (unique) i ∈ {0, 1} and En
i ∈ ECn

i and ri ∈ Redi such that e ≡ En
i [ri].

Proof: By induction on e ∈ E. 2

Lemma 8.2.6 (Progress for
n7−→ ) If (µ, e) ∈ S0 × E, then either e ∈ Vn or there exists

d such that µ, e
n7−→ d.

If µ, e
n7−→ µ′, e′, then dom(µ) ⊆ dom(µ′) and FV(e′) ⊆ FV(e).

Proof: By Unique Decomposition and Progress for
i−→. 2

Comparison with MiniMLref Usually in MiniMLmeta
ref , one is interested only in execution

(at level 0) of complete programs, i.e. e ∈ E0 (and with no occurrences of l), starting from

the empty store. Like in MiniMLref , the Progress Lemma for
07−→ tells us that from such

configurations we will only reach closed configurations. However, there is an important
difference: in an evaluation context for MiniMLmeta

ref the hole can be within the scope of a
binder, e.g. consider 〈λx.˜2〉 ∈ EC0

0, and so FV(En
i [ri]) = ∅ does not imply FV(ri) = ∅.

Of course, for proving type safety in MiniMLmeta
ref it does not suffice to consider only closed

redexes.

8.3 Type Safety

This section establishes weak soundness for MiniMLmeta
ref , namely

Theorem 8.3.1 (Weak Soundness) If ∅; ∅; ∅ `0 e : t, then (∅, e) 6 07−→∗err.

We write [t]n to denote the n-fold application of [ ], i.e. [t]0
∆≡ t and [t]n+1 ∆≡ [[t]n]. The

following lemmas are used in the proof of Safety for
i−→.

Lemma 8.3.2 (Structure) Given v ∈ V0 and t ∈ T, if Σ; ∆; Γ `0 v : t is derivable, then
for some X ⊆fin X and type-and-level assignments ∆1 and Γ1 s.t. dom(∆1, Γ1) ⊆ X one
of the following (mutually exclusive) possibilities holds:

1. v ≡ (X)λx.e and t ≡ [t1 → t2]
n and Σ; ∆, ∆+1

1 ; Γ, Γ+1
1 , x : t01 `0 e : t2

2. v ≡ (X)z and t ≡ [nat]n

3. v ≡ (X)s v′ and t ≡ [nat]n and Σ; ∆, ∆+1
1 ; Γ, Γ+1

1 `0 v′ : nat
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4. v ≡ (X)l and t ≡ [ref c]n and Σ(l) = ref c

5. v ≡ (X)〈v′〉 and t ≡ [〈t′〉]n and Σ; ∆, ∆+1
1 ; Γ, Γ+1

1 `1 v′ : t′

Proof: By induction on the derivation of Σ; ∆; Γ `0 v : t. Because of the structure of a
v ∈ V0 we have the following cases for the last typing rule in the derivation.

• Base cases: the following cases do not need the induction hypothesis.

(cst) (lam) (zero) (succ) (brck)

• Inductive steps: the following cases use the induction hypothesis.

(bind1) (bind2) (bind3)

(closI1) (closI2) (closE)

We consider only one basic case and two interesting cases of inductive steps. The other
cases are similar.

Case (lam).

If the last typing rule is (lam), then it must be of the form

Σ; ∆; Γ, x : t01 `0 e : t2

Σ; ∆; Γ `0 λx.e : t1 → t2

where t ≡ t1 → t2 and v ≡ λx.e. Then possibility 1 applies with X = ∅, n = 0,
∆1 = ∅, Γ1 = ∅.

Case (bind2).

If the last typing rule is (bind2), then it must be of the form

Σ; ∆; Γ, x : tm+1
1 `0 v′ : t

Σ; ∆; Γ `0 (x)v′ : t

where t ∈ C and v ≡ (x)v′. By induction hypothesis on the premise there are 5
possibilities; here we consider only possibility 1. Then v′ ≡ (X)λx′.e and t ≡ [t2 →
t3]

n and Σ; ∆, ∆+1
1 ; Γ, x : tm+1

1 , Γ+1
1 , x′ : t02 `0 e : t3 with dom(∆1, Γ1) ⊆ X. We can

write v as (x, X)λx′.e, so in order prove possibility 1 for the conclusion we show that
there exist ∆2, Γ2 such that dom(∆2, Γ2) ⊆ (x, X) and Σ; ∆, ∆+1

2 ; Γ, Γ+1
2 , x′ : t02 `0

e : t3. We can take ∆2 ≡ ∆1 and Γ2 ≡ Γ1, x : tm1 .
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Case (closI2).

If the last typing rule is (closI2), then it must be of the form

Σ; ∆≤0; ∅ `0 v : t

Σ; ∆; Γ `0 v : [t]

By induction hypothesis on the premise there are 5 possibilities; here we consider only
possibility 5. Then v ≡ (X)〈v′〉 and t ≡ [〈t′〉]n and Σ; ∆≤0, ∆+1

1 ; Γ+1
1 `1 v′ : t′ with

dom(∆1, Γ1) ⊆ X. In order prove possibility 5 for the conclusion we show that there
exist n2, ∆2, Γ2 such that dom(∆2, Γ2) ⊆ X and [t] ≡ [〈t′〉]n2 and Σ; ∆, ∆+1

2 ; Γ, Γ+1
2 `1

v′ : t′. By lemma 8.1.1 we have Σ; ∆, ∆+1
1 ; Γ, Γ+1

1 `1 v′ : t′, hence it is enough to take
n2 ≡ n + 1 and ∆2 ≡ ∆1 and Γ2 ≡ Γ1.

2

Lemma 8.3.3 (Closedness) If t is not closed and v is of the form λx.e or 〈v1〉, then

1. Σ; ∆+1; Γ+1 `0 (X)v : [t]n+1 implies FV(v) = ∅

2. Σ; ∆+1; Γ+1 `0 (X)v : t implies X ∩ FV(v) = ∅

Proof: By induction on the derivation of the typing judgments. For part 1 we have the
following cases for the last typing rule in the derivation:

• If the last rule is (bind1) or (bind2) or (bind3) or (closE), then the result follows by
part 1 for the premise of the rule.

• If n > 0 and the last rule is (closI1) or (closI2), then the result follows again by part 1
for the premise of the rule.

• The only other case is n = 0 and the last rule is (closI2), in fact (closI1) is not
applicable because t is not closed. The premise of the rule is Σ; ∅; ∅ `0 (X)v : t,
therefore FV((X)v) = ∅, and by part 2 we have X ∩FV(v) = ∅. So we conclude that
FV(v) = ∅.

For part 2, if X = ∅ the conclusion is immediate. Otherwise, let X be the sequence x, X ′.
The last typing rule applied must be (bind1) or (closE), because t is not closed. In the
first case, part 2 on the premise implies X ′ ∩ FV(v) = ∅ and x /∈ FV ((X ′)v), hence
X ∩ FV(v) = ∅. In the second case, part 1 on the premise gives the result. 2
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The rest of the proof of weak soundness follows the same pattern sketched for MiniMLref .
In the case of MiniMLmeta

ref , it does not suffice to consider only closed redexes. However, by
our use of Bind in the reduction rules for the operations on references, we need to consider
only closed stores. We define well-formedness of closed stores in the obvious way:

• Σ |= µ
∆⇐⇒

{
dom(Σ) = dom(µ) and,
µ(l) = v ∧ Σ(l) = ref c =⇒ Σ; ∅; ∅ `0 v : c

Lemma 8.3.4 (Safety for
i−→) If Σ |= µ and Σ; ∆+1; Γ+1 `i ri : t with ri ∈ Redi, then

• µ, ri 6 i−→ err

• µ, ri i−→ µ′, e′ =⇒ there exists Σ′ ⊇ Σ such that Σ′ |= µ′ and Σ′; ∆+1; Γ+1 `i e′ : t

Proof: By case analysis on ri ∈ Redi and induction on the derivation of Σ; ∆+1; Γ+1 `i

ri : t. If the last rule in the derivation of Σ; ∆+1; Γ+1 `i ri : t is not syntax directed (i.e.
closI1, closI2 or closE), then we can simply exploit the induction hypothesis for the deriva-
tion of the premise (which must be of the form Σ; ∆+1

1 ; Γ+1
1 `i ri : t1, with ∆1 ⊆ ∆ and

Γ1 ⊆ Γ).

In all other cases we cannot exploit the induction hypothesis, instead we use basic properties
of the type systems and the following lemmas: Structure (in the cases v0

1v
0
2, case v0 of (z →

e1 | s x → e2) !v0, v0
1 := v0

2, run v0 and ˜v0), Closedness (in the cases v0
1v

0
2, run v0 and

˜v0), and Demotion (in the case run v0). We consider only few interesting cases of redexes
ri, and assume that the last rule in the derivation of Σ; ∆+1; Γ+1 `i ri : t is syntax directed.

Case r0 ≡ v0
1v

0
2 with v0

1, v
0
2 ∈ V0.

If v0
1v

0
2 is well-typed, then the typing rule (app) must have been applied with conclusion

Σ; ∆+1; Γ+1 `0 v0
1v

0
2 : t2 and premises Σ; ∆+1; Γ+1 `0 v0

1 : t1 → t2 and Σ; ∆+1; Γ+1 `0

v0
2 : t1. Then Lemma 8.3.2 implies that v0

1 must be of the form (X)λx.e (assume
x /∈ X by alpha conversion) and there exist ∆1, Γ1 such that dom(∆1, Γ1) ⊆ X and
Σ; ∆+1, ∆+1

1 ; Γ+1, Γ+1
1 , x : t01 `0 e : t2. There are two cases. If t2 ∈ C then repeated ap-

plication of rules (bind2) and (bind3) gives Σ; ∆+1; Γ+1, x : t01 `0 (X)e : t2. If t2 /∈ C,
then (t1 → t2) /∈ C, hence Lemma 8.3.3 gives X∩FV (λx.e) = ∅, thus Σ; ∆+1; Γ+1, x :
t01 `0 e : t2 holds and repeated application of rule (bind1) gives Σ; ∆+1; Γ+1, x :

t01 `0 (X)e : t2 like for case t2 ∈ C. The reduction rule is µ, ((X)λx.e)v0
2

0−→
µ, ((X)e)[v0

2/x]. Finally, Lemma 8.1.2 implies Σ; ∆+1; Γ+1 `0 ((X)e)[v0
2/x] : t2.

Case r0 ≡ ref v0 with v0 ∈ V0.
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If ref v0 is well-typed, then the typing rule (ref) must have been applied with conclusion
Σ; ∆+1; Γ+1 `0 ref v0 : ref c and premise Σ; ∆+1; Γ+1 `0 v0 : c. The reduction rule is

µ, ref v0 0−→ (µ, l : •v0), l with l 6∈ dom(µ). By repeated use of rules (bind2) and
(bind3) we get Σ; ∅; ∅ `0 •v0 : c. Let Σ′ be (Σ, l : ref c); then Σ′ |= (µ, l : •v0) and
Σ′; ∆+1; Γ+1 `0 l : ref c.

Case r0 ≡ run v0 with v0 ∈ V0.

If run v0 is well-typed, then the typing rule (run) must have been applied with con-
clusion Σ; ∆+1; Γ+1 `0 run v0 : [t], and the premise is Σ; ∆+1; Γ+1 `0 v0 : [〈t〉]; so
Lemma 8.3.2 implies that v0 must be of the form (X)〈v1〉 for v1 ∈ V1. Then
Lemma 8.3.3 gives FV (〈v1〉) = ∅, hence Σ; ∅; ∅ `0 〈v1〉 : [〈t〉]. Using rules (closI2)
and (brck) we get Σ; ∅; ∅ `1 v1 : t. Proposition 8.2.2 implies Σ; ∅; ∅ `0 (v1 ↓0) : t.

The reduction rule is µ, run (X)〈v1〉 0−→ µ, •(v1 ↓0). Since FV (v1 ↓0) = FV (v1) =
∅, •(v1 ↓0) ≡ v1 ↓0, so using rule (closI2) and Lemma 8.1.1 we conclude with
Σ; ∆+1; Γ+1 `0 •(v1 ↓0) : [t].

2

Lemma 8.3.5 (Replacement for Evaluation Contexts)
If Σ; ∆+1; Γ+1 `n En

i [e] : t with En
i ∈ ECn

i , then exist ∆1 and Γ1 and t1 such that

• Σ; ∆+1
1 ; Γ+1

1 `i e : t1

• Σ′; ∆+1
1 ; Γ+1

1 `i e′ : t1 =⇒ Σ′; ∆+1; Γ+1 `n En
i [e′] : t for any Σ′ ⊇ Σ and e′

Proof: By induction on the structure of En
i ∈ ECn

i (and the derivation of Σ; ∆+1; Γ+1 `n

En
i [e] : t), using Weakening and the fact that in an evaluation context the hole 2 can only

be within the scope of binders which bind variables at level > 0. 2

Comparison with Replacement for MiniMLref In MiniMLmeta
ref (and multi-level lan-

guages like λ©) one can reduce within the scope of a binder, thus ∆, Γ = ∅ does not imply
∆1, Γ1 = ∅. Nevertheless, Replacement for evaluation contexts is more informative than
Replacement for contexts with one hole, since it says that the hole can only be within the
scope of binders which bind variables at level > 0.

Lemma 8.3.6 (Safety for
n7−→ ) If Σ |= µ and Σ; ∆+1; Γ+1 `n e : t, then

• µ, e 6 n7−→ err

• µ, e
n7−→ µ′, e′ =⇒ there exists Σ′ ⊇ Σ such that Σ′ |= µ′ and Σ′; ∆+1; Γ+1 `n e′ : t
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Proof: By Unique Decomposition, Replacement, and Safety for
i−→. 2

Proof: [Proof of Weak Soundness] (∅, e) n7−→ md implies d 6≡ err, by induction on m, using

Safety for
n7−→ . 2

8.4 Conservative Extension Result

This section shows that typing and operational semantics for MiniMLmeta
ref are a conservative

extension of those for MiniMLref . To distinguish the syntactic categories of MiniMLmeta
ref from

those of MiniMLref we use the prefix meta for the former. For example, Emeta denotes the
set of MiniMLmeta

ref terms, while E denotes the set of MiniMLref terms. The conservative
extension result is stated for e ∈ E0, i.e. for complete programs in MiniMLref :

Theorem 8.4.1 (Conservative Extension) If e ∈ E0, t ∈ T and d ∈ (Smeta
0 × Emeta

0 ) +
{err}, then

1. ∅; ∅ ` e : t ⇐⇒ ∅; ∅; ∅ `0 e : t;

2. ∅, e 7−→∗d ⇐⇒ ∅, e 07−→∗d.

The rest of the Section establishes several facts, which combined together imply the desired
result. We have the following inclusions between syntactic categories:

Lemma 8.4.2 T ⊆ Cmeta, E ⊆ Emeta, V ⊆ V0meta
, S0 ⊆ S0

meta, Red ⊆ Red0meta
and

EC ⊆ EC0
0

meta
.

Proof: All by easy inductions. 2

A typing judgment Σ; Γ ` e : t for MiniMLref is not appropriate for MiniMLmeta
ref , because

Γ : X ⇀fin T and e lack the level information. We introduce the operation

{xi : ti|i ∈ m}n ∆
= {xi : tni |i ∈ m}

which turns a type assignment into a type-and-level assignment, i.e. Γn assigns level n to
all variables declared in Γ.

Proposition 8.4.3 Σ; Γ ` e : t implies Σ; ∅; Γ0 `0 e : t.
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Proof: Easy induction on the derivation of Σ; Γ ` e : t. 2

An immediate consequence of Proposition 8.4.3 is one direction of Part 1 of Theorem 8.4.1.
For the other direction, we need a translation from Tmeta to T.

Definition 8.4.4 The function || || from Tmeta to T is defined as

||[t]|| ∆
= ||t||

||〈t〉|| ∆
= ||t||

and it commutes with all other type-constructors of MiniMLmeta
ref . The extension to signatures

Σ is point-wise; ||Γ||(x) = ||t|| when Γ(x) = tn and similarly for ∆.

Proposition 8.4.5 If e ∈ E, t ∈ T, ∆ : X ⇀fin (Cmeta × N), Γ : X ⇀fin (Tmeta × N) and
n ∈ N, then

• Σ; ∆; Γ `n e : t implies ||Σ||; ||∆||, ||Γ|| ` e : ||t||

Proof: By induction on the derivation of Σ; ∆; Γ `n e : t. 2

Finally we show that, starting from a closed MiniMLref configuration, the transitions allowed
in MiniMLref and in MiniMLmeta

ref are the same.

Lemma 8.4.6 The following hold:

1. V = V0meta ∩ E;

2. Red = Red0meta ∩ E;

3. E0
i [e] ∈ E implies i = 0, e ∈ E and E0

i ∈ EC.

Proof: By induction on the definition of V0meta
, Red0meta

and E0
i , respectively. 2

Lemma 8.4.7 If e ∈ E0, µ ∈ S0 and d ∈ (Smeta
0 × Emeta

0 ) + {err}, then

• µ, e −→ d ⇐⇒ µ, e
0−→ d

Proof: Case analysis on the definition of −→ and
0−→. 2
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Proposition 8.4.8 If e ∈ E0, µ ∈ S0 and d ∈ (Smeta
0 × Emeta

0 ) + {err}, then

• µ, e 7−→ d ⇐⇒ µ, e
07−→ d

Proof: For the ⇒ direction, assume µ, e 7−→ d. If d ≡ µ′, e′ then there exist E ∈ EC,
r ∈ Red and e′′ ∈ E such that e ≡ E[r] and µ, r −→ µ′, e′′ and e′ ≡ E[e′′]. Lemma 8.4.7

implies µ, r
0−→ µ′, e′′. Now, Lemma 8.4.2 implies E ∈ EC0

0, hence µ, E[r]
07−→ µ′, E[e′′] by

definition of
07−→ . The case d ≡ err is analogous.

For the ⇐ direction, assume µ, e
07−→ d. If d ≡ µ′, e′ then there exist i ∈ {0, 1}, E0

i ∈
EC0

i

meta
, ri ∈ Redimeta

and e′′ ∈ Emeta such that e ≡ E0
i [r

i] and µ, ri i−→ µ′, e′′ and e′ ≡
E0

i [e
′′]. Lemma 8.4.6 implies i = 0 and e ∈ E and E0

i ∈ EC, and Lemma 8.4.7 implies
µ, ri −→ µ′, e′′, hence µ, E0

i [r
i] 7−→ µ′, E0

i [e
′′] by definition of 7−→ . The case d ≡ err is

analogous. 2

This implies Part 2 of Theorem 8.4.1.

8.5 Examples of Imperative Multi-stage Programming

We present several examples of imperative multi-stage programming. The examples are
described in MiniMLmeta

ref extended with whatever features of SML and its standard library
are most appropriate, e.g. polymorphism, data-types, pattern matching, arrays. All the
examples make essential use of closed types, and could not be reproduced in full in other
meta-programming formalisms. In particular, a sequence of top-level declarations cor-
responds to nested letc-bindings (evaluated at level 0), thus identifiers declared at the
top-level are in the ∆ part of a typing context Σ; ∆; Γ, thus have a closed type. More
formally, val x = e; p stands for letc x = e in p and has the following derived rules for
typing and reduction

Σ; ∆≤0; ∅ `0 e : c
Σ; ∆≤0, x : c0; ∅ `0 p : t

Σ; ∆≤0; ∅ `0 (val x = e; p) : t
µ, (val x = v0; p)

0−→ µ, p[•v0/x]

Warnings The extensions of MiniMLmeta
ref with polymorphism and data-types have not

been formally investigated, yet. Although we do not foresee major technical difficulties
in the study of such extensions, the examples relying on them should be taken with a
grain of salt. The current release of MetaML displays values of code types, so that a
programmer can check the quality of the generated code. However, in MiniMLmeta

ref code is
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- datatype nat = z | s of nat; (* natural numbers *)

datatype nat

- fun p z x y = (y := 1.0) (* conventional program *)

| p (s n) x y = (p n x y; y := x * !y);

val p = fn : nat -> real -> real ref -> unit

- fun p_a z x y = <~y := %1.0> (* staged program with annotations *)

| p_a (s n) x y = <~(p_a n x y); ~y:=~x %* !~y>;

val p_a = fn : [nat -> <real> -> <real ref> -> <unit>]

- fun p_cg n = <fn x y => ~(p_a n <x> <y>)>; (* code generator *)

val p_cg = fn : [nat -> <real -> real ref -> unit>]

- val p_sc = p_cg 2; (* specialized code *)

val p_sc = <fn x y => (y := %1.0; y := x %* !y; y := x %* !y)>

: [<real -> real ref -> unit>]

- val p_sp = run p_sc; (* specialized program *)

val p_sp = fn : real -> real ref -> unit

- fun p_o n = letc n=n in run(p_cg n) (* optimized program *)

val p_o = fn : nat -> real -> real ref -> unit

Figure 8.3: The multi-stage programming method: the imperative power function

not observable, where observability means that for any pair of syntactically different values
of a code type one can find a context that distinguish them. For instance, the values <1>

and <(fn x => x) 1> of type <int> are indistinguishable.

8.5.1 An Imperative Power Function

Figure 8.3 illustrates the multi-stage programming method [TS97, BMTS99] in an imper-
ative setting, by adapting the classic example of the power function:

• nat is the datatype for natural numbers.

• p is a conventional “single-stage” program, which takes a natural number n, a real
x, a reference y, and stores xn in y. It uses the predefined identifiers (constants)
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1.0:real and *:real->real->real.

• p_a is a “two-stage” annotated version of p, which requires the natural number n

(as before), but uses only symbolic representations for the real x and the reference
y. p_a builds a representation of the desired computation. In this representation the
predefined identifiers declared at level 0, i.e. 1.0 and *, are lifted to level 1 using
cross-stage persistence.

• p_cg is the code generator . Given a natural number, the code generator proceeds by
building a piece of code that contains a lambda abstraction, and then, using Escape,
performs an unfolding of the annotated program p_a over the “dummy variables” <x>

and <y>. This unfolding is possible because of “symbolic evaluation under lambda”.

• p_sc is the specialized code generated by applying p_cg to a particular natural number
(in this case 2). The generated (high-level) code corresponds closely to machine code,
and should compile into a light-weight subroutine.

• p_sp is the specialized program, the ultimate goal of run-time code generation. The
function p_sp is a specialized version of p applied to 2, which does not have unnec-
essary run-time overheads.

Finally, one can define an optimized program p_o (i.e. p_o 2 is p_sp) with the same type
of the conventional program p. The definition of p_o relies on a general trick.

Remark 8.5.1 (The Letc-trick) According to the typing rule for λx.e, the λ-bound x
must be declared in Γ. However, when x has a closed type, one can replace λx.e with
λx.letc x = x in e. This transformation does not change the operational behaviour, but it
allows to infer more types. In fact, to assign type c → t (at level n) to λx.letc x = x in e
it suffices to assign type t to e under the assignment Σ; ∆, x : cn; Γ, rather than the less
accurate assignment Σ; ∆; Γ, x : cn. For instance, in relation to the typing of p_o, if

t
∆≡ real → ref real → unit and ∆

∆≡ pcg : [nat → 〈t〉]0, then the judgment ∅; ∆, n :
nat0; ∅ `0 pcgn : [〈t〉] is derivable, but ∅; ∆; n : nat0 `0 pcgn : [〈t〉] is not.

8.5.2 Lightweight and Generative Components

[KCC00] proposes to describe components as higher-order macros written in a functional
meta-language JR (with Bracket and Escape constructs similar to those of MetaML) to
generate code in an imperative object-language (for instance Java). It is easy to recast in
(an extension of) MiniMLmeta

ref several examples of components given in JR. For brevity, we
consider only the example of a generative sort component. The main function is written
in SML extended with arrays. It is a generic sort function with type
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- fun sortfun size lessfun arg = ... ;

val sortfun: int -> (’a -> ’a -> bool) -> ’a array -> unit.

In our extended language we can express a generative sort component [KCC00], and assign
to it the following MiniMLmeta

ref closed type (which is more informative than that assigned
in JR, where all object-code has type Code):

- fun sortcomp size lesscomp arg =

if size=2 (* in-line *)

then <if ~(lesscomp <~arg[1]> <~arg[0]>)

then "swap ~arg[1] ~arg[0]">

else <%sortfun (fn x y => ~(lesscomp <x> <y>)) ~arg>;

val sortcomp: [int -> (<’a> -> <’a> -> <bool>) -> <’a array> -> <unit>]

Note that the type variable ’a should range over closed types, since array, like the ref

type constructor, can be applied only to closed types. The main advantages of sortcomp
over sortfun are:

• the component can generate optimized code according to the value of size, e.g. we
in-line the sorting code when size is small, and we call the generic sort function
sortfun otherwise;

• the client of sortcom can give optimized comparison code, instead of calling a com-
parison function lessfun, i.e. fun lesscomp x y = <%lessfun ~x ~y>;

• the client can in-line the generated code instead of wrapping it in a procedure, i.e.
<fn A => ~(sortcomp size lesscomp <A>)>.

Given a component sortcomp one can exploit the trick described in Remark 8.5.1, and
define a generic sort function sortfun_o optimized with respect to size (but the other
advantages offered by the generative component are lost):

- fun sortfun_o size lessfun arg =

letc size=size in

letc lessfun=lessfun in

letc arg=arg in

run(sortcomp size (fn x y => <%lessfun ~x ~y>) <%arg>);

val sortfun_o: int -> (’a -> ’a -> bool) -> ’a array -> unit
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8.5.3 References to Generative Components

The examples above do not need references to code (or functions returning code). The
use of generative components, advocated by [KCC00], suggests obvious reasons why such
type of references are useful. First of all, a generative component has always a type of the
form . . . → 〈t〉. If a component is declared at the top-level (or is part of a library), then
it can be assigned the more accurate closed type [. . . → 〈t〉]. Now suppose that there are
several generative components GCi : [GCTi] located at some remote sites, and one wants to
download them only if needed. What one can do is to provide stubs GCSi : unit → [GCTi],
that download the components and cache them locally for repeated use

- datatype ’a maybe = fail | ok of ’a;

- local val cache : [GCT_i] maybe ref = ref fail

in fun GCS_i () = case !cache of

fail => letc gc_i = "download GC_i"

in cache := ok gc_i; gc_i

| ok gc_i => gc_i;

val GCS_i: unit -> [GCT_i]

This is well-typed in MiniMLmeta
ref , because we have assumed that the component has a

closed type [GCT_i], and the type t maybe is closed when t is.

8.6 Related Work

Multi-level languages [GJ91, GJ96, Dav96, Mog98] provide mechanisms for constructing
and combining open code. Multi-stage languages extend multi-level languages with a
construct for executing code at run-time [Tah99]. The scope extrusion problem identified
in Section 6.1 also applies to a naive imperative extension of λ© [Dav96], which allows
open code and symbolic evaluation under lambda (but has no construct for executing
code). Binding-Time Analyses (BTAs) for imperative languages must also address such
problems. Intuitively, a BTA takes a single-stage program and produces a two-stage one
[JGS93, Tah00b].

[TD96] describes an off-line partial evaluator for a higher-order language with first-class
references, where a two-level language with regions is used to specify a BTA. This two-
level language allows storing dynamic values in static cells, but the type and effect system
prohibits operating on static cells within the scope of a dynamic lambda (unless these cells
belong to a region local to the body of the dynamic lambda). The two-level language
of [TD96] and MiniMLmeta

ref provide incomparable approaches to Type Safety of imperative
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multi-level languages (for partial evaluation): the first uses regions and effects, the second
uses closed types (and introduces a new type constructor [ ]).

[CM00] gives a big-step operational semantics for MiniMLmeta
ref , which uses as primitive term

construct Bind-Closure •e instead of Bind (x)e, but Type Safety for such a semantics fails!

The problem (recast in a small-step operational semantics) is in the rule µ, (•λx.e)v0
2

0−→
µ, •(e[v0

2/x]), whose contractum is always a closed term (in particular the free variables

in v0
2 get bound by •). This is in contrast to rule µ, ((X)λx.e)v0

2
0−→ µ, ((X)e)[v0

2/x] of
Figure 8.2. For instance, consider the well-typed redex ∅; ∅; x : t1 `0 (•λx.x)〈x〉 : 〈t〉. The
reduction rule in [CM00] yields the contractum •〈x〉, which is not typable. While the
reduction rule of Figure 8.2 yields 〈x〉, because •λx.x ≡ λx.x.

[HD97] proposes a partial evaluator for a computational meta-language, and they formalize
existing techniques in a uniform framework by abstracting from dynamic computational
effects. However, this partial evaluator does not seem to allow interesting computational
effects at specialization time.

There is a simpler approach to imperative multi-stage programming based on λ� [DP96,
WLP98]. In fact, this language allows closed code and run-time code generation, but does
not allow evaluation under lambda. Therefore, adding references to λ� is as easy as to
MiniML. The price for this simplicity is the lack of symbolic evaluation (typical of partial
evaluation) necessary for optimization at specialization time.

[Xi99] uses (dependent) types for eliminating dead code. Our Bind construct is a mere dead
code annotation, used for handling scope extrusion, and we made no attempt to exploit it
for dead code elimination. The typing rules for Bind (apart from the trivial one), make
sense only in a multi-level language. However, the Bind annotation and its operational
meaning (see Remark 8.0.6) is not specific to multi-level languages.
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